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"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper.
Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted
vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is
known only to those who are in situations to confront facts
within their knowledge with the lies of the day."
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
Author of the Declaration of Independence
3rd President of the United States
From: Letter to John Norvell, 1807
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INTRODUCTION
Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The NY Times
has been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the
Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by a GermanJew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's now
famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since: "All the
News That’s Fit to Print”.

Adolph Ochs

Ochs’ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who
became publisher when Adolph died. Ochs’ great
grandson Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. is the publisher of
the NY Times today. So, for 1.2 centuries, America’s
most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of
the same Zionist-Marxist family. Count on The Times to
promote
big
government,
Globalism,
phony
environmentalism, Israel, the Fed, and endless wars.

Just how powerful is what your fighting author likes to refer to “Sulzberger’s
Slimes”? The erudite writer Gore Vidal may have been a morally degenerate
sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his reference to the Slimes as
“the Typhoid Mary of American journalism” was as spot-on as it was witty. One
need only glance at the morning headlines of “the paper of record”, and then take
note of how the superficial infomercials known as “the Nightly News” will so
often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the Manhattan Mendacity
Machine spun that very same morning.
Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data
then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world.
Such is the indisputable power and undeserved “prestige” of this dreadful
“Orwellian” institution.
The Anti-New York Times was originally established as, and still is, a pay-toview daily sub-page of TomatoBubble.com. Beginning in 2015, the collected
rebuttals to the Slimes’ Spin were published in Quarterly book format – which you
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now hold in your hands. To best understand the bare-knuckled and often humorous
rebuttals, it is recommended that readers also purchase and study, Planet
Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order. That will give you a
firm grounding in REAL history while The Anti-New York Times informs you of
the contemporary world which had grown out of that tragic history.
When gathered in one place, the rebuttals expose The Slimes as a deceitful naked
Emperor. If the Slimes is the disease of deception, let The Anti-New York Times
be your antidote of truth.

REBUTTED BY

.
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JULY 2018

NY Times: When Health Insurance Prices Rose Last Year,
Around a Million Americans Dropped Coverage
By MARGARET SANGER-KATZ

REBUTTAL BY

In some ways, the laws of economics mirror the laws of motion. You know: "for
every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction." So, when the Harvard
eggheads who crafted the Orwellianly-named "Affordable Care Act" (aka
ObamaCare) prompted Black Jesus to wave his magic wand and decree that scores
of millions of "kids" could now stay on their parents' insurance policy until the age
of 26; and that people with pre-existing conditions had to be covered at the same
rate as healthy folks; and that insured women were now "entitled" to free birth
control --- the Piranha Press was quick to identify all the visible beneficiaries of
this action. Of course, the same Fake News dutifully ignored the invisible victims
of the inevitable reaction that has since occurred and is now worsening -- namely,
the skyrocketing of insurance policy rates and deductibles.
Nothing is "free" in this life. Millions of "kids" dumped on the parents' policy and
millions of women getting "free" birth-control means more disbursements paid out
to doctors, hospitals and pharmacies by the insurance companies. More
9

disbursements means that higher policy rates (and more government subsidies) are
needed just for the insurers to stay in business. This ain't rocket science, boys and
girls. For every credit over here, there must be a debit over there. And though it's
wonderful that John Doe's two kids got "free" coverage, the Doe Family's gain
came at the expense of his self-employed or suddenly unemployed next-door
neighbor who cannot now afford a policy for his own family.

If more people understood the reality of action-reaction, the Marxists would
not be able to dupe so many libtards with their empty promises of "free"
stuff.
Of course, leave it to the seditious scum at Sulzberger's Slimes to cast blame for
the explosion in insurance rates not upon a Medical Mafia cartel which artificially
limits the number of doctors; and not upon decades of government mandates which
have long since killed the essential direct buyer (the patient) / direct seller (the
doctor / hospital) market mechanism as even the most minor items are dumped
onto 3rd-party employer provided insurance now; and certainly not upon the
additional impossible mandates of ObongoCare. No sir. The new culprit for the
ongoing spike in costs and rates is none other than (cue the boos and hisses), you
guessed it --- Donald Trump!
From the article written by "health care reporter" Margaret Sanger-Katz (cough
cough):
"But the Trump administration has taken actions that are likely to raise prices still
higher for comprehensive health insurance, making the markets even less stable.
Besides slashing its budget for Obamacare advertising and enrollment assistance
last year, the administration eliminated payments to insurance companies meant to
help offset the cost of covering their lowest-income customers.
It has enacted additional policies, going into effect by next year, that could weaken
the Obamacare markets. In January, people who fail to obtain health insurance
will no longer need to pay a fine. The administration recently released a rule
10

allowing more self-employed Americans to buy so-called association health plans,
which are not subject to as many rules as Obamacare plans."
Oh if only Trump would have spent more money advertising for ObamaCare
enrollment! Oh if only Trump had not waived the cruel tax penalty on struggling
Americans who could not afford to buy insurance! Oh if only Trump had not
allowed the self-employed to enjoy more flexibility in buying "association plans!"
Anything to protect the "legacy" ™ of Mr. & Mr. Obongo, eh Margie? -You dirty, damn, disgusting, deceitful, devious, demonic Fake News yenta hag!
(Deep breath, time for a serenity prayer.)

The U.S. ranks an appalling 52nd in the world in doctors-per-capita. Fewer
doctors means no competition -- which means that they can get away with
charging extortionist fees for procedures. The greedy Medical Mafia cartel
has created a protection racket whereby even top students graduating from
top schools will not be accepted into medical school. ObongoCare's answer
to the problems caused by doctor shortages and expensive
government coverage mandates for insurance policies was to issue even
more government mandates.
The tragic irony of America's worsening heath care / health insurance crisis is that
although there are few, if any, free-market forces operating in this critical sector,
many sorry specimens of Boobus Americanus -- miseducated by the Marxified
"educational system," misinformed by the Marxified Fake News, and totally
ignorant of the action-reaction dynamic -- will blame the free market for the
systemic inefficiencies, abuses and price-gouging of a perverse system of third
party payers that is actually a bastardized hybrid of cartel capitalism and
government communism.
11

The Globalist-Marxist crime syndicate that engineered this disaster is not ignorant
of economic principles, of course. To the contrary, the high-level financial elites
who own the U.S. government-media complex are experts in the field. The
deliberately, and brilliantly, engineered inefficiencies and price-gouging are
intended to cause so much pain for the uninsured that eventually the public (brokeass libtarded "millennials" in particular) will rise up and demand cradle-to-grave,
nanny-state, "democratic socialism" --- a high-sounding euphemism for "3-hotsand-a-cot" slavery by way of the ballot box.

Marxist vermin such as Bernie Sanders (cough cough) peddle unworkable
Utopian schemes to naive young people who were put into a desperate
situation by policies implemented by ..... Marxist vermin such as Bernie
Sanders (cough cough) in the first place!
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I was reading in the New York Times today that
Trump's cutting of advertising money for ObamaCare is partially
responsible driving up heath insurance costs.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump is absolutely obsessed with dismantling all
of President Obama's achievements.
12

Sugar: Boobus, you frickin' ssimpleton!!! If ObongoCare is sso great, then
why are expenssive ad campaignss and tax penaltiess needed to get more
people enrolled?
Editor: Speaking of government-enabled cartels, I have recently learned
that the money-grubbing veterinarians who insist you need
chemotherapy have also created an artificial shortage.
Headline: Fortune Magazine (June 5, 2018)
America’s Veterinarian Shortage Is Bad for Animals and Humans Alike
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NY Times: Trump’s Trade War With China Is Officially
Underway
By ANA SWANSON

REBUTTAL BY

Following the lead of "the paper of record," all of libtardom seems to have its pink
panties up in a bunch over "the trade war" ™ with China. A breathless excerpt
from this article:
"A trade war between the world’s two largest economies officially began on Friday
morning as the Trump administration followed through with its threat to impose
tariffs on $34 billion worth of Chinese products, a significant escalation of a fight
that could hurt companies and consumers ...
The penalties prompted quick retaliation by Beijing ... China’s Ministry of
Commerce said in a statement that the United States “has launched the biggest
trade war in economic history so far.”
The escalation of the trade war from threat to reality is expected to ripple through
global supply chains, raise costs for businesses and consumers and roil global
stock markets."
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Oooooh --- It's a "rippling" and a "roiling." Sounds scary, doesn't it? But should we
really be concerned, or is this just Trump's latest tactical ploy -- a strategic drama
in which Xi Jinping is also playing his part?

The Fake News -- which has cheered for every massive tax hike ever
conceived by the mind of Marxist man, is suddenly warning of the grave
consequences of imposing a small tax on imported non-consumer goods
from China?
Having watched Trump talk trash about Syrian President Assad before launching a
harmless missile attack on Syria, soon followed by a complete cutoff of the CIA's
program to arm the Syrian terror-rebels -- and having watched Trump threaten war
on North Korea, soon followed by a stunning announcement of a one-on-one
meeting with Lil' Kim -- and having watched him talk trash about Putin, soon
followed by a stunning announcement of a one-on-one meeting with Putin (this
week!) -- Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times are
reading this "trade war" ™ as the latest installment of Trump's chess-match against
the Globalists -- an epic contest in which men like Putin, Xi, Assad, Lil' Kim,
Erdogan and others are all in league with Trump.
Far from a mutually damaging "trade war" ™, we believe that Trump and Xi -unlike Obongo and Xi -- clearly have a mutually respectful relationship and have
already worked out new trade terms that will be fairer for the United States. As is
the ongoing case with the Trump-Kim "negotiations," the rest is for public
consumption and entertainment. The Piranha Press will once again huff and puff
their fury towards "isolationist" Trump until he finally pulls the rug out from his
demented detractors by "winning," with Xi's assistance, "the trade war" ™.
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1 & 2. Trump treated Xi like visiting royalty at his stunning private estate in
Florida. 3. Trump's grandchildren sing to Xi and his wife in Chinese.

When Trump visited China, he was treated with enormous respect in turn.
What a contrast compared to Obongo's final visit there, when the Chinese
forced him to exit from the rear of Airforce 1, with no red carpet or military
greeting.
So, that's our call on this coming "trade war" ™. On a separate note, we would like
to point out the inconsistency and double-standard hypocrisy of Sulzberger's
Slimes scaring its simple-minded readers with talk of Trump's "trade war" ™,
when they never once called attention to the very real dangers of the "cold war"
that Obongo and State Secretary Killary Clinton had started with China.
There was the "Asian Pivot" scheme which encircled China with missiles, bases
and relocated naval assets. There was the unusual arming-up of local vassal states
like Vietnam and the Philippines. There was the pressure placed upon vassal Japan
to abandon the "pacifist clause" of its constitution so that it could re-arm itself as a
counter to China. There were the constant warnings, threats and provocative naval
cruises directed toward China over its "seized" islands and newly constructed
artificial islands. Thankfully, all that tension is gone now.
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The final few years of the Obongo presidency marked a dangerous decline in USChina relations. So dangerous, in fact, that George Soros (cough cough) - one of
the highest raking "capos" of today's New World Order crime syndicate, made
comments during a conference at the World Bank (2015) that were actually not-soveiled threats of World War III.
Soros' actual comments below, followed by our "translations."
********************
Soros: If there is conflict between China and a military ally of the United States,
like Japan, then it is not an exaggeration to say that we are on the threshold of a
third world war.
TomatoBubble Translation: "Hey China, you're gonna have problems with one
of our military allies - maybe Japan, or perhaps Vietnam. My client (Rothschild)
could make them disappear."
Soros: There is a real danger that China will align itself with Russia politically and
militarily, and then the threat of third world war becomes real, so it is worth
trying.”
TomatoBubble Translation: If China doesn't come to heel, then we'll use our
puppets to simultaneously light Russia's fuse in Eastern Europe and China's fuse in
the South Pacific; and make it look like they started it.

********************

Soros wanted China to dump Russia and join the N.W.O -- or else his
wholly-owned operatives like Killary & Mccain would unleash World War 3.
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Now that, boys and girls, coming from a power mogul of such stature, was some
seriously scary stuff. And had Soros' ghoulish girl Killary been elected president in
2016 (as was expected!) -- well, we would by now have something a bit more
worrisome to be fretting about than a mythical "trade war" ™ -- like say, a nuclear
war?

THE FAKE NEWS IGNORED OBONGO & KILLARY's TRULY
DANGEROUS WAR PREPARATIONS AIMED AT CHINA (and
Russia too)

1. Killary, 2012: "I do not believe that Russia and China are paying any
price at all - nothing at all - for standing up on behalf of the [Syrian]
Assad regime. The only way that will change is if every nation
represented here directly and urgently makes it clear that Russia and
China will pay a price.” 2. Obongo pressured occupied-Japan to arm-up
in anticipation of the coming conflict with China.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I was reading in the New York Times today
about how Trump's trade war with China is really heating up.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's scary what that mad man in the White House
is doing. The United States is totally isolated on this matter.

Sugar: Aw don't pisss your pantiess over a few tariffss, Boobuss. Had that
evil Globalisst bitch been elected pressident, the whole world would have
been on fire by now.
Editor: As it was regarding the de-activated situation in Syria, sleeping
Boobuss may never come to know what a disaster we now appear to have
avoided in the Far East. What a damn shame!
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NY Times: Elon Musk Thinks a Minisubmarine Could Help
in Thai Cave Rescue
By JULIA JACOBS

REBUTTAL BY

Hark! The trumpets of Mount Olympus are calling us to prayer. On your knees or
on your feet, and bow in reverence, boy and girls. The all-wise, all-knowing super
scientist / super-inventor / super-business mogul Elon Musk ™ doth address us
with the details vagaries of his latest inspiration -- a mini-submarine to rescue a
group of cave-stranded, flooded-out youth football (soccer) players in Thailand.
Never mind the fact that Thai rescuers actually on the scene as well as worldwide
specialists in such rescue efforts have already dismissed Musk's scheme as
impractical. To members of the Cult of Musk, it is always and only Elon's
"visionary" fairy tale that matters -- never the actual results.
Before even dispatching Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat to do a bit of datadigging on this curiously over-rated character, we had already suspected, based
upon a number of hints, that Elon Musk ™ was the product of a sophisticated CIA
puff-up operation. We observed the instant and seemingly effortless accumulation
of wealth in the hands a young man who seemed to have "come out of nowhere."
We observed the constant hyping of his multiple companies (Tesla, SpaceX,
Neuralink) in the Piranha Press. We observed the billions in taxpayer money
20

showered on his companies. We observed the instant Hawking-like publicity
given to his every utterance -- no matter how non-sensible. And, of course,
we observed his enthusiastic "the-science-is-settled" promotion of the "Global
Warming ™ / Climate Change" ™ hoax --- a Globalist fraud which is essential for
the marketing of his electric Tesla cars.

1. Taxpayer subsidized electric cars that catch fire. 2. Taxpayer funded
rockets that explode. What is so special about Elon Musk and why does the
Piranha Press keep hyping him?
Fusing fake science with fake business acumen, the "powers that be" (cough
cough) have puffed-up this South African-born / Canadian & American collegeeducated charlatan into an amalgamation of Nikola Tesla and Andrew Carnegie.
Far from being either, he has invented nothing and can only exist with the powerful
combination of government welfare and free publicity behind him. Whatever
tweaks his company may have made to improve rocketry ought to be credited to
his well-paid engineers, yet the Fake News would have you believe that Elon
Musk ™ is a one-man show --- designing rockets one day, solar panels the next,
electric cars the next, driverless technology the next, all the while wearing several
CEO hats and giving endless interviews and speeches at the same time!
Bring back the heavy-lift rocket and space shuttle programs which Obongo
inexplicably killed in 2011 (a move which Musk naturally praised); and Musk's
mysterious SpaceX -- which has received billions of dollars to fill the void -- will
fold up overnight. End the massive subsidies and mandates associated with the
"Global Warming ™ / Climate Change" ™ hoax; and Musk's solar panel and
electronic car hustles, as well as investors in these schemes, would also blow away
like so much space dust in the cosmic wind. Even the driverless technology he is
said to be developing lags behind the advances of German auto-makers.
Apple legend Steve Wozniak is one man of true accomplishment who has this
phony figured out, and isn't afraid to rip him publicly.
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Headline: CNBC (February 1, 2018)
Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak: ‘I don’t believe anything Elon
Musk or Tesla says’

The intense media-hype of Elon Musk ™ is a sure indicator of a conspiracy
afoot.

Musk's greatest ambition is the colonization of Mars as a backup plan in the event
of either World War III or the catastrophic man-made warming of Earth. He
assures his goofy groupies -- who have been known to pack venues so they can
worship Elon Musk ™ in person -- that it is possible to settle 80,000 sheltered
Earth-Martians by 2040. They would live as a "direct democracy" solely for
ensuring the survival of the species.
Now can you just imagine the ensuing comedy had Donald Trump proposed such
a goofy scheme? He would have been roasted 24/7 by the Fake News and all the
late night commie comics. But because Elon Musk ™ has said it, the idea of an
entire population of Earth-Martian settlers spending their entire captive lives
indoors on Mars is somehow considered "visionary."
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The conspiracy between Globalist Golden Boy Obongo and Globalist
Golden Boy Musk to shift certain projects from NASA to SpaceX probably
has something to do with the fact that "private" projects are not subject to
Freedom-of-Information Act disclosures. Could Musk's secret deliveries into
space have had something to do with the mysterious energy beam attacks
from above which set California homes on fire last year? These devils are
indeed capable of anything.

The Muskrat, an admitted social engineer who advocates for a "universal basic
income," thinks so highly of his (or his hired scientists', to be precise), schemes
that he believes his companies are entitled to funding by way of a carbon tax.
Musk, on the benefits of taxing CO2 (harmless plant food:)
“The common good being consumed is atmospheric and oceanic carbon capacity,
which currently has a price of zero. This results in an error in market signals and
far more CO2 is generated than should be. We won’t ever go to zero CO2, but the
rate over time should be dropped far below what it is today.
This is analogous to taxing cigarettes and alcohol more than fruits and vegetables,
which everybody agrees makes sense. We should have higher taxes on the things
that science says are probably bad for us than those that are probably good for
us.”

The money-grubbing self-promoter was very critical of Trump for pulling out
of the Paris Climate Scam. "Climate change is real. Leaving Paris is not
good for America and the world." --tweeted the so-called genius.
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Finally, in addition to all of these "tells," as they say in poker parlance, there is, in
essence, confirmation of a CIA connection to Elon Musk ™ that comes to us from
a recent book whose allegations Musk has not denied. His recent book informs us
of how the Muskrat, just age 30 at the time, travelled to what was then a chaotic
and collapsing Russia in 2001, and again in 2002. These mysterious trips were part
of a fruitless attempt to buy an ICBM! From the Daily Mail:

Headline: (May 14, 2015)
Russian Space Bosses SPAT on Elon Musk When He Tried to Buy a Rocket
"He nevertheless went with Musk to Moscow, and once there they began trying to
convince the Russians to sell them an intercontinental ballistic missile... 'One of
their chief designers spat on me and Elon because he thought we were full of s***,'
Cantrell said, according to the book by Ashlee Vance. The team returned emptyhanded.

In February 2002 the group returned to Russia, this time bringing Mike Griffin,
who had worked for the CIA's venture capital arm, In-Q-Tel,' according to the
excerpt on Bloomberg. Musk was now looking for not one but three missiles and
had a briefcase full of cash, too.
Musk asked point-blank how much a missile would cost.
'Eight million dollars each, they said. Musk countered, offering $8 million for two.
'They sat there and looked at him,' Cantrell said. 'And said something like, 'Young
boy. No.'
Musk stormed out of that meeting, and on the plane home began devising a plan to
create his own rockets."
So, a then 30-year-old kid appears out of nowhere, and shows up in corrupted
Russia (only Putin's 2nd year) with a CIA finance agent at his side, and a
briefcase containing $8,000,000 cash, hoping to buy a Russian ICBM? Dear
reader, if you know anyone who is a member of The Cult of Musk, please get this
information to them . This bad actor needs to be taken down, and hard!
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1 & 2. Among other Muskian scams, is this creepy character (who looks
more Ashkenazi Jewish than white South African???) also a frontman for
the Deep State's dirty deeds done in space? 3. The Piranha Press has
mocked Trump's newly-created "Space Force" as fighting mythical aliens.
Might Trump's Space Force actually be a counter to a secret Deep State /
Musk presence that is already operating in space?

Has a secret war in space already begun?

Trump with anti-Trumper Musk. A case of keeping your friends close; but
your enemies closer?
Headline: The Atlantic (January 9, 2018)
What Happened With SpaceX's Top-Secret Government Mission?
A few days after a secretive launch, rumors are circulating that the mysterious
payload has failed.
"On Sunday night, SpaceX launched a top-secret U.S. government satellite into
low-Earth orbit, .... The company live-streamed the event, but cut the feed early to
preserve the secret nature of the mission. .... SpaceX shared some photos of the
launch on social media, which led people to assume it had been a success.But then,
25

on Monday night, reports started circulating that something had gone wrong.
Peter B. de Selding, an editor at SpaceIntelReport.com, citing sources, tweeted the
satellite “may be dead in orbit after separation.”
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I was reading in the New York Times today that
Elon Musk came up with an idea to rescue those kids in Thailand by using
a mini-submarine.
Boobus Americanus 2: That Musk is amazing! If anyone can pull it off, it's
him.

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' TV-worshipping ssimpleton! The only thing
Elon Musskrat has ever pulled iss the wool over your gullible fat face!
Editor:The "whiz kid" and sudden billionaire parallels between Muskrat and
Mark Zuckerberg are striking.
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NY Times: Trump Derides NATO ... Baltic Nations See It
Much Differently.
By MARC SANTORA

REBUTTAL BY

Among the religious devotees and dupes of NWO Globalism, NATO (North
Atlantic Treaty Organization), ranks right up there with the United Nations, the
European Union and the Federal Reserve as "indispensable" institutions of
"stability." The truth is, that from its inception in 1949 to the present day, NATO
has been a destabilizing war-making organization in service to the Globalists. The
initial beginnings of NATO actually trace back to the Treaty of Brussels of
1948 among Belgium, France, the Netherlands and the UK -- four European states
which had conspired to start World War II in the first place. Economically ravaged
and militarily weakened by the war, and hence, vulnerable to hidden US-CIA
domination; the four dying colonial powers agreed upon a mutual defence system
which would soon include all of Western Europe plus the USA.
The Alliance's first Secretary General, Lord Ismay, explained that the aims behind
the new military bloc were to: "keep the Russians (Soviets) out, the Americans in,
and the Germans down." NATO, after having achieved all three of the objectives
set forth by Ismay, and after outliving the Soviet Union and its Eastern European
vassal governments, has since expanded eastward into a 29-member force -adapting the "keep the Russians out" element into one of "menace the Russians."
Admiral Vladimir Komoyedov, defense committee chairman of the Russian
Duma (lower house of Parliament), puts it this way: "They would even admit the
North Pole to NATO for the purpose of encircling Russia."
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Tell it, Admiral. Tell it!

1. The destruction and unconditional surrender of Germany (1945) and the
establishment of the CIA (born 1947) enabled the Globalists to begin
shaping the corrupted and libtarded European Union of today. 2. The
eastward-expanding NATO (born 1949) is also a key element of the New
World Order.
With this bit of historical context in mind, we can better understand the absurd
butt-hurt expressed in this latest anti-Trump / anti-Putin attack, brought to us by
the seditious scum at Sulzberger's Slimes. From the article:
"Only in the last quarter-century has Latvia been able to reclaim its nationhood,
and only in the last decade has it felt secure in that claim. The security came from
one thing: joining NATO, an alliance of nations forged after the fires of World War
II and expanded during the Cold War as a buffer against Soviet aggression.
Now, with Russia once again on the prowl, that alliance seems to be at risk in ways
that were virtually inconceivable when Latvia joined in 2004."
So, the innocent and peaceful Russians, who have patiently tolerated every
US/NATO calumny (a $10 word for slander), every form of domestic political
interference, and every external military provocation (right on their very
border!) are the ones "on the prowl," eh? Oh the bloody deceitful drama! What
does Putin, whose country already spans 11 time zones, need to swallow up tiny
Latvia for? The only ones with nefarious design on Latvia and other tiny eastern
states are the N.W.O. kingpins who seek to deploy as many missiles, tanks and
troops on Russia's doorsteps. It is they, not Putin & Trump, who, by dragging
Latvia into this tense environment, pose an existential threat to that tiny Baltic
state.
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Fake News Headline / Sub-headline -- The Express (UK)

WW3 will start in Latvia. Expert envisages Armageddon
with Russia.
Donald Trump could face a potential third world war if the US comes to the
rescue of Baltic countries trying to escape from Russia’s clutches, an influential
military expert has warned.
As we saw with the barbarism unleashed upon Yugoslavia, Afghanistan and Libya,
NATO is a violent, dangerous and cruel war machine whose suicidal game of
"chicken" with Russia is intended to kick off World War III. In recent years, the
Alliance has stationed many thousands troops while staging large scale war-games
in Eastern Europe -- all part of an effort to bait Putin into drawing "first blood."
Exactly as Lord Ismay had said, Germany and the US (its people, that is) are also
adversely impacted by NATO. For Americans, the NATO quagmire keeps us
entangled with and enslaved to Globalist schemes. With NATO now expanded
right up to the borders of Russia, the ultimate World War III tripwire can be
activated at any time.
As for Germany, NATO, especially in recent years, has become a source of great
stress and anxiety for that country. Situated at the center of Europe, the Germans
understand that World War III would touch their soil very quickly. Sadly, there is
nothing Germany can do because the potentially powerful nation has been
occupied and "kept down" ever since the fall of The Great One (that's Hitler for
all you newbies and normies).
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In service to the New World Order, the conspirators at New York's
Council on Foreign Relations (and also London's Chatham House) blew
up Germany and Italy, subjugated the other nations of Europe, assisted the
rise of the Soviet Union as a global military power (Lend-Lease, Yalta etc) - and then established NATO as a military power to counter the very Soviet
threat which they had deliberately created in the first place!
NATO is and has always been, a great big lie -- which was why the conservative
anti-communist legend, Senator Robert A. Taft (R-OH) voted against NATO
membership in 1949. In a speech following his "No" vote, Taft said:
"A joint military program has already been made… It thus becomes an offensive
and defensive military alliance against Russia. I believe our foreign policy should
be aimed primarily at security and peace, and I believe such an alliance is more
likely to produce war than peace. A third world war would be the greatest tragedy
the world has ever suffered. Even if we won the war, we this time would probably
suffer tremendous destruction, our economic system would be crippled, and we
would lose our liberties and free system just as the Second World War destroyed
the free systems of Europe. It might easily destroy civilization on this earth…"
Tell it Senator. Tell it!
Nothing has changed since Taft's times. If anything, the arguments in favor of
keeping NATO in existence are now even more absurd. Not a single one of the
NATO member nations and mini-nations faces any external threats from Russia -and nor do any of the states still being considered for expanded membership, like
Ukraine and Georgia. So let us all hope that the upcoming Trump-Putin Summit in
Finland that has got Sulzberger's Slimes all agitated marks the beginning of the end
for this purely offensive military organization.
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1. In 1949, Robert Taft -- "Mr. Republican" -- warned that NATO would
actually be an offensive organization that could one day drag the United
States World War III. By that time, Taft was on track to become president in
1952. The Globalists then recruited NATO Commander General Dwight D.
Eisenhower to literally steal the nomination from Taft at the 1952 GOP
convention. (Read "I Don't Like Ike," by M S King) 2. The merciless and
murderous bombardment of Yugoslavia and Libya dispelled the myth of
NATO existing as a "defensive" organization.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I was reading in the New York Times today that
Trump is bashing NATO again.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump is ignorant of history. NATO's role is critical
to the freedom of Europe.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' ass clown! Europe lost its freedom to NWO
America after World War II.
Editor: Although recent developments hold some promise, I wonder if
Western Europe is even salvageable at this point. The best we can hope
for is an end to the NWO-engineered tension between NATO and Russia.
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The innocent little boy grew up to become "Ms." Spain

NY Times: Aiming for Miss Universe — and Universal
Transgender Rights
REBUTTAL BY

Ever since the Catholic Monarchs Ferdinand of Aragon & Isabella of Castile
issued the Alhambra Decree of 1492 -- the edict which booted the self-chosenites
from Spain -- the people that "never forget" ™ have dreamed of the downfall and
moral Jewification of that once mighty global empire and, later on, the motherland
itself. From 1870 to today, the "powers that be" (cough cough), working through
their obedient communist and globalist surrogates, were responsible for
committing the following high-profile acts of destabilization and conquest against
Catholic Spain:
•
•
•

•

1870: Prime Minister Juan Prim is assassinated.
1897: Prime Minister Antonio Canovas is assassinated.
1898: U.S. is used to start a war with Spain which leads to the transfer of
Cuba, Puerto Rico, The Philippines and Guam from Spanish rule to US /
Globalist control.
1905: Red terrorists Hurl 'Flower Bomb' At King & Queen Consort of Spain
Just After They Were Married.
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•

1912: Prime Minister José Canalejas is assassinated.
1921: Prime Minister Eduardo Dato is assassinated.
1936-39: Many foreign communist terrorists (mostly Jews) volunteer to fight
in the Spanish Civil War against the conservative forces of General
Francisco Franco
1973: Prime Minister Luis Carrero Blanco (an ally of Franco) is
assassinated.
1975: After the death of the "authoritarian" ™ leader Franco, libtarded King
Juan Carlos begins transforming Spain from fascism to "democracy" ™.

•
•

•
•

.
1. Ferdinand & Isabella had it right in 1492. 2. For nearly four decades,
Franco the Good (shaking hands with The Great One) protected Spain
from Marxism and libtardism. 3. Soon after Franco's death in 1975, the
cancer reappeared as libtard King Juan Carlos (Image 3, accepting some
Jewish award) wasted little time in going full-blown "shabbus goy" (a gentile
who performs tasks for the Jews).

•
•
•
•
•

1982: Spain is sucked into NATO
1986: Spain is sucked into the "European Community" -- forerunner of
the European Union.
1999: Spain becomes one of the first countries to adopt Rothschild's "Euro"
as its currency.
2015: Spain apologizes for the 500-year-old Alhambra Decree, and offers
citizenship to all Jews of Sephardic ancestry!
2018: A MAN is crowned, "Ms. Spain."

Take a bow Rothschild -- mission accomplished.
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The usual suspects don't even hide the fact that they are pushing trannyinsanity very hard. "Ms. Spain" -- a surgically mutiliated "maricon" in drag -will now compete for Ms. Universe.

As for the Slimes' glowing and gloating portrayal of this Spanish spit-in-the-face of
our Creator, the article reads like a satire of itself -- something which even just 7
years ago would have been taken for exactly that, satire. But unfortunately, it is not
satire. The mass madness is real. A few excerpts:
"Asked when she first realized that she was a girl, Ángela Ponce answered with
her own question: “And when did you first know you were a boy?”
“Having a vagina doesn’t make a woman,” she said in an interview. “Even if
many people don’t want to see me as a woman, I clearly belong among them.”
..... Ms. Ponce gives talks in schools and meets with children and parents who are
struggling with transgender issues.
.... When she was about 16, Ms. Ponce decided to undergo hormonal treatment and
eventually vaginal plastic surgery, “to remove what for me was a burden and a
trauma.” But she said that her message to the teenagers whom she now meets is
always that vaginal surgery is a personal choice, and that it is not essential to
being a woman.
“There are women with a penis and men with a vagina, because the only key part
of being a woman is to be and feel like a woman,” she said.
“Women own their bodies, and many of them have had plastic surgery, so how is
reshaping your nose or your cheek bones to make you feel better any different to
getting a vagina or breast enlargement?”
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Ms. Ponce also lamented what she described as the hypocrisy of some big clothing
brands that refused her as a model once they found out that she was transgender."
What else could we possibly add to enhance the understanding of such Marxist
madness. It, along with the photos of "Ms. Spain" in drag which appear in the
Slimes article, speaks for itself.

Dude! You're a frickin' dude! Comprende?
Actually, mainly for the benefit of the weak-minded and / or libtarded who
occasionally stumble across TomatoBubble / The Anti-New York Times, there is
something else we'd like to add to this rebuttal. The imagery of what people calling
themselves "doctors" are paid -- with taxpayer dollars in many cases -- to actually
do to these insane wretches should be enough to shock even some dim-witted
libtards into their senses. Procedures such as hormone treatment and voice
feminization are bad enough -- but have a look at the actual mutilation which these
freaks are subjecting their God-given sex organs to.
FEMALE TO "MALE"

Breast removal, surgically enlarged clitoris, prosthetic penis and testicles.
The urethra can be rerouted to allow urination through the newly
constructed "penis."
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*

MALE TO "FEMALE"

The testicles are removed, and the sliced skin of the penis is inverted as a
flap preserving blood and nerve supplies, to form a "vagina". A "clitoris"
fully supplied with nerve endings can be formed from part of the penis.

This is normal? Seriously? This is frickin' normal? --- (palm to face, deep breath,
sighing) ... Adios, Spain. Adios.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
newly-crowned Ms. Spain is trangendered.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh ... really? Well .. I guess that's OK.
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Sugar: Ain't nuthin' to frickin' think or guesss about!!! He'ss a frickin' man,
Boobuss -- one with sseriouss mental problemss.
Editor: Boobus Americanus is not yet as far gone as Boobus Europithicus.
He still hesitates to accept this, but his stupid 'millennial' kids are already
on board the Tranny Expresss.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

NY Times: Who Is Bill Browder, Kremlin Foe Singled Out in
Putin’s Offer?
NY Times: U.S. Intel Community Reacts with Fury to Trump’s
Rebuke
NY Times: Republicans Rebuke Trump for Siding With Putin,
Democrats Demand Action
NY Times: (Op-Ed): Trump and Putin vs America
NY Times: Trump, at Putin’s Side, Questions U.S. Intelligence
on 2016 Election
NY Times: Putin, Trump and the "Incredible Offer"
REBUTTAL BY

Oh the "bipartisan" ™ butt-hurt emanating from the journalistic mouthpieces and
political house-slaves of Globalism! After 18 months of thwarting Trump's plan of
getting together one-on-one with Vlad the Bad, and just one month after Trump's
first meet & greet with Lil' Kim of North Korea, the Trump-Putin Summit has
finally happened. And boy-oh-boy are the warmongering communist scum of the
Earth squealing in agony.
Ironically, the Slimes' portrayal of Trump's desire to avoid World War III and get
along with Russia wasn't always so negative. Back in 1984, the "paper of record"
ran a very lengthy puff-piece on the then 37-year-old real estate mogul -- one
which closed with some of his geo-political concerns.
Headline: The Expanding Empire of Donald Trump (April 8, 1984)
"Trump says that his concern for nuclear holocaust is not one that popped into his
mind during any recent made-of-television movie. He says that it has been
troubling him since his uncle, a nuclear physicist, began talking to him about it
15 years ago.
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* ANYT Editor's Note: Trump's uncle, John Trump, was a highly accomplished
scientist who was called upon by the National Defense Research Committee and
military intelligence to review the papers of the genius Nikola Tesla after he had
died.
His greatest dream is to personally do something about the problem and,
characteristically, Donald Trump thinks he has an answer to nuclear armament:
Let him negotiate arms agreements - he who can talk people into selling $100
million properties to him for $13 million. Negotiations is an art, he says and I have
a gift for it.
The idea that he would ever be allowed to got into a room alone and negotiate for
the United States, let alone be successful in disarming the world, seems the naive
musing of an optimistic, deluded young man who has never lost at anything he has
tried. But he believes that through years of making his views known and through
supporting candidates who share his views, it could someday happen."

1. Trump's Uncle John was a world class scientist connected to military
intelligence (white hats) and, according to Donald Trump, a man-of-peace
deeply concerned about nuclear war with Russia. 2. Trump (and his father)
was also close professionally and personally with Roy Cohn -- the useful
(though queer) Jew lawyer who hated Communists and defended, until his
dying day, his former boss -- the great Joe McCarthy (whom we are now
writing a book about!) 3. McCarthy and young Cohn exposed commies and
one-worlders until President Eisenhower shut them down.
*

The disparaging Piranha Press coverage of the Trump-Putin
summit in Finland is as childish as it is treasonous.
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Here is just a small sampling of the type of sleazy slander that the bought-andpaid-for clowns of DC have been slinging at Trump over this meeting. It would all
be so comical were it not so treasonous, and Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board"
of The Anti-New York Times do not use such adjectives lightly.
"I never thought I would see the day when our American President would stand on
the stage with the Russian President and place blame on the United States for
Russian aggression. This is shameful." -- Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ)
"Donald Trump’s press conference performance in Helsinki rises to & exceeds the
threshold of “high crimes & misdemeanors.” It was nothing short of treasonous.
Not only were Trump’s comments imbecilic, he is wholly in the pocket of Putin.
Republican Patriots: Where are you???" -- John Brennan, CIA Director under
Obongo
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"I think that press conference was the single most embarrassing performance by an
American president on the world stage that I've ever seen." -- William Burns, U.S.
Ambassador to Russia under Obongo
"The president must appreciate that Russia is not our ally. There is no moral
equivalence between the United States and Russia, which remains hostile to our
most basic values and ideals. The United States must be focused on holding Russia
accountable and putting an end to its vile attacks on democracy." -- House Speaker
Paul Ryan, (R-WI)
"I've said a number of times and I say it again, the Russians are not our friends
and I entirely believe the assessment of our intelligence community," -- Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY)
"The President made us look like a pushover... Putin was probably eating caviar
on the plane home." -- Bob Corker (R-TN)
"This is bizarre and flat-out wrong. The United States is not to blame. America
wants a good relationship with the Russian people but Vladimir Putin and his
thugs are responsible for Soviet-style aggression," -- Senator Ben Sasse, (R-NE)
"It's certainly not helpful for the President to express doubt about the conclusions
of his own team ... a first-rate intelligence team and I would hope that he would
take their analysis over the predictable denials of President Putin." Senator Susan
Collins (R-ME)
"Missed opportunity by President Trump to firmly hold Russia accountable for
2016 meddling and deliver a strong warning regarding future elections," Graham
tweeted. "This answer by President Trump will be seen by Russia as a sign of
weakness and create far more problems than it solves." -- Senator Lindsey
Graham (R-SC)
"A single, ominous question now hangs over the White House: what could possibly
cause President Trump to put the interests of Russia over those of the United
States? Millions of Americans will continue to wonder if the only possible
explanation for this dangerous behavior is the possibility that President Putin
holds damaging information over President Trump." -- Senate Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer (D-NY)
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"The Russians have something on the President." -- House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-CA)
The deactivating of artificial tensions between two nuclear super-powers is
something that transcends political ideology. Everyone in America ought to be
applauding the Trump-Kim & Trump-Putin summits. But these evil criminal
politicians are not. That's because the rogues gallery of creepy characters cited
above do not work for "we the people" and never have. No sir. They work for the
same self-perpetuating New World Order crime syndicate that wrecked and
murdered St. Joe McCarthy back in the 1950's.
In a just world, these deadly deceivers would be given a speedy trial before being
whisked away by a righteously indignant lynch mob and strung-up from the
nearest lamp post. As it stands, we're happy to report that Messrs. Ryan, McCain,
Corker and Flake have all been forced to declare their retirements by the forces
protecting Trump. In a few months time, they'll never be heard from again.

Powerful Republican rats McCain, Ryan, Flake and Corker --- all forced into
announcing their retirements but still working with the Demonrats to
undermine to Trump and antagonize Russia.
The most explosive moment of the post-summit press conference came when
Putin, in answer to a question put to him about extraditing "Russian hackers" to the
USA. From the article:
"(Russia) would allow Mr. Mueller and his team to travel to Russia and be present
at the questioning of 12 Russian military intelligence officers the special counsel
indicted last week for hacking into the computer systems of the Democratic
National Committee and the emails of Hillary Clinton’s campaign chairman.
In exchange, however, the United States would have to permit Russian law
enforcement officials to take part in interrogations of people “who have something
to do with illegal actions on the territory of Russia.” He singled out one man:
William F. Browder.
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Business associates of his have earned over $1.5 billion in Russia,” Mr. Putin said.
“They never paid any taxes. Neither in Russia nor in the United States. Yet the
money escaped the country. They were transferred to the United States. They sent
huge amounts of money, $400 million, as a contribution to the campaign of
Hillary Clinton. “we have solid reason to believe that some intelligence officers
accompanied and guided these transactions.”
The Globe-trotting criminal Bill Browder -- who is grandson of 1930's Communist
Party USA boss, Earl Browder -- is a declared enemy of both Putin and Trump.
Browder was the driving force behind the "Magnitsky Act" which placed
sanctions on certain Russian officials for the alleged "murder" of some traitor
lawyer in Russia. If indeed Putin's allegations are true, a whole lot of Deep Staters
could soon find themselves in a whole lot of trouble. And what was Trump's
reaction to Putin's idea for extraditing Browder? Trump later called Putin’s
suggestion “an incredible offer,” though how it would work is unclear because
traitor Browder gave up his American passport and is now a British citizen.
But Killary and the CIA scum who facilitated the Browder money transfers have
no such protection. We shall see if Trump & Sessions, with the help of Putin,
pursue that nasty hag to the ends of the Earth over this and so many other crimes.
Things are getting interesting, and will only get more interesting now that Trump
and Putin are meeting openly. Stay tuned, boys and girls.

1. Earl Browder: General Secretary of the Communist Party USA during
the Stalin years. 2. Grandson Bill Browder: Predatory cronie capitalist who
is wanted for in Russia for his financial crimes. 3. Killary Clinton: The
ultimate embodiment of the Communist-Capitalist-Corporatist New World
Order system which seeks to crush Putin and Trump.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1:The New York Times is really hammering Trump
over that 2-hour private meeting with Putin.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well ... I really don't see anything wrong with us
getting along with Russia.

Sugar: Atta boy Boobuss! Even a dumb-asss like you can ssee through
thiss tiresome basshing of Trump and Putin.
Editor: Trump is forcing the Deep State traitors to show their true faces. If
this continues, more Boobuses may start to doubt the Fake News.
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NY Times (Op-Ed): A President with No Shame and a Party
with No Guts
BY THOMAS FRIEDMAN

REBUTTAL BY

Of all the no good, dirty, lying journalistic Jew jackals in Sulzberger's stinky
kennel of seditious scribblers, three-time "Pulitzer Prize winner" ™ Thomas
Friedman (cough cough) has got to be the most vile and the most vicious of the
whole putrid pack -- well, maybe a close second to Paul Krugman (cough cough).
Or maybe to Andrew Rosenthal (cough cough)? Or David Brooks (cough
cough)? Or Maggie Haberman (cough cough)? Or Mark Landler? Or Steven
Lee Meyers (cough cough)? Or Nicholas Kristoff (cough cough)? Or Roger
Cohen (cough cough)? Or --- damn! They are all really, really bad.
Even by Friedman's own standards of deceit, the Bolshevik boldness behind the
lies contained in this latest anti-Trump hate-piece is astonishing to behold. Hazmat
suits and goggles on, boys and girls. Into Friedman's filth we go for a few excerpts
and rebuttals.
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Among the scheming deceivers at Sulzberger's Slimes, the competition for
biggest liar of all is fierce. Above: Krugman (cough cough), and Friedman
(cough cough).
Freakman: If your puppy makes a mess on your carpet and you shout “Bad dog,”
there is a good chance that that puppy’s ears will droop, his head will bow and he
may even whimper. In other words, even a puppy acts ashamed when caught
misbehaving. That is not true of Donald Trump.
Rebuttal: Puppies pooping in the house and Donald Trump? This analogy sounds
as if it were written by an 10-year old yeshiva boy. The Putin-Trump Axis has
really pushed these New World Order grease-balls into a state of mental
derangement and dangerous desperation.
Freakman: What makes Trump even more powerful and problematic is that this
president with no shame is combined with a party with no spine...
Rebuttal: Freakman is upset because more and more Republicant's -- sensing
which way the voter wind is blowing -- are lining up behind Trump.
Freakman: .. and a major network with no integrity ....
Rebuttal: He means the Trump supporters at FOX News (Laura Ingraham,
Jeanine Pirro, Neil Cavuto, Sean Hannitty, Tucker Carlson et al)
Freakman: — save for a few real journalists at Fox News like the outstanding
Chris Wallace.
Rebuttal: Of course, Freakman would single out FOX's closeted libtard Chris
Wallace (cough cough) as an exception -- a "real journalist." Actually, apart from
the talk show characters, the actual news reporting program at FOX is surprisingly
libtarded.
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Freakman: Don’t be fooled by the last-second tut-tutting of G.O.P. senators about
Trump’s kowtowing to Vladimir Putin in Helsinki...
Rebuttal: "Kowtowing to Vladimir Putin," eh? Evidently this pudgy little fake
tough guy-- like his journalistic ancestors of the the 1930's / 40's, wants another
World War.
Freakman: ... and spurning of our intelligence agencies.
Rebuttal: Ah yes -- the oh-so-incorruptible and oh-so-infallible "17 intelligence
agencies" ™ and their reports. The same Deep State scum that brought us the
"intelligence" about:
•
•
•
•

Saddam's "weapons of mass destruction" (now known to have been a false
report)
Qaddafi's fighter-jet strafing of civilian protesters (now known to have been
a false report)
Assad's poison-gassing of Syrian children (now known to have been a false
report)
The Saudi caveman's orchestration of the 9/11 attacks of 2001 (a laughable
fairy tale for normies and TV addicted morons)

... and so much more. You'll have to excuse our skepticism, Freakman.

1. The Trump-Putin bromance is driving Sulzberger's Slimes into a
panicked, yet very dangerous, frenzy. 2. Trump would be a fool to trust the
"17 intelligence agencies" ™ of the deceitful Deep State (though we do
believe that the NSA is mostly under the control of the "White Hats" now.)
2. The Piranha Press is actually part of the Deep State / "17 intelligence
agencies" ™complex.
Freakman: Until and unless the G.O.P.-led Congress passes legislation that
protects special counsel Robert Mueller from being fired by Trump ...
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Rebuttal: Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times is
very pleased is see that Freakman and his ilk remain in a state of delusion over the
wide-ranging and far-reaching investigation being conducted by their hero, Robert
Mueller. Oh the excruciating screams of butt-hurt we will hear when it finally
becomes clear to all that Robert Mueller, an ex-Marine, is working hand-in-hand
with the same military intelligence forces which recruited Trump as their frontman.
Freakman: ... or enacts into law specific, deeper sanctions on Russia if it is ever
again caught trying to tilt our elections
Rebuttal: Who says that the Russians tried to "tilt our elections?" Oh, that's right - "the 17 intelligence agencies" ™ (bow your heads in solemn reverence when you
speak of the Sainted 17)
Freakman: — or secures Trump’s tax returns or the transcript of his two hours
and 10 minutes of private conversation with Putin ...
Rebuttal: We have been rebutting the same old lies about Trump for the past two
years, and those about Putin for the past five years. It's really becoming as tiresome
as it is infuriating, so we'll let a special guest close this rebuttal piece out for us.
Joseph Goebbels was Minister of Propaganda and Public Enlightenment during
the German glory years, and he really had greasy characters such as Freakman all
figured out. In a 1933 radio speech, delivered before the NSDAP had consolidated
its power, Goebbels, in condemnation of the Judenpresse, thundered:
"They ought to stop lying. One day our patience will come to an end and then we
will grab these insolent Jews by their throats and shut their lying mouths!"
Tell it, little Joe. Tell it!
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1. Robert Mueller volunteered for the Marines in 1966, right after
graduating from Princeton. In 1968, he was named a lieutenant leading a
combat platoon in Vietnam. 2. The Marines' motto is "Semper Fidelis"
(always faithful). We believe (notwithstanding the ridicule from a few of our
beloved readers) that Mueller remains faithful to the secret military power
behind Trump. 3. In spite of his diminutive physical stature, nobody could
bring the rhetorical heat down upon the Freakmans of his day as hard as
Little Joey Goebbels.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: Tom Friedman really unloaded on Trump in the
New York Times today.
Boobus Americanus 2: Friedman is a 3-time winner of the Pultitzer Prize,
you know.
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Sugar: Which meanss that Freakman is three timess as much of a frickin'
bullsshit artisst as the one-time winners -- dumb asss!
Editor: An appropriate award, given the fact that Joseph Pulitzer (cough
cough) was one of the main propagandists responsible for whipping up
support for the unjust Spanish-American war of 1898.
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President Hassan Rouhani of Iran at a meeting with a group of Foreign Ministry
officials in Tehran on Sunday.

NY Times: Trump Threatens Iran on Twitter, Warning
Rouhani of Dire ‘Consequences’
REBUTTAL BY

Be not alarmed, boys and girls, for we have witnessed this strategic comedy
routine many times before. There will be no war with Iran. To the contrary, the
mutual huffing and puffing taking place between the tweeting Trump and the
counter-tweeting Iranians should be taken as an indication that the U.S. and Iran
are actually on their way toward normalized relations -- in due time. A review of
some recent history will support this theory.

Trump is "crazy" like a fox.
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Syria
When Deep State operatives twice staged a phony false-flag "chemical weapons"
attack that featured crisis-acting children, Trump tweeted threats against the
"animal" Assad and followed up with pre-announced and harmless missile strikes
on a Syria field. After having thus put himself at the head of the warmonger
coalition, Trump was then able to "pull-the-rug-out" from beneath the feet of the
Deep State by cutting off the CIA's arms shipments to the "rebels" of Syria (aka
"ISIS"). Result: Assad remains alive and in power because Trump and Putin
wanted it that way.

The Trump Comedy Show (Act 1) -- "CHEMICAL attack in Syria" -- "Animal
Assad" -- "Get ready Russia ... gas killing animal."

North Korea
During the 2016 QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) campaign, Trump was mocked
and attacked for stating that he would like to meet with Lil' Kim of North Korea.
Upon taking office in early 2017, he was again attacked by the Fake News and
neo-con warmongers for floating the idea of such a meeting. That's when Trump,
out of necessity, shifted gears and began verbally attacking Lil Kim' --- mocking
him as "Rocket Man" and threatening North Korea with nuclear annihilation by
"fire and fury the likes of which has never been seen before."
Again, this bluster enabled Trump to neutralize his opposition before turning the
tables and beginning the process of actually ending the officially still-active
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Korean War. Result: North and South Korea have embraced each other and war
tensions have subsided. It remains to be seen if Trump will be able to bring
American troops homes for good.

The Trump Comedy Show (Act 2) --- "Talking is not the Answer!" -- "fire
and fury" -- "Rocket Man." --- We now know that there was a method to the
madness.
*

Headline: Washington Post (June 13, 2018)
Trump’s refreshing admission (to FOX) that he felt ‘foolish’
when taunting Kim Jong Un

Neither Sean Shamnity of FAUX News nor the Washington Compost seem
to realize that Trump's strategic idiot act (which he now admits to!) was
aimed at the media, not Lil' Kim.
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To a lesser extent, Trump has played this same game with regard to Russia and
China. He will from time to time tweet out some nasty "trash talk" about how
tough he is on Xi (over trade) and Putin (over "election meddling") as he works to
end the dangerous Cold War which the Bush-Clinton-Obongo administrations -- in
service to their Globalist masters -- were waging against both of those peaceful
powers.
And now, we see the same outrageous, comical and childish tweet attacks and
counter-attacks taking place between Trump and Russian-protected / Chineseprotected Iran -- which has threatened the "mother of all wars" against the U.S. The
bloodthirsty Israel First wing of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) can cheer all
they want; but there will be no U.S. attack on Iran.
You see, whereas Obongo talked peace-peace-peace to mask the fact that he was
covertly waging war-war-war; Trump talks war-war-war to mask the fact that he is
covertly waging peace-peace-peace. "Youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural of
"you.") heard it here first -- don't be surprised if sometime later this year or next,
you see Presidents Trump and Rouhani of Iran meeting at yet another "historic
summit."

Make-believe and made-for-TV madness ---- IN ALL CAPS! Trump's idiotic
outbursts are purely strategic.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: Trump's latest tweets against Iran are truly
deranged.
Boobus Americanus 2: That lunatic is going to start World War III one of
these days.

Sugar: Exactly the oppossite iss true, Boobuss.
Editor: I don't mind seeing a President tell necessary lies in order to
maintain peace. Usually they talk peace in order to wage war.
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A tape of a 2016 conversation between Donald J. Trump and his former
lawyer, Michael D. Cohen, sheds new light on hush money payments to a
former Playboy model — but questions remain.

NY Times: Michael Cohen Releases Tape of Trump
Discussing Hush Money for Playboy Model
BY MAGGIE HABERMAN, JIM RUTENBERG, MICHAEL SCHMIDT

REBUTTAL BY

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" (but mainly Sugar) is off to "Crazy Town"
for this analysis that is sure to get some of you giddy with excitement, others on
the fence, and still others shaking their heads and wondering how your favorite
sleuths at The Anti-New York Times could actually "fall for that silly Q-Anon /
'The Storm' psyop." Honestly, we ourselves vacillate between all three positions at
varying times.
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While surrounded by military brass at the White House in October of 2017,
Trump teased the Piranha Press by saying that the gathering represented
"the calm before the storm." When asked to elaborate by the reporters,
Trump repeated: "the calm before the storm." Asked again the following
day, he again teased, "You'll find out." Soon afterwards, a character
dubbed "Q-Anon" began posting under a politics subforum titled, "The
Storm."

As this front-page Slimes story illustrates, all of Libtardia has been buoyed with
hope over the news that President Trump’s former personal lawyer, Michael D.
Cohen, has "broken" with his "ex-boss" and is now cooperating with Trump's
alleged "nemesis," Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller. With breathless glee, TV
talking heads are huffing and puffing over Cohen's release of a "secret recording"
of a conversation in which Trump appears to be discussing hush money payments
to a former Playboy model.
From the article:
"The recording, which was broadcast by CNN, is sometimes muddled but provides
details on payments to the former model, Karen McDougal. However, it does not
definitively answer the question about whether Mr. Trump directed Mr. Cohen to
make them in cash or by check just two months before the 2016 presidential
election.
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Mr. Cohen is heard telling Mr. Trump that he will need to set up a company to
arrange the payments."
In spite of the media's dramatic trumpeting of the Trump-Cohen "split" -- we say
with absolute certainty that no damaging developments will come out of this latest
"nothing burger" ™. Indeed, even many of Trump's enemies in the Fake News are
now conceding that there is "no there, there." Now, this is where we depart
for "crazy town" -- and "youse guys" are all invited for the trip.

News of Cohen's stunning "turning" against Trump has got the Piranha
Press giddy. Is the "split" real? Or just another Trumpian trick?
You see, we believe that the Master Chef who cooked up this "nothing burger" ™ - and served it up with a fresh sesame-seed bun, a stack of elaborate toppings and
some special sauce for the Piranha Press to salivate over -- is none other than Chef
Donald himself! Think about it: If -- as we very, very strongly suspect -- Mueller is
actually working for Trump and the Military Intelligence behind him; then the proTrump witnesses which Mueller has "persecuted" with subpoenas, early morning
raids and even (we are told) arrests and indictments -- have to all be part of the
elaborate sting operation dubbed "The Storm."
If "the Storm" is real, then there are two major strategic objectives which the
Mueller-Trump team would have achieved by detaining and interrogating men like
Paul Manafort (Trump's former campaign manager), Michael Flynn (Trump's
former National Security Adviser) and Michael Cohen (Trump's former personal
lawyer)? They are:
1. The interrogations prop up the necessary diversionary illusion that Mueller is
investigating Trump.
2. The "suspects" can funnel un-actionable evidence against some big
people which was obtained from NSA surveillance conducted without warrants
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(aka "fruit of the poison tree) into a legal investigation with warrants. This
"washing of the poisoned fruit" makes it usable -- actionable.

Vicious, smirking, snarky, sarcastic, Communist lesbian Rachel Madcow
of MSNBC gleefully gloats over the news of every document dump and
every "indictment" associated with ex-Trump men. What if the evidence
being obtained in Cohen’s "1,310,365 items) is not what Ms. Madcow
thinks it is???
Trump's numerous "angry" tweets on the subject of what Mueller has done to
Manafort, Flynn and Cohen all seem to have that certain smell of clever
strategic contrivance -- not unlike the faked "displeasure" he has in the past
tweeted about regarding Lil' Kim ("Rocket Man") and Assad of Syria ("Assad the
Animal"). Have a look:
On Flynn: "Mike Flynn should ask for immunity in that this is a witch-hunt by
media and Dems of historic proportion."
On Manafort: "This was years ago, before Paul Manafort was part of the Trump
campaign. But why aren't Crooked Hillary and the Dems the focus???"
On Cohen: "What kind of a lawyer would tape a client? So sad! Is this a first,
never heard of it before? Why was the tape so abruptly terminated (cut) while I
was presumably saying positive things? I hear there are other clients and many
reporters that are taped - can this be so? Too bad."
One more logical flow-chart observation: If Mueller is part of "The Storm" -- then
Cohen is part of "The Storm" -- then the woman who originally got the Piranha
Press buzzing by dragging Cohen into Mueller's net --must also be part of "The
Storm." Right? And what did the NSA script-writers name this actress? Well, her
real name is Stephanie Clifford. But her "porn star / dancer" stage-name is
"Stormy" Daniels. Nice touch.
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This concludes today's excursion into "Crazy Town." Maybe the town is just
"crazy" like a fox. Stay tuned.

Were the allegations and lawsuit brought forth by "Stormy" Daniels used
as a trick by which Trump could legally inject tons of evidence into
investigations being conducted by Mueller (and others) into something
else? Is she really even a "porn star," or just an agent-actress for the
"White Hats?" Why do these characters and dramatic events seem to be so
fake?

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump's
former attorney intends to cooperate with the Mueller investigation.
Boobus Americanus 2: I still don't understand all this. What is it that they
actually claim to have on Trump?
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Sugar: It ain't about what they have on Trump, and never wass, Boobuss!
It'ss what they have on Killary, Obongo and God-only-knowss who elsse!
Editor: I really hope your instincts are right on this, Sugar. I have to
say, your hunch certainly does fit the pattern of events. But if "The Storm"
doesn't hit big, I'll be smashing the proverbial egg all over your furry face.
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\"Justine died in her pajamas trying to help someone else,” her father said in a
statement on Monday

NY Times: Family of Australian Woman Shot by Police Sues
Minneapolis
BY MONICA DAVEY

REBUTTAL BY

World class liars understand that effective lying is both a science and an art that is
often best-practiced by not overtly lying at all. The article which Sugar and I, er,
"The Editorial Board" of the Anti-New York Times have selected for today's
rebuttal does not contain a single lie or even a half-truth. And yet, paradoxically,
the whole piece represents one big fat "lie of omission" -- the biggest and baddest
type of lie that there is.
Let's play a little game. We'll mix in some true lines from the article with bits of
our own deliberately incomplete summary. See if you can deduce the omitted data
and define the motive behind the big, though invisible, lie. We suspect that the
majority of the enlightened readers who read the ANYT will have no trouble
figuring this riddle out, and right quick too. Nonetheless, for the benefit of newbies
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and normies, as well as regular readers who haven't had their coffee yet, the answer
is provided at the very end of this piece.

There's something about the killing of Justine Ruszczth (Damond) that
Sulzbergers' scumbags don't want you to know.
Slimes: The family of an unarmed woman who was fatally shot by a Minneapolis
police officer last summer filed a federal lawsuit on Monday against the officer, his
partner, top police officials and the city itself. The suit ... seeks $50 million in
damages.
Rebuttal: True. To digress a moment, we believe that such lawsuits should be
limited to the individuals in question --- not to "the city." Why the frickety-frack
should totally innocent taxpayers be charged for damages?
Slimes: In the minutes before she was shot, Ms. Ruszczyk, a dual citizen of
Australia and the United States who was living in Minneapolis, called 911 to report
sounds that she believed were of a woman being attacked somewhere in her
affluent neighborhood. “She saw something, she said something — and she got
killed for it,” Robert Bennett, a lawyer for her family, said in an interview on
Monday.
Rebuttal: True. Ms. Ruszczyk was shot in the stomach by the officer riding in the
passenger side as she approached the driver side of the police car.
Slimes: The shooting on July 15, 2017, perplexed people in Minneapolis and in
Australia, where Ms. Ruszczyk’s father and many friends and relatives live. The
circumstances were highly unusual: Ms. Ruszczyk, who was 40... had heard
sounds of someone in distress late that evening. They seemed to be coming from
the alley behind her house, she told her fiancé in a phone call that night. She called
911.
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Rebuttal: All true.
Slimes: When Officers Noor and Harrity arrived a few minutes later, they drove
through the alley with their emergency lights off. Officer Harrity later reported
being startled by a noise and a figure who appeared outside the police car,
according to prosecutors. Officer Noor, still in the car, fired a shot through the
open driver’s side window, striking Ms. Ruszczyk.
Rebuttal: True.
Slimes: Not long after Ms. Ruszczyk’s death, city officials removed the
Minneapolis police chief, Janee Harteau, who is named in the suit.
Rebuttal: A female police chief? (rolling eyes) -- but we digress. Why fire her?
She didn't pull the trigger.
Slimes: Officer Noor was charged with third-degree murder and second-degree
manslaughter. The case has yet to be heard. ... Serious criminal charges are
currently pending against Mohamed Noor, and it’s critically important that the
criminal case be allowed to proceed through trial without interference.”
Rebuttal: True. Officer Noor is in deep doo-doo -- and based upon the raw data
associated with this sad case, as well as previous incidents involving Noor, the
trigger-happy officer appears to have been grossly negligent. Let's see what the full
trial brings out.

1. Grief in Minnesota 2. Grief in Australia
OK, boys and girls. That's the story. Now, can you guess the omission which
conceals the lie? And the motive for said concealment? Think about it --- then
scroll way down when you're ready .....
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*
*
ANSWER:

From the Star Tribune (MN): "After changing careers to join the Minneapolis
Police Department in 2015, Mohamed Noor was lauded by the mayor and his
fellow Somalis as a welcome addition to the force.
“I want to take a moment to recognize Officer Mohamed Noor, the newest Somali
officer in the Minneapolis Police Department,” Mayor Betsy Hodges posted on
Facebook. “Officer Noor has been assigned to the 5th Precinct, where his arrival
has been highly celebrated, particularly by the Somali community.”
Enough said. The writer for the Jew York Slimes -- though she did once mention
the first name "Mohamed" -- completely omitted the Somali immigrant / Black-onWhite aspects of this story. Her bosses would rather you not know that actual firstgeneration Africans (Somalis) -- many with a chip on their shoulders against the
"evil White man" -- are being inserted into police forces across America by way of
quotas that blatantly discriminate against White applicants. And they especially do
not want you to know that one of their beloved and unqualified pet Somalis fatally
shot a lovely, popular, engaged-to-be-married blond woman in the gut. You see,
stories like this might even make some libtarded Boobuses start to question our
suicidal immigration and employment policies -- and the Globalists simply cannot
allow that.
So, did "youse guys" get the right answers without having to scroll?
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
family of an Australian woman killed by a Minneapolis police officer is suing
the city for $50 million dollars.
Boobus Americanus 2: Cities need to do a better job in screening new
police recruits.

Sugar: Agreed, Boobuss! No frickin' Ssomali invaderss need apply!
Editor: I don't think that's what Boobus had in mind --- but it works for me.
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A tape of a 2016 conversation between Donald J. Trump and his former
lawyer, Michael D. Cohen, sheds new light on hush money payments to a
former Playboy model — but questions remain.

NY Times: Michael Cohen Releases Tape of Trump Discussing
Hush Money for Playboy Model
BY MAGGIE HABERMAN, JIM RUTENBERG, MICHAEL SCHMIDT

REBUTTAL BY

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" (but mainly Sugar) is off to "Crazy Town"
for this analysis that is sure to get some of you giddy with excitement, others on
the fence, and still others shaking their heads and wondering how your favorite
sleuths at The Anti-New York Times could actually "fall for that silly Q-Anon /
'The Storm' psyop." Honestly, we ourselves vacillate between all three positions at
varying times.
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While surrounded by military brass at the White House in October of 2017,
Trump teased the Piranha Press by saying that the gathering represented
"the calm before the storm." When asked to elaborate by the reporters,
Trump repeated: "the calm before the storm." Asked again the following
day, he again teased, "You'll find out." Soon afterwards, a character
dubbed "Q-Anon" began posting under a politics subforum titled, "The
Storm."

As this front-page Slimes story illustrates, all of Libtardia has been buoyed with
hope over the news that President Trump’s former personal lawyer, Michael D.
Cohen, has "broken" with his "ex-boss" and is now cooperating with Trump's
alleged "nemesis," Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller. With breathless glee, TV
talking heads are huffing and puffing over Cohen's release of a "secret recording"
of a conversation in which Trump appears to be discussing hush money payments
to a former Playboy model.
From the article:
"The recording, which was broadcast by CNN, is sometimes muddled but provides
details on payments to the former model, Karen McDougal. However, it does not
definitively answer the question about whether Mr. Trump directed Mr. Cohen to
make them in cash or by check just two months before the 2016 presidential
election.
Mr. Cohen is heard telling Mr. Trump that he will need to set up a company to
arrange the payments."
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In spite of the media's dramatic trumpeting of the Trump-Cohen "split" -- we say
with absolute certainty that no damaging developments will come out of this latest
"nothing burger" ™. Indeed, even many of Trump's enemies in the Fake News are
now conceding that there is "no there, there." Now, this is where we depart
for "crazy town" -- and "youse guys" are all invited for the trip.

News of Cohen's stunning "turning" against Trump has got the Piranha
Press giddy. Is the "split" real? Or just another Trumpian trick?
You see, we believe that the Master Chef who cooked up this "nothing burger" ™ - and served it up with a fresh sesame-seed bun, a stack of elaborate toppings and
some special sauce for the Piranha Press to salivate over -- is none other than Chef
Donald himself! Think about it: If -- as we very, very strongly suspect -- Mueller is
actually working for Trump and the Military Intelligence behind him; then the proTrump witnesses which Mueller has "persecuted" with subpoenas, early morning
raids and even (we are told) arrests and indictments -- have to all be part of the
elaborate sting operation dubbed "The Storm."
If "the Storm" is real, then there are two major strategic objectives which the
Mueller-Trump team would have achieved by detaining and interrogating men like
Paul Manafort (Trump's former campaign manager), Michael Flynn (Trump's
former National Security Adviser) and Michael Cohen (Trump's former personal
lawyer)? They are:
1. The interrogations prop up the necessary diversionary illusion that Mueller is
investigating Trump.
2. The "suspects" can funnel un-actionable evidence against some big
people which was obtained from NSA surveillance conducted without warrants
(aka "fruit of the poison tree) into a legal investigation with warrants. This
"washing of the poisoned fruit" makes it usable -- actionable.
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Vicious, smirking, snarky, sarcastic, Communist lesbian Rachel Madcow
of MSNBC gleefully gloats over the news of every document dump and
every "indictment" associated with ex-Trump men. What if the evidence
being obtained - "1,310,365 items" is not what Ms. Madcow thinks it is???
Trump's numerous "angry" tweets on the subject of what Mueller has done to
Manafort, Flynn and Cohen all seem to have that certain smell of clever
strategic contrivance -- not unlike the faked "displeasure" he has in the past
tweeted about regarding Lil' Kim ("Rocket Man") and Assad of Syria ("Assad the
Animal"). Have a look:
On Flynn: "Mike Flynn should ask for immunity in that this is a witch-hunt by
media and Dems of historic proportion."
On Manafort: "This was years ago, before Paul Manafort was part of the Trump
campaign. But why aren't Crooked Hillary and the Dems the focus???"
On Cohen: "What kind of a lawyer would tape a client? So sad! Is this a first,
never heard of it before? Why was the tape so abruptly terminated (cut) while I
was presumably saying positive things? I hear there are other clients and many
reporters that are taped - can this be so? Too bad."
One more logical flow-chart observation: If Mueller is part of "The Storm" -- then
Cohen is part of "The Storm" -- then the woman who originally got the Piranha
Press buzzing by dragging Cohen into Mueller's net --must also be part of "The
Storm." Right? And what did the NSA script-writers name this actress? Well, her
real name is Stephanie Clifford. But her "porn star / dancer" stage-name is
"Stormy" Daniels. Nice touch.
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This concludes today's excursion into "Crazy Town." Maybe the town is just
"crazy" like a fox. Stay tuned.

Were the allegations and lawsuit brought forth by "Stormy" Daniels used
as a trick by which Trump could legally inject tons of evidence into
investigations being conducted by Mueller (and others) into something
else? Is she really even a "porn star," or just an agent-actress for the
"White Hats?" Why do these characters and dramatic events seem to be so
fake?

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump's
former attorney intends to cooperate with the Mueller investigation.
Boobus Americanus 2: I still don't understand all this. What is it that they
actually claim to have on Trump?
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Sugar: It ain't about what they have on Trump, and never wass, Boobuss!
It'ss what they have on Killary, Obongo and God-only-knowss who elsse!
Editor: I really hope your insstintss are right on this, Sugar. I have to
say, your hunch certainly does fit the pattern of events. But if "The Storm"
doesn't hit big, I'll be smashing the proverbial egg all over your furry face.
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Slimes Caption: President Trump said on Twitter that he and A.G. Sulzberger, the
publisher of The New York Times, had discussed “the vast amounts of Fake News
being put out by the media & how that Fake News has morphed into the phrase,
‘Enemy of the People.’ Sad!”

NY Times: New York Times Publisher Rebuts Trump’s
Account of Private Meeting
BY MARK LANDLER

REBUTTAL BY

Public figures have from time to time called out individual reporters, columnists,
and editorialists at The Slimes for bias and even lying. But as far as we have been
able to determine, no big name politician, not even the great Joseph McCarthy,
has ever dared to so publicly utter the holy name of SULZBERGER (cough cough)
-- which is exactly what Trump just did.
From the article:
"President Trump on Sunday disclosed details of a private meeting he had with the
publisher of The New York Times, A. G. Sulzberger, and Mr. Sulzberger flatly
disputed the president’s characterization of an exchange they had about threats to
journalism.
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Trump said on Twitter:
"Had a good and interesting meeting with A. G. Sulzberger, Publisher of the
New York Times. Spent much time talking about the vast amounts of Fake News
being put out by the media & how that Fake News has morphed into phrase,
‘Enemy of the People.’ Sad!”
Wow. It almost sounds as if "The Donald" has been reading The Anti-New York
Times!

1. The Ochs-Sulzberger Dynasty: A 122-year direct familial chain of Fake
News from father to daughter / son-in-law to son to son to son to son. 2.
The young A. G. Sulzberger who took over the reins at the Slimes in
January, got his pink panties all up in a bunch after Trump called him out
by name in a very combative tweet which was picked up many other media
outlets. Many millions are now hearing the name "Sulzberger" for the first
time.
So shaken was the smoked-out Sulzberger that he personally issued a fiveparagraph statement just two hours after Trump's tweet about the subject of a
meeting that Sulzberger had expected to remain private. In a five-paragraph whine,
King Ochs-Sulzberger VI said he had accepted Trump’s invitation for the July 20
meeting in order to raise his concerns about Trump's “deeply troubling anti-press
rhetoric.”
“I told the president directly that I thought that his language was not just divisive
but increasingly dangerous,” said Mr. Slimeberger. He went on to vomit:
“I told him that although the phrase ‘fake news’ is untrue and harmful, I am far
more concerned about his labeling journalists ‘the enemy of the people.’ I warned
that this inflammatory language is contributing to a rise in threats against
journalists and will lead to violence.”
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Scumberger added that Trump's attacks were “putting lives at risk” and
“undermining the democratic ideals of our nation.” Oh the nerve -- the audacity -the "chutzpah" (as the Yids would say), of this little Bolshevik bastard to warn that
"inflammatory language" could "lead to violence." This coming from the recentlycrowned heir of a crime family syndicate whose legendary lies and libels actually
did "lead to violence" time and time and time and time again.
Dating back to the turn of the 19th Century, Sulzberger's seditious scribblers
dutifully sold the dumb-as-dirt public on the "dangerous" idea of entering every
war since the Spanish-American War of 1898. Even now, the Slimes bangs the
drums for confrontation with Russia and China. Such talk could "lead to violence"
and "put lives at risk" --- can it not, Spitberger?
2001-2016
"Inflammatory language" promoted by The New York Slimes, about a Saudi
cave-dweller hiding in Afghanistan having orchestrated the terror attacks of
9/11, "led to violence" which resulted in the deaths of about 2,500 Americans
in Afghanistan in a bloody and expensive occupation that is still ongoing.

"I have already said that I am not involved in the September 11 attacks in
the United States. As a Muslim, I try my best to avoid telling a lie. I had no
knowledge of these attacks, nor do I consider the killing of innocent
women, children and other humans as an appreciable act." -- Osama Bin
Laden

*
2002-2003
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"Inflammatory language" promoted by The New York Slimes, about Iraq
building "Weapons of Mass Destruction" "led to violence" which resulted in
the deaths of 5,000 Americans and as many as 1,000,000 Iraqis, many of them
women and children.

Colin Powell lied his ass off at the U.N. and the Slimes sold it to us without
question.
Speaking to veterans in Kansas City last week, Trump again echoed the warring
words of The Anti-New York Times when he thundered: “Stick with us. Don’t
believe the crap you see from these people, the fake news.”
Our motto here, as "youse guys" well know by now, is: "We read and rebut their
vile crap so you won't have to." Maybe someone on the Trump staff reads the
ANYT?
Trump's unmasking of the untouchable man behind the curtain -- which appears to
have been a deliberate set-up because it was Trump who set-up the meeting and
then unexpectedly tweeted about it -- is truly a delightful event to behold. In one
bold stroke, the Sulzberger name was introduced to millions of people for the very
first time as multiple media outlets picked up the story. Let us hope that many
newbies and normies, their curiosity having been stoked, pursue the rabbit hole
until they discover what this wretched family has been a part of for so many years.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump'
and the publisher of The Times, this guy named Sulzberger, had a really
contentious meeting over Trump's media-bashing.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump's nasty anti-media incitement is going to
get some poor journalist hurt or even killed one of these days.

Sugar: Good! Those greassy lying Fake News m-efferss frickin' deserve it!!
Editor: As "youse guys" can see, cancer-stricken Sugar is feeling much
better while on medication, various natural remedies, and a raw diet. A
heartfelt 'thank you' to all who have sent well-wishes, prayers and advice.
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Donald Trump says he's willing to meet with Iran on new nuclear
agreement

NY Times: Trump Says He Would 'Certainly Meet' With
Iran's Rouhani
REBUTTAL BY

It was only one week ago when Sugar and I, er "The Editorial Board" of The AntiNew York Times shocked and confused many of "youse guys" by explaining, with
absolute certainty, that Trump's anti-Iranian tirade was actually part of a plot to
outmaneuver the warmongers and actually make peace with Iran. Some excerpts
from our ANYT rebuttal of July 23rd:
******
"Be not alarmed, boys and girls, for we have witnessed this strategic comedy
routine many times before. There will be no war with Iran. To the contrary, the
mutual huffing and puffing taking place between the tweeting Trump and the
counter-tweeting Iranians should be taken as an indication that the U.S. and Iran
are actually on their way toward normalized relations -- in due time.
.......
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And now, we see the same outrageous, comical and childish tweet attacks and
counter-attacks taking place between Trump and Russian-protected / Chineseprotected Iran -- which has threatened the "mother of all wars" against the U.S.
The bloodthirsty Israel First wing of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) can cheer
all they want; but there will be no U.S. attack on Iran.
You see, whereas Obongo talked peace-peace-peace to mask the fact that he was
covertly waging war-war-war; Trump talks war-war-war to mask the fact that he
is covertly waging peace-peace-peace. "Youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural
of "you.") heard it here first -- don't be surprised if sometime later this year or
next, you see Presidents Trump and Rouhani of Iran meeting at yet another
"historic summit."
*** END OF EXCERPT ***
Now, from today's Slimes article:
"President Donald Trump said Monday that he'd "certainly meet" with Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani, and without preconditions, if the Iranian leader were
willing.
... Trump said he would meet with the Iranians "anytime they want to. I'll meet with
anybody," he said. "There's nothing wrong with meeting."
Looks like we nailed it! (Sugar, stop gloating.)

Putin, Rouhani, Xi and Trump are all conspiring to maintain world peace.
Bibi Satanyahoo cannot possibly be pleased with such peace talk. Could it be that
the anti-Globalist Trump has also been playing chess with the Israel First faction as
well? Trump can don Israeli blue ties to match Bibi's, publicly profess his love for
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all things Jewey, and even degrade himself before the Israel Lobby as much as he
wants; but in the final analysis, his (and Putin's) saving of Syrian President Assad - now coupled with these peaceful feelers just put out toward Iran -- represent a
total rejection of the "Greater Israel" project. And more than a few opinion pieces
appearing in Israeli newspapers have recently expressed their butt-hurt over
Trump's "soft-on-Iran" foreign policy.

Headline: HAARETZ / Israel News (July 15, 2018)
Trump's Perverse Appeasement of Putin Will Rebound on Israel
Israelis focused on the Iranian threat in Syria can be forgiven for placing hope in
the path Trump is beating to the Helsinki summit. But that's wishful, if not
delusional, thinking.
*
Headline: HAARETZ / Israel News (July 30, 2018)
Instead of Crafting a Strategy on Iran, Trump Plays With the Lion's Tail
In his battle of wits with Rohani, Trump blinked first. Like Israel, Washington
mistakenly believes that tactical strikes on Iranian targets and threats on Twitter
can get Iran out of Syria
This is not in any way intended to suggest that Trump, or Putin for that matter, are
secret enemies of Israel. No sir. The Zionist influence is too strong for even these
men to shut down and, unfortunately, the shitty little terrorist state of Israel isn't
going away anytime soon. But if the "Greater Israel" expansion project and the
wars that it would require can be permanently blocked by a combination of
superpowers as well as non-expansionist Israelis --- well, that's a whole lot better
than what Bibi and his American neo-cons would have cooked-up us were it not
for Trump. If we can't beat em', then at least we can contain the sons-of-bitches.
"The Donald" still has a very long way to go before we can even consider elevating
him to the pantheon of American saints such as Andrew Jackson, Warren
Harding, and Joe McCarthy. Nothing less than full exposure of 9/11 and the
pedo-Satanism of the elites will earn him halo-status in our book. Nonetheless, we
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sure are lovin' some of the stuff he has been doing in the face of such fierce
opposition from without, and Republican't treachery from within.

1. Candidate Trump, 2016: "Wouldn't it be nice if we got along with
Russia and China, and all these countries? Wouldn't it be nice? 2 & 3.
Thank God that Killary was stopped on November 8, 2016.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
is willing to meet with the President of Iran.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow --- a summit with Kim, another with Putin,
and now one with Rouhani? I hate to admit it, but ya have to give Trump
credit for these diplomatic achievements.
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Sugar: Walk away from the child-raping communisst Demonratss,
Boobuss! Just frickin' walk away!!
Editor: Let's see what type of negative spin the Piranha Press puts on a
Trump-Rouhani meeting.
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JULY 2018

Not a coincidence!

•
•
•
•

NY Times: What Is QAnon: Explaining the Internet
Conspiracy Theory That Showed Up at a Trump Rally
NY Times: QAnon, Manafort, Trump - The New York Times
NY Times: Who Is Q? Behind Conspiracy Theory Erupting at
Trump Rallies
NY Times: The Strange Case of Q-Anon
REBUTTAL BY

Son of a gun!
As we reported to "youse guys" on the 1st of July, in a response to a Slimes hit
piece on the Q-Anon movement, Q-Anon clearly stated that the phenomenom was
about to become publicly known in July after operatives force it into the open,
presumably at a press conference. And now, lo and behold, Q-Anonism -- as a
direct result of White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders actually
being asked about Q-Anon (the set-up which Q clearly said was coming) -- is
flooding into the "mainstream." Q's promise was true, albeit off by just a few days.
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Q Anon is now too big to kill with the silent treatment. The full frontal
attacks have begun!

From our ANYT issue of July 1, 2018:

***EXCERPT***
Never before has Q put himself on the spot to this degree -- which means that we
should all know within the next month or two if indeed the top-level Satanic pedomonsters of the New World Order are about to be taken down "worldwide." Have a
look at the recent Q-posts below and see what we mean about the sudden and
surprising level of Q's specificity. Also linked down below is a webpage containing
all of the posts by Q and other various "Anons" going back to 2017.
The good news to report is that, one way or the other, the suspense over Q will,
according to Q himself, all be over very soon. In language that is no longer even
remotely cryptic or coded, Q has in recent days put himself on the spot by
promising that the final "fireworks" are set to go off, starting in July, after the
Trump-Putin summit. Again, according to Q, the revelations, set to come out in a
very public way, will "terrify" an American public that will be "lost" and in need of
"guidance" from us when it all comes out."
**END OF EXCERPT**
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In addition to the multiple attacks on Q-Anon from "the paper of record," (in
online articles only) other big guns of the international Fake News, seeing the
smoke signal for war rising up from Manhattan headquarters, are now also firing
away at will. From August 1 alone:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNN: How a Right Wing Conspiracy is Going Mainstream
CNN: Q is the One Conspiracy Theory to Rule Them All
CNN: Conspiracy Theory Group Appears at Trump Rally
The Guardian (UK): What Is Q-Anon?
The Independent (UK): What is Q-Anon? The Origins of the Bizarre
Conspiracy Theory ...
Rolling Stone: As QAnon Goes Mainstream, Trump's Rallies Are
Turning Darker
MSNC: What is Q-Anon?
Washington Post: How Q-Anon Got So Big
Washington Post: As Bizarre QAnon Group Emerges, Trump Rallies
Go from Nasty to Dangerous
Washington Post: A Deranged Conspiracy Cult Leaps From the
Internet to Trump's Tour
Newsweek: What is QAnon? Conspiracy Theorists Showed Up to
Support Trump
Fortune Magazine: What You Need to Know About Far-Right
Conspiracy QAnon
Inside Edition: Why Was the Letter ‘Q’ Everywhere at President
Trump’s Florida Rally?
USA Today: QAnon at Trump Florida rally: What the Q signs mean
NPR: What is Q-Anon? The Conspiracy Theory in Trump World
The Forward: Explained: What's Anti-Semitic About Q-Anon?

And more attacks are coming in by the hour from media giants in the U.S. and also
across Europe. Now that's a whole lotta fire-power to be wastin' on some baseless
"conspiracy theory" ™, eh? Wethinks the journalistic jackals doth protest a bit too
much, no? Here is how the pre-planned firestorm was triggered:
Reporter: Does the president encourage the support of people who showed up last
night (Florida rally) in these Q-Anon and Blacks for Trump fringe groups. ... and
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secondly, is the White House willing to say ... that it is wrong to be menacing
towards journalists doing their job?
Sanders artfully dodged the Q-Anon part of the question and stuck to generic
platitudes about the importance of a free and accurate press blah, blah blah. We
believe that the Q question, asked by the Daily Mail’s David Martosko, was
presented as adversarial when, in reality, it, like the Q signs at the Florida rally,
was staged for the purpose of injecting Q-Anon directly into a White House press
conference. Martosko was, after all, the previous executive editor of Tucker
Carlson's very pro-Trump website, The Daily Caller.

David Martosko works for Trump! His question -- presented in an
adversarial manner (part of the ruse) -- was planted for the purpose of
drawing the Piranha Press into a frenzy, and that's why Ms. Sanders called
in him (Image 3).
Posted down below is an image of the relevant Q post, dated June 28, which told
us that today's "ultimate question" about Q-Anon was coming. Q-Anon is now a
force of nature that can no longer be ignored by the Piranha Press. The problem is,
that in trying to destroy it, the Fake News brings "more eyes" to Q-Anon and all
the evil which he (or them) have been posting about for the past nine months -Soros, Rothschild, Satanism, child rape, child murder, human trafficking,
corruption, bribery, assassinations, false flag attacks, treason, voter fraud etc.
Fasten your seat-belts, boys and girls. This could be something for the history
books.
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The Piranha Press has now been drawn in --- well played, Q Team and
Mr. Martosko and Ms. Sanders, well played.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about this
bizzare right-wing conspiracy theory called Q-Anon. They believe that
Trump is battling a conspiracy of anti-American criminals who have taken
over the government, industry, and the media.
Boobus Americanus 2: These Nazis really are crazy.

Sugar: You jusst wait and see what'ss frickin' coming, Boobuss! By the
time the ssmoke ssettless on thiss, your political views will be to the right of
mine.
Editor: Please God, let this be real.
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AUGUST 2018

NY Times: Scorching Summer in Europe Signals LongTerm Climate Changes
REBUTTAL BY

During the cold and snowy winter of 2015, Washington DC was buried by an
unusual late-February snowstorm. As part of an ill-advised mocking of the Global
Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ cult, Senator Dan Inhofe (R-OK) brought a
snowball to the Senate floor, made a few remarks about the snow and cold, and
then gently lobbed his snowy prop across the Senate floor.
We say that the Senator's stunt was "ill-advised" because it gave all of TV and
print Libtardom an opening to counter-attack with the perfectly logical rebuttal:
"Inhofe does not understand the difference between day-to-day weather and longterm climate!" -- shrieked the putrid propagandists of the Piranha Press. The
Warmists, though clearly wrong / lying about Global Warming ™ / Climate
Change ™, were indeed correct on this particular point of argument. Weather is to
climate what a single baseball game is to a 162-game season. We don't crown
championship teams based on their winning of any particular single game. Inhofe,
who actually authored a book on the subject titled, The Greatest Hoax, knows that.
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The sarcastic and unfunny commie-libtards of TV land enjoyed a good
laugh over Inhofe's admittedly unscientific Senate snowball.
For a whole week, the good Senator was trashed by the Fake News with an
intensity akin to what "they" once dumped on the late great Senator Joseph
McCarthy for the entire year of 1954 (yet another shameless plug for our
upcoming epic on McCarthy!) Here is just a small sampling:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific American: Climate Skeptic Senator Burned after Snowball
Stunt
The Hill.com: Inhofe's Snowball
Vox: The Dumbest Thing That Happened on the Senate Floor Today
U.S. News: Don't let James Inhofe and Other Climate Change Nihilists
Win
The Economist: The Republicans and Climate Change - Snow Blindness
Huffington Post: Sen. Jim Inhofe Pulled This Embarrassing Stunt
The Atlantic: Obama On Inhofe Snowball Stunt: "˜That's Disturbing'

OK. OK! We get it. -- Because weather and climate are not the same thing, a freak
late February cold snap and snowstorm in DC does not invalidate the warmist
theory concerning climate. Point conceded -- but shouldn't that same line of right
reasoning also apply towards unusual spells of hot weather? Evidently not. From
the article:
"In Northern Europe, this summer feels like a modern-day version of the biblical
plagues. Cows are dying of thirst in Switzerland, fires are gobbling up timber in
Sweden, the majestic Dachstein glacier is melting in Austria.
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In London, stores are running out of fans and air-conditioners. In Greenland, an
iceberg may break off a piece so large that it could trigger a tsunami that destroys
settlements on shore."
Oh the bloody drama! That was the bait --- now here comes the hook:
"Jean Jouzel, who was vice chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change in 2007 when it won the Nobel Prize ... "Occasional heat waves could
push temperatures in Europe toward 120 degrees unless there is a dramatic
slowdown in global warming trends, he said."
Global Warming ™, eh? Newsflash for ya, commie: Deadly heat waves in the
Northern Hemisphere took many lives long before the Globalists cooked-up the
Warmist Scare. Nice try though.

1896 -- 1901 -- 1954
Breathless reports of extreme heat and mass death -- brought to the public
from the Ochs-Sulzberger Jew York Slimes --- long before harmless
manmade plant-food was even close to today's levels.
One final point of logic and 5th grade math ought to be mentioned here. The Earth
is a big place. It's so big that the European Union itself only accounts for about 1%
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of the planet's surface area -- hardly a large enough representative sample to draw
any accurate conclusions. Show us a planet-wide trend!
But as Western / Central Europe bakes, we here in the New York / New Jersey area
have been experiencing a "normal" summer with temps ranging between the 80's to
the 90's on any given day. Why doesn't the Slimes cherry-pick temperature
readings from its own backyard to make the case that nothing unusual is
happening?
Answer: Because the Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ HOAX was set-up
to serve as a back-door to One World Government via world taxation and
regulation of CO2 (plant food). That's why!

1: The EU is tiny compared to the rest of Earth's surface (including the
oceans). How can a temporary heat wave, based on just 1% on the planet,
be regarded as a scientifically significant sample? 3: Get "Climate
Bogeyman," by yours truly
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Europe
is experiencing a killer heat wave.
Boobus Americanus 2: The climate is definitely changing. The sooner we
can switch to wind and solar, the better it will be for our children.

Sugar: Frick that useless ssolar and wind crap, Boobuss! I ssay 'Drill baby, drill!'
Editor: Nuclear plants and whatever suppressed technology we can uncover will
also benefit humanity.
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AUGUST 2018

NY Times: Alex Jones Urges Infowars Fans to Fight Back,
and Send Money
REBUTTAL BY

Back in 2009, when the Internet truther community was really starting to unleash
cyber-hell on the newly-installed Mr. & Mr. Obongo (not a typo!) and their spedup drive for communistic world government, Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) of
the mighty Rockefeller Crime Family, speaking at a committee hearing on
"cyber-security," gave us a glimpse of his totalitarian bent:
"I'm not trying to be dramatic about it, but when the Internet was invented,
everyone fell flat on their face because they were so thrilled .... cyber-security has
been labelled as the number-one hazard of attack on America. So it really, it
really almost makes you have to ask the question: Would it have been better if we
had never invented the Internet and used paper and pencil or whatever. And that's
a stupid to thing to say -- but it has genuine consequence, because it's on the
Internet that these acts -- Department of Defense is attacked 3 million times a
day... Whether it is Russia, or China, or some kid in Latvia... It is a fearsome,
awesome problem."
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The military-created Internet poses (perhaps by design?) an existential threat to the
New World Order and its Fake News illusionists. The only reason the
Rockerfellers / Rothschilds et al want control over the Internet is for the purposes
of limiting our ability to educate and communicate. The "concern" for the
problems of cyber-security and the hype behind Satanist Lady Gaga's anti-cyberbullying campaign were just smokescreens to conceal the planned "regulation" of
free speech emanating from so many pesky truther websites. The ghoulish
gangsters of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) aren't even trying to hide their
intentions anymore.

1. Senator Jay Rockefeller regretted the Internet. 2 & 3: The Rockefellers
and Rothschilds go way back.
From the article:
"Over the past several days, Apple, Facebook, YouTube and Spotify have
removed most of Mr. Jones’s programming from their services in a sweeping effort
to rein in those who traffic in online misinformation that draws hundreds of
thousands of followers and results in harassment and threats to their targets.
Stitcher, LinkedIn and Pinterest have also removed Infowars content.
The moves drastically reduce the audience for Infowars ... spreading bizarre
conspiracy theories and misinformation. YouTube’s termination of Mr. Jones’s
channel cost him access to his 2.4 million subscribers and resulted in the removal
of all his past videos. Those videos had amassed billions of views."
Amazon is now steering traffic away from Jones' products and Discus has disabled
comments on his websites. Though we have often mocked radio host and
blogger Alex Jones by referring to his popular website InfoWars.com as
"DisinfoWars," and in spite of his egoism, inaccuracies and omissions -- the fact
remains that Jones' operation has, over the past 20 years, indeed exposed many
NWO conspiracies while serving as a very effective "halfway house" for newbies
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not yet psychologically prepared to come to the very bottom of the "rabbit hole"
where folks like Sugar and me, er, "The Editorial Board" of the Anti-New York
Times conduct our important investigative work. This coordinated, multipronged and devastating attack which the Deep State / Big Tech commies
have launched against Jones is a blow to all of us.

The tech giants will allow the publication of all manner of filth, indecency,
violence, and anti-Trump hatred. But "right-wing conspiracy theories" will
not be tolerated.
The Globalists have suffered some setbacks these past two years, and Alex Jones
has helped to make "the awakening" possible. Sadly, this sudden clipping of his
cyber-wings proves that the New World Order still holds the upper hand. The
print and broadcast media were lost a long time ago; therefore the free flow of
cyber-information is absolutely critical for we-the-good to remain in the game. But
if "they" win the Battle of the Internet, the war will be over --- with the good guys
losing, as usual.
The peace, prosperity and lives of billions of people worldwide, plus posterity
unborn, are in play here. Therefore, with all due respect to the venerable Ron Paul,
this is not the time for purist libertarianism -- which hold that as "private" entities,
the tech commies can choose to publish or not publish whatever content they deem
to be fit or not fit. Screw that!
When "private" criminals and traitors become so big that they can tilt the political
playing field in their direction, it is not only the right, but the solemn duty of the
"good guys" in government / law enforcement to round up the big bosses and crack
their skulls open. Sound harsh? Well, that's actually very mild compared to what
the Marxists would do to us if they were ever to acquire the type of political
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monopoly power which this cyber-censorship of conservatives and nationalists is
intended to bring about.
Sorry, Dr. Paul -- but the right of humanity to survive outweighs the right of
monopoly big tech to suppress the truth that is absolutely necessary for effective
citizenship.

In March of 2017, the corporate cowards at Amazon "pulled the plug"
on "The Bad War" -- but "youse guys" can still get a copy for a friend.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today the social
media giants have banned Alex Jones from their platforms.
Boobus Americanus 2: He has no one to blame but himself for spreading
conspiracy theories.

Sugar: Sso sayss the braindead clod who swallowss every frickin'
conspiracy theory the Jew York Sslimes sspoon-feedss him about Trump
or Putin!
Editor: Whatever happened to all that -- "I disapprove of what you say, but
I will defend to the death your right to say it." -- stuff that the libtards would
use to defend Communist propaganda back in the day?
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AUGUST 2018

NY Times: New Hampshire, 94 Percent White, Asks: How
Do You Diversify a Whole State?
REBUTTAL BY

Before we dig into the body text of this latest piece of anti-White propaganda, we
need to fix the headline:
Before: New Hampshire, 94 Percent White, Asks: How Do You Diversify a
Whole State?
After: Jews, 94 Percent Marxist, Ask: How Do We Slow-Genocide White New
Hampshire?
There, fixed it for "youse guys." Now, let's jump into Sulzberger's anti-White
cesspool and clean-up this Marxist manure.

On a separate note, Sarah Jeong -- the newest member of the Slimes
Editorial Board -- is an Asian woman whose shocking twitter history reveals
her red-hot hatred for White men.
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Slimes: Catalina Celentano used to hold training sessions for hospital workers in
Lynn, Mass., to familiarize them with the cultures of patients from Cambodia,
Russia and the Dominican Republic. When she moved to New Hampshire, she
suddenly found herself in an ethnic vacuum.
Rebuttal: Ya see that? Here's another tax refugee from Marxist Massachusetts
who arrived in formerly conservative (now "moderate") New Hampshire and
brought her stupid libtardism and straught-line "D" voting habits with her. It's
happening all across America. These creatures really need to be quarantined.
Slimes: “I went from being able to speak Spanish every day to not speaking
Spanish at all because there wasn’t anybody to speak Spanish to,” said Mrs.
Celentano, who was born in Colombia.
Rebuttal: Now, we truly do love all of our non-White and "Latino" readers in both
the U.S. and South America. "Vosotros" already know that. That being said, we
wish to say to this whiny wench: Move the F back to Colombia if you don't
think enough Spanish is being spoken in New Hampshire! Or maybe to the
Bronx or Miami?
Slimes: New Hampshire, like its neighbors Vermont and Maine, is nearly all
white.
Rebuttal: Oh the horror! Harlem is all-Black, and Boca Raton, FL is mostly
Jewish -- yet nobody is insisting that those enclaves "diversify."
Slimes: This has posed an array of problems for new arrivals, who often find
themselves isolated and alone, without the comfort and support of a built-in
community.
Rebuttal: So the answer to this "problem" is to deliberately flood the state with
even more Turd Worlders?
Ya know, if the sanctified "people of color" ™ ever started voting majority "R"
instead of "D," the Slimes and friends would instantly begin screaming for
deportations, Voter ID and border walls. That's for sure!
Slimes: It has also posed problems for employers in these states, who find that
their homogeneity can be a barrier to recruiting and retaining workers of different
ethnicities and cultural backgrounds.
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Rebuttal: Cheese and Crackers! So because Turd Worlders may not want to work
at companies that are too White, we need to fire and/or refuse to hire some White
guys and replace them with non-Whites?

1. Republican New Hampshire (Red) tuned into a Red/Blue mix because of
White Massachusetts libtards fleeing there in droves. A shot of added
"people of color" ™ will be enough to turn the state totally Demonrat in a
few years. 2. U.S. Senator Bob Smith of New Hampshire served from
1990-2003. He was as hard core, anti-Globalist "right-wing" as can be.
Today, he would never be elected there. 3. Hispanic woman is all butt-hurt
because she can't speak Spanish to anyone in too-white New Hampshire.
Slimes: The issue prompted about 100 business leaders, government officials and
members of nonprofit organizations to meet Thursday to search for ways that New
Hampshire might lure other racial and ethnic groups, as well as younger people.
Translation: Gutless "business leaders" are being brow-beaten into assisting the
Demonrats with their project of flooding New Hampshire with non-White and
milennial libtard voters who will soon turn sparsely-populated New Hampshire
into a "Blue State."
Slimes: Will Arvelo, New Hampshire’s director of economic development, said
the gathering appeared to be the first broad-based effort in New England, if not the
country, to focus on how to diversify an entire state.
Rebuttal: The age-old hidden Jewish Supremacist conspiracy to replace Whites
has now become a movement that is not only fully out in the open, but seems to be
on automatic-pilot with brainwashed virtue-signalling White libtards killing
themselves off on their own initiative -- without the need for Jewish direction
anymore.
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Slimes: With nonwhites poised to make up a majority of the American population
in the next three decades, he said, diversity has become a bottom-line imperative
for companies competing for talent.
Rebuttal: Ah yes. Of course! How would we sons of Europa -- the racial and
cultural heirs of the ancient Athenians, the Spartans, the Romans, the Celts, the
Normans, the Goths, the Gauls, the Vikings, the ancient white Aryans of Persia,
Egypt, the Americas, Central Asia, China, India, Polynesia et al --- you know,
those evil stupid "White devils" who invented just about everything worth having
while civilizing the whole damn world -- ever manage to survive without the Turd
World influx of "talent" that is now a "bottom-line imperative."

The great builders, explorers, philosophers, scientists, doctors, inventors
and torch-bearers of high civilization who mastered the waves, the clouds,
and outer space suddenly cannot survive without "diversity ™" as an
"imperative." Really?
Slimes: The project grew out of informal talks over the last few years among a
racially diverse coalition of people who say they want to change New Hampshire’s
demographics.
Rebuttal: Wow. What a statement: "who say they want to change New
Hampshire’s demographics." We always knew that the plan was to kill off Whitey,
but to see and hear this demonic effort openly mainstreamed is somewhat
surprising -- and a sure sign that the "end game" (genocide by attrition) is now in
sight.
Slimes: The effort is so new that it has no name. But it is drawing important
players. The gathering took place at the offices of Eversource, the energy
company, where 17 percent of the company’s 8,000 employees are not white. “We
truly believe that this effort will be hugely beneficial to our business operations,”
said Paula Parnagian, the diversity and inclusion manager for Eversource.
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Rebuttal: So, the New England power giant, Eversource, has a "Diversity &
Inclusion" department, eh? It ought to be called, "The Department of DeWhitification" because the logical corollary of "diversity" ™ quotas is the
deliberate discrimination against Whites, particularly males.
Slimes: For Jerri Anne Boggis, executive director of the Black Heritage Trail of
New Hampshire, in Portsmouth, N.H., the participation of major companies is a
sign of the urgency of the mission. “It’s not just the social justice groups that are
doing this, it’s the businesses,” she said.
Translation: "When we bark, watch de-balled whitey jump and shit his pants."
********
If the Globalists and their legions of libtards have their way, no White majority
will be permitted to exist anywhere in America or the world. Even tiny isolated
Iceland (population: 300,000) will have to "diversify" in order to "survive." But
don't you white-skinned Israelis worry about a thing. The self-chosenites get to
keep their bloodlines.

.

1. Jim Judge -- the CEO of Eversource -- exemplifies the same type of
corporate cowardice which got "The Bad War" removed from Amazon.com.
2. Eversource's demented douchebag, Paula Parnagian, was recognized
by U.S. State Department as one of top 100 "thought leaders" in corporate
"diversity and inclusion." 3. Diversity has already arrived in Iceland. --- (Did
you think we were joking?)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that civic
and business leaders in New Hampshire are mapping out a plan to bring
more diversity to a state which is 94% White.
Boobus Americanus 2: New Hampshire is 94% White? Wow! That
sounds racist.

Sugar: White Power!
Editor: (deep breath, sighing, palm to face --- thinking to self: Leave the
adorable little psycho be. She's fighting cancer.)
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AUGUST 2018

NY Times: In Ferguson MO, a New Prosecutor ‘Gives Us
Hope’ 4 Years After Shooting
NY Times: Trump Blasts Kneeling N.F.L. Players After
National Anthem Protests Resume
REBUTTAL BY

Though Boobus Footballicus may not be able calculate the 2 + 2 implicit in these
two featured stories, the articles are indeed closely linked in a cause and effect
dynamic which even Trump may be missing. Certain low-IQ primates of the NFL,
now going into their third consecutive year of protesting the national anthem and
flag, are not, as Trump incorrectly implies, "making a statement" ™ that offends
military veterans. Truth be told, if their raised fist and take-a-knee antics were
directed at America's unjust wars and occupations around the world -- Sugar and I,
er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times would be enthusiastically
applauding them. The blind, fake, self-worshipping pseudo-patriotism which the
NFL promotes is as annoying as it is empty.
Unfortunately, unjust war and perpetual foreign occupations are not what these
million-dollar morons are protesting.

"Yo man...the anthem be racist... and shit."
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Colin Kaepernick started --- One can only imagine how many fatherless
Black kids these notoriously promiscuous multi-millionaire morons have
sired and abandoned. They are also notorious for blowing millions of
dollars of women, drugs, and extravagance, while doing little if anything to
offer financial support or mentoring in the "oppressed" ™ Black
communities.
The divisive controversy over the anthem actually began before San Francisco's
back-up quarterback Colin Kaepernick became the first player to "courageously"
™ kneel instead of standing as the pre-game anthem was being played. From 2012
to 2014, there were a number of "tragic shooting deaths" ™ of "unarmed" ™ Black
thugs which were politicized by Mr. & Mr. Obongo -- those vile Communist
homosexuals who debased the White House for eight years -- and their anti-White
henchmen. But the one incident which really triggered the madness was the 100%justified police shooting of St. Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri in 2014. It
was that "tragic shooting" ™ which catapulted the Soros-funded / Deep-Stateorganized "Black Lives Matter" terrorist group to national prominence and a
White House meeting with Bath-house Barry himself.
During the customarily idiotic and degenerate halftime-show of the 2016 Stupor
Bowl, the occultist skank Beyonce brought "awareness" ™ of the "crisis" ™ of the
police shootings of so many young Black angels to the NFL. Clad in black leather
and draped with bullets, the glorified go-go girl, who is as "as thick as thieves"
with Mr. & Mr. Obongo, used the occasion to pay a half-time tribute to the copkilling Communist Black Panthers. Later that year, as the 2016 football season
kicked off, is when Kaepernick -- suddenly sporting a 60's style Afro hairdo -started taking a knee.

1. St. Michael Brown was caught on video robbing a store, moments
before he tried to murder a police officer. 2. Before the U.N., the Cop-KillerIn-Chief cited the Ferguson circus as an example of America's
shortcomings on the issue of race. 3. Disgusting bullet-clad Beyonce and
her Black Pantherettes do a soft-porno tribute to cop killing.
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Frankly, the whole trite tradition of playing the National Anthem before every
single sports game is a malignant form of self-worship and mind control that was
first instituted at baseball games on the suggestion of Woodrow Wilson. The
purpose was to whip up fake patriotism for World War I -- a tragic event fought
only for the benefit of Globalism and Zionism. Even back then, "they" (cough
cough) understood the power of sports (bread & circuses) over the public mind.
Nonetheless, with a very critical Congressional election approaching this
November, Trump's deliberate escalation of the propaganda war with the moronic
thugs of the NFL and the libtard sports-media is a smart strategic battle. You see,
White NFL fans are generally a patriotic and militaristic crowd. So, to the extent
which Trump's war helps to "get-out-the-vote" and strengthen his hand in 2019 and
beyond, we highly approve of his incitement of both the kneeling knuckleheads
and the feverish flag-wavers. We just wish that the pro-cop-killing origin of these
NFL protests would be emphasized and better known because cops and innocent
Whites are still being hate-murdered due to this type of "Black activism" ™.

1. 1917: The "patriot" Woodrow Wilson combined sports with the national
anthem so that the boobs would support his glorious European war for
Globalism and Zionism. 2 & 3. The drunken little White boys in fat men's
bodies need to sober up, grow up, shape up and fight for something real!
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
is picking a new fight with the NFL over the anthem protests.
Boobus Americanus 2: What an asshole! He's only provoking this
because the mid-term elections are coming up.

Sugar: He's a very cunning 'assshole' who understands how to play the
mob, Boobuss --- and it'ss driving you frickin' libtardss nutss!
Editor: If Trump can engineer a 'Red Wave' of pro-Trump Republicans this
November, he can really get some stuff done in 2019 -- especially since
that rat-fink Paul Ryan is being forced out as Speaker of the House.
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Huffinton Post: Bill Maher Taunts Donald Trump’s QAnon-Believing
Supporters
San Francisco Chronicle / SF Gate: Bill Maher Announces He’s QAnon
Newsweek / The Daily Beast: Bill Maher Exposes the Insanity of QAnon
Haartez (Israel): Bill Maher Reveals the Identity of Trump-World Villain 'Q'
Yahoo: Bill Maher Reveals He is Q

REBUTTAL BY

For the benefit of some of "youse guys" (Jersey-talk for the plural of "you all")
who might not be so well-versed in American high culture, Bill Maher (cough
cough) is the sharp-tongued, foul-mouthed, smug, arrogant host of the popular
HBO weekly talk-show, Real Time. The discussion panels often veer off into
political and cultural directions with the arrogant, condescending Maher always
sure to show his true Red colors. Apart from his show, the outspoken Atheist and
sex-obsessed Maher is also known for his 2008 "documentary film," Religulous,in
which Maher travelled the world to mercilessly mock every cultural expression of
man's relation to God (religion) that he could find.
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This past Friday night, Real Time joined the steadily-growing school of Piranha
Press players that has been attacking "Q-Anon" as a "right wing conspiracy theory"
™ by closing out his show with 7 minutes & 20 seconds of pure attack
propaganda. His sarcasm was vicious, and his studio audience of dumb-as-dirt
libtards applauded like trained seals. And yet, to the freakishly instinctive and
intuitive Conspiracy Cat, Maher's delivery and subsequent comedy stunt seemed
forced -- as if he himself was personally worried about "Q-Anon" for reasons
beyond political significance.

Sugar the Crazed Conspiracy Cat says: "Methinkss thiss creepy Communisst
pervert doth protesst too much!" -- After viciously eviscerating Q-Anon
supporters and Trump in his opening monologue, Maher, clad in a hoodie,
then went on to perform a skit in which he "confessed" to being "Q."
Here's just a tiny sample of Maher's verbal venom (some curse words):
"New rule: If Trump supporters want us to stop calling them stupid, they have to
stop coming up with things like "Q." (sighing, shaking his head, making faces). It
was just a few months ago that I was talking about how the Republicans were now
the conspiracy party and that there is literally nothing so ridiculous they won't
swallow -- birth certificates, chemtrails, lizard people -- and now we have Q.
What is Q? Well, Q is a person -- but we don't know who it is (funny face, pause,
libtards in audience giggle.) We just know that it is someone with super high highlevel clearance, so he knows all the shit that goes on in the Deep State. Namely,
that our government is riddled with a rogue criminal element that is interested in
evil in general, but their speciality is pedofilia. And why not -- almost half of
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Trump voters already believed that Hillary Clinton ran a child sex ring out of a
pizza parlor.
But it turns out that was just the tip of the iceberg, and that frankly it would be
easier to find a powerful person who isn't one -- George Soros, The Rothschilds,
Tom Hanks, Steven Spielberg .... .... And then it starts to get weird. (dramatic
pause and faces, trained seals clap and laugh)."
Republicans, please, help me to help you.... (shouting) help me to help you!
Because like it or not, we are family. You are like a brother to me -- a sick,
alcoholic brother who has lost his fucking mind."
Maher's monologue smelled of desperation. The classic liar's tactic of mocking the
truth by actually admitting the truth in a sarcastic manner was clearly on display.
Could it be that Maher is not merely protecting the big media-mogul pedomonsters above him, but actually has a personal stake in this secret war on pedomonsters? One thing is for sure, in picking a fight with Q-Anon, the contemptible
little Communist messed with the wrong guy and stepped on a hornet's next!
Observe what Q -- being NSA-affiliated -- and his cyber-army were able to
quickly dig up from the Internet and then post the day after Maher's attack.

1. After the TV attack, Q responded by posting a list of Maher films made
by "Kid Love" productions and also past quotes defending pedomolestation. 2. Pizza Man was a film full of occult and pedo hints in which
Maher kills Donald Trump (played by an actor) with an exploding pizza
box!
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Maher quote from a previous "Real Time" show:
“The worst they said he (Michael Jackson) did was a little grabby-grabby
under the covers. Don’t get me wrong. It’s a crime. You shouldn’t be able to
grab a kid that age, but when I heard about it, all I could think of was my
being brutally beaten up on the playground when I was 12 — a kid
punching me in the face while another held me down. If I could go back
and trade that experience for being gently masturbated by a pop star,
I would do it in a New York second.”
The pedo-monster elite are clearly worried about what "fruit of the poison tree"
that the NSA may have collected on them -- and may be cleverly filtering to
various investigators (so it becomes "legal") under concocted pretexts. NBC
News, just recently published a tutorial on deleting old posts. Q then taunted,
"coincidence?"

August 3, 2018

How to delete old tweets before they come back to haunt
And the Washington Compost, just one week prior:

There’s No Good Reason to Keep Old Tweets Online. Here’s How to Delete
Them.
Too late, Fake News. The NSA already has everything on every elite pedo-monster
who once felt totally secure in posting filthy images, secret symbols and not-sosubtle references to child-rape / murder for their co-monsters to see and laugh
about. And if indeed the "White Hats" are plotting to take the pedo-monsters down,
there's nothing that can prevent the evidence from coming forth at that time.
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Though we are still not yet 100% certain that the Q-phenomenon will lead to a
devastating mass arrest event -- the obvious and rapidly mounting fear which scum
like Robert De Niro, Jimmy Kimmel and Maher are all manifesting raises the
odds of such an event actually being in the works now. Some of "youse guys" may
still not believe in Q-Anon -- but, be assured that Bill Maher and his perverted pals
sure as heck do.
Stay tuned.

Q-Anon: Often-Repeated Post: "Their need for symbolism will be
their downfall."

1. Oprah (possible tranny) and late night TV host-comedian Jimmy
Kimmel share a pizza. 2 & 3. Kimmel -- who is also a relentless Trumpbasher -- sure does have a thing for promoting pizza. Image 2 shows
him with his "good friend," pizza-maker Chris Bianco -- who is very
popular with the sodomite / cross-dresser community

1. More pizza stories with Kimmel. 2. A skit from the Jimmy Kimmel
Show features man covered in pizza slices. 3. Known pedo-monster
symbols obviously deliberate -- appear in another Kimmel pizza man
skit.
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Kimmel once tweeted about enjoying "dead pizzas" on August 17,
2012:
"I like my pizza dead -- in an organic vegan restaurant in Manhattan.
They have something called live pizza."
Q also posted this image of selected tweets from well-known Hollyweird actor,
writer, director, producer Rainn Wilson (The Office) -- in which he jokes about
child rape, baby sacrifice-killing and the eating of baby flesh.

MONSTERS!
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Boobus Americanus 1: Bill Maher really ripped those Q-Anon
conspiracy theorists to shreds the other night.
Boobus Americanus 2: What on Earth would possess these crazy people
to actually believe in such a bizarre conspiracy theory?

Sugar: Well, Boobuss shit-for-brains --- In ansswer to your quesstion, for
sstarterss -- how about imagess like these from one of Demonrat big-shot
Tony Podessta's "favorite artistss?"
Editor: Hard to stomach such Satanic imagery. Of course, Maher didn't tell
his audience about these and so many other far worse images from the
Instagrams and twitter accounts of other well-connected pedo-monsters.
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NY Times: An Economic Upturn Begun Under Obama Is
Now Trump’s to Tout
By PATRICIA COHEN

REBUTTAL BY

Before we rebut today's selected piece of Communist crap from Sulzberger's
seditious cesspool, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board," of The Anti-New York
Times, notwithstanding our conditional support for Trump, would like to
emphasize that we do not accept the "happy-days-are-here-again" assessment of
the American economy. A whole lot of people are in a whole lot of hurt with no
end to their worry and misery in sight. Thirty-plus years of hard core economic
subversion coupled with 50 years of moral / social destruction would take a decade
or even two to fully recover from --- assuming it is still even possible in an aging,
"diversifying," and ever-stupefying America.
That being understood, and comparing apples to apples, it is indeed true, as the
Slimes' Patricia Cohen (cough cough) herself even acknowledges in this article,
that: " .. the American economy is doing ... better than it was a year and a half ago,
before Donald J. Trump was elected president." So, what's our problem here?
Well, the outrageous mendacity contained in this article, particularly the headline,
is that "political bias" is leading Republican voters to credit Trump instead of
Obongo; and Democrat voters to credit Obongo instead of Trump.
The journalistic trick here lies in creating a false equivalence intended to cloud the
easily observable reality of what is truly a "Trump recovery," thus leaving the
reader thinking that perhaps Obongo should at least get some of the credit.
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1. The drug-addicted Globalist fag dons a hard hat and visits at an Ohio
steel plant in 2013. Manufacturing jobs continued to vanish during his reign
of ruin. --- During the 2016 campaign to stop Trump, Obongo mocked
Trump's promise to bring back steel and other manufacturing jobs: "Those
jobs aren't coming back. What magic wand do you have?" 3. Moody's
Analytics confirms that after 28 years of decline under Bush-Clinton-BushObongo -- manufacturing and steel jobs have indeed been created due to
Trump's policies. Only a Slimes liar or a shit-for-brains libtard would
attribute this sudden reversal to Obongo the Globalist off-shorer!

It's funny. During the 8 years of Obongo's moribund (a $10 word for lacking in
vigor, dying) economy, the Piranha Press defined the decline as a disaster
"inherited" from George W. Bush. Now that the numbers are improving, it's
Obongo's "recovery?" The article itself isn't so bold as to make such a ridiculous
claim. As previously stated, the trick of citing "experts" in order to sow seeds of
doubt and confusion -- where there should be none -- is the preferred tactic here.
From the article:
"If only the debate over who deserves most of the credit were as easily judged.
Americans’ perceptions of the economy’s prospects increasingly depend more on
their political identity than statistics on output or stock markets. So each new
economic report reignites the feud between Trump supporters and critics.
The same gauges that illustrate this administration’s economic successes also
make clear that they are built on the achievements of the previous one, and that the
economy is following the upward trajectory begun under President Barack Obama.
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What Mr. Trump has been particularly well positioned to do, though, is identify
himself with economic success. “It dovetails with a narrative about Donald Trump
that has existed for a long time: that he’s a businessman, that he understands the
working of the economy, that he knows how to make money,” said Mark Rozell,
dean of the Schar School of Policy and Government of George Mason University..
Mr. Obama’s background was in community organizing and the public sector. “No
one expects such a person to have any feel for creating good economic
conditions,” Mr. Rozell said. “He is more likely to be seen as riding an economic
wave or trend, whereas the businessman is seen as responsible.”
Another classic deception tactic utilized in this article is the "lie of omission." The
writer and the quoted "experts" conveniently failed to mention the 900 + Obongo
Era regulations which Trump killed by Executive Order; and the large corporate
tax cut from a world-high 35% down to 21%; and the relaxation of job-killing
restrictions on the nation's energy production; and the across-the-board income tax
cuts for American workers; and the increased business and consumer confidence
inspired by all of these moves. Those substantial policies couldn't possibly have
had any stimulative effect on the economy, eh Ms. Cohen? No, it's just the "Obama
Recovery" rolling into 2018.
Cheese & frickin' crackers! The Fake News really is, well, fake.

Black Santa Claus gave away TRILLIONS of dollars in stimulus
money --- and still the economy stagnated for eight years.
To move off of the apples to apples comparisons for a moment: Though less rotten
that the Obongo years and getting slowly better -- unless and until the trillion
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dollar welfare and warfare states are phased out; sound currency / monetary policy
is restored; and traditional family life makes a comeback (and, in fairness we do
not and cannot realistically expect Trump to be able to accomplish such heavy
lifting by himself) -- then don't expect any end to the ongoing decline in living
standards that so many millions of middle-to-lower working class Americans
(milennials in particular) have already come to accept as "the new normal."

Young people cannot afford to leave home --- Old people cannot afford to
stop working --- and stressed-out middle-class people cannot live without
perpetual debt (by design of the "powers that be').

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the
economic recovery actually began under Obama.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. And Trump is taking all the credit for it now.
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Sugar: Zzzzzzzzz Zzzzzzzzz Zzzzzzzzz.
Editor: Sugar is exhausted from all that work on the upcoming Joe
McCarthy book.

AUGUST 2018

NY Times: NY Times: Mass Arson Attack in Sweden Hits
Over 100 Cars
REBUTTAL BY

Oh those naughty, naughty “Swedish” vandals! What is this world coming to when
even the famously civil and gentle, blond-haired, blue-eyed libtards of Sweden
have turned violent and destructive? Are the “powers that be” putting something in
the drinking water to suddenly turn so many previously pussified young “Swedes”
into arsonists (and robbers, and rapists and murderers)? We just cannot
understand what could possibly be fueling Sweden’s crime wave.
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Do these sweet little de-gendered Swedish boys look like arsonists?
From the article:
“Weeks after parts of Sweden were hit by wildfires as far north as the Arctic
Circle, the authorities on Wednesday were investigating the burning of more than
100 vehicles on the west coast, in what they say was a coordinated (using social
media) arson attack by groups of young men.”
Oh those naughty, naughty “young men” of Sweden! Such Vikings! What has
gotten into them all of a sudden? Sweden’s Prime Minister, Stefan Lofven, would
like to know.
More:
“My question to them (the arsonists) is what the hell are you doing?”
You tell them naughty, naughty young Swedes, Mr. Prime Minister! That question
ought to put the fear of Odin and Thor into those naughty, naughty young
“Swedes!”
More tough talk:
“The justice and home affairs minister, Morgan Johansson, called the attacks
“despicable.” adding on Twitter, “Hope the thugs get arrested so that they get the
punishment they deserve.”
Tell it, tough guy. Tell it!
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Watch out, naughty boys. The tough-talking political ministers of Sweden
and their lovely female cops are comin' after you now!
Setting fire to vehicles and even forests in Sweden is not uncommon these days;
nor is murder, rape and robbery. But seriously now; what is the reason for all of the
sudden arson attacks? Who are these “young men?” Inquiring readers want to
know. What say you, Sulzberger and friends?
From the article:
“The social unrest has left police officers scratching their heads as they struggle to
find the root cause of the fires.”
“Scratching their heads” over “the root cause?” Seriously? Is the calculation really
that difficult?
More Marxist madness:
Residents cite disparate theories to explain the attacks, including blaming them on
Russians trying to foment unrest before the election.”
Ah, the big bad Rooskies may be behind the arson attacks. Of course! (shaking
head, palm to face, sighing)
Both the article and the weasel-worded statements of Swedish politicians go out of
their way to commit the “sin of omission” – the purposeful ignoring of the elephant
in the living room. You see, in case you didn’t quite pick up on our sarcasm, the
“young men” torching the Volvos of libtarded Sweden aren’t actually Swedes.
They are the slum-dwelling Turd Worlders which Globalists and Jews have
imported and continue to import into Sweden in large numbers. That’s the truth,
and the Jew York Slimes bloody damn well knows it, but refuses to say it.
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What a damnable trick, eh? First they (cough cough) de-balled and de-gendered the
native Swedish men; then they flooded the country with the aggressive supermacho refuse of the Turd World. Ironically, the only thing now that can save this
demented land of libtards from the devastating effects of this one-two punch would
be a Russian invasion.

The new "Swedes" -- I know, Thor. I know

*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today about 100
cars were set on fire in Sweden. Some think the Russians could be behind
it.
Boobus Americanus 2: Probably just some bored Swedish teen-agers.
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Sugar: Russsianss or Swedess my ass! They were a bunch of frickin'
$%*^@$& that the Jewss sshipped in to genocide the real Swedess!!!
Editor: Sugar, though female, you've got bigger balls that the Swedish
Prime Minister.
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NY Times: Trump Calls Russia Probe 'McCarthyism at Its
'WORST''
REBUTTAL BY

Just as Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times were
proof-reading the final version of our soon-to-be-released book about the great Joe
McCarthy, Trump tweeted out a storm in which he not only condemned Special
Counsel Robert Mueller for "McCarthyism," but also urged his followers to
"study the late Joseph McCarthy." Be not alarmed by Trump's seeming insult of
the great McCarthy, boys and girls, for it is only strategic -- as is his play-acting
insults of his co-conspirator, ex-U.S. Marine Mueller.
You see, Trump, who was mentored by McCarthy's sidekick, the late Roy
Cohn, knows very well what the alternative definition of "McCarthyism" means -as defined by McCarthy himself: "McCarthyism is Americanism with its sleeves
rolled up." So when Trump tweeted out that "Mueller and his gang make Joseph
McCarthy look like a baby!" -- what he really means is that the hammer which
Mueller and AG Jeff Sessions are preparing to bring down upon the Deep State
will strike a far more devastating blow that McCarthy's exposure of low to midlevel Communists and "fellow travelers."
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McCarthy and Trump know what the true meaning of "McCarthyism" really is.

By tweeting out the holy name of McCarthy not once, not twice, but three times --and then urging people to "study McCarthyism," Trump has once again leveraged
the power of the Piranha Press to get folks thinking and talking about Joe
McCarthy and Roy Cohn. Given the fact that Trump -- not only through Cohn, but
also through his family's ties to military intelligence (Uncle John Trump) -- knows
the truth about "McCarthyism," we suspect that the hidden message here may be a
call for folks to have a closer look at McCarthy -- because some of them may just
stumle across the truth.
Already, the Piranha Press -- because of his close ties to Cohn -- is attacking
Trump's reference to "McCarthyism" as hypocrisy. Surely, Trump must have
known such attacks had to be coming -- and evidently wants it that way.
Headlines:
•

Politico: Trump's Strange Tweet About Joseph McCarthy

•

Haartez (Israel): Why Trump's McCarthy tweet is so 'ridiculous'
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Though McCarthy's young sidekick Roy Cohn was a closeted Jewish
homosexual, his tireless efforts to dig up Communists and his lifelong defense of
McCarthy cannot be denied.
*

1 & 2. Cohn later became almost as close to Trump as he was to McCarthy 3.
2018: Far Leftist New York Magazine on Cohn: "The Worst Human Being Who
Ever Lived: Roy Cohn, Donald Trump and the New York Cesspool Which
Created Them."
This Slimes article also highlights the "angry" Trump tweets denouncing
yesterday's Slimes story which reported that his White House counsel, Don
McGahn, has been "cooperating extensively" with Robert Mueller. The Slimes, in
boldly claiming that it stands by its story, demonstrates that they are still taking
Trump's bait -- falling hook, line and sinker for the "Trump hates Mueller" playacting. Q-Anon is right when he posts (often): "These people are stupid."
Whereas the Slimes misread the cooperation between McGahn and Mueller as
proof that McGahn is betraying Trump, the sting-operation theory, which we now
strongly believe, sees this as yet another example of Trump and friends "washing
the fruit of the poison tree" -- that is, filtering un-actionable NSA-obtained and
other evidence into a legal investigation, under various pretexts, so that it becomes
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usable evidence. Other participants in this elaborate evidence-washing sting
operation include General Mike Flynn, Attorney Michael Cohen, TV personality
Omarosa, "Porn Star" Stormy Daniels, Trump Campaign Manager Paul
Manafort and anyone else that has been giving testimony or passing along
information to Mueller or some other "cooperating" buffer.
Just how deep is McGhan's "cooperation" with Mueller? In addition to 30 hours of
McGahn testimony given before Mueller, the White House itself has confirmed
that over 1,000,000 pages of documents along with the names of 37 witnesses
were handed to Mueller in a nice neat package -- all of it, we believe, pertaining to
the take-down of the evil-doers being targeted by "The Storm." There can be no
other explanation for such a degree of "cooperation" with a man who is supposedly
out to destroy Trump.
That is our honest assessment, and we're sticking to it. Now, with all the people
who will soon take up Trump's call to "study McCarthyism," we really need to get
back to work and finish the editing. Stay tuned, and get ready for the book-launch
fund-raising drive!
WASHING THE FRUIT OF THE POISONED TREE

Trump tweeted that he voluntarily handed Mueller "over one million pages of
documents." Why? 2. White House lawyer McGhan -- 30 hours of voluntary
testimony before "enemy" Mueller? Why?

*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
tweeted that he is the victim of a witch-hunt, and that he wants people to
study McCarthyism.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, this investigation is getting to be a bit
tiresome, but I wouldn't compare it to McCarthyism. Joe McCarthy was
really evil.

Sugar: Boobuss!!! What's sso "evil" about removing frickin' Communistss
from government jobss? Had it been up to me, every lasst one of
thosse Red m-efferss would have been sshot in the back of the head!
Editor: They'd do the ssame to us if they could... Please tell your little
friend there to calm down.
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AUGUST 2018

NY Times: ‘We Abandoned Them’: Pope Francis Condemns
Sex Abuse and Cover-Up
REBUTTAL BY

From the article:
"Pope Francis, whose pace of action on clerical sexual abuse has threatened
lasting damage to his papacy, on Monday did what no pope had done before,
issuing a letter to all Catholics condemning the “atrocities.
'With shame and repentance, we acknowledge as an ecclesial community that we
were not where we should have been, that we did not act in a timely manner,
realizing the magnitude and the gravity of the damage done to so many lives,'
Francis wrote. 'We showed no care for the little ones; we abandoned them.'”
Well it's about frickin' time, Frankie Faggot! It only took you five years to start
talking tough about the homo-pedo infestation within the Catholic Church, but
better late than never, eh Poopster?

Frankie likes kissy-kissy and pizza parties with the children. (pizza is code for
pedo-monsters).
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Say, Frankie, if you don't mind us asking, what finally prompted you to issue this
toothless statement of acknowledgement? Answer: From the article:
"The letter came just days after a sweeping grand jury report in Pennsylvania
found that the church had covered up the abuse of more than 1,000 minors by
some 300 priests over 70 years."
You see that? Frankie was forced to this point by the ongoing war on pedomonsters that Q-Anon told us was coming, and recent news reports have confirmed
is happening. Recall that back in early April, Q forecast that the Pope was going to
have a "terrible month of May" and beyond. We read the following in this Slimes
article:
"In May, Cardinal George Pell, the Vatican’s finance minister, became the
highest-ranking Vatican official to stand trial on charges of “historical sexual
offenses.” Last month, a leading figure in the United States church, Cardinal
Theodore McCarrick, the former archbishop of Washington, resigned after
allegations that the cardinal had sexually abused minors and adult seminarians."

1. Q-Anon: April 3rd: "Pope will be having a terrible May. Those who backed
him will be pushed into the LIGHT." 2. 2014: Frankie greets his high-ranking
buddy, Cardinal George Pell 3. 2018: Pedo-monster Cardinal Pell in an
Australian courtroom.
From the Vatican to Hollyweird to society at large, pedo-monsters are being
exposed in ever-increasing numbers. From the website of the U.S. Department of
Justice of Attorney General Jeff Sessions.
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DOJ (June 12, 2018)
2,300 Suspected Online Child Sex Offenders Arrested During
Operation “Broken Heart”
More busts worldwide:
•
•
•

Headline: RT News: (July 6, 2017) 90,000-Strong Child Porn Ring Busted
on ‘Dark Web’
Headline: Gwinnet News, Georgia (March 16, 2018) 76 Arrested in 8-State
Child Exploitation Operation
Headline: TampaBay.com (June 5, 2018) Disney employee, Lego Builder
Among 11 Arrested in Polk Child Porn Sting

There is no doubt about it. Under Trump & Sessions, the number of pedo-monsters
being exposed and rounded-up has been rising steadily. The only question
remaining is: How high up will the anti-pedo-monsters go with this purge? For
unless and until we witness some really big names in the world of entertainment
and politics being perp-walked into Federal prison; Q / Trump (who are definitely
connected) will remain an enigma for us. All we can do is continue to cautiously
hope for the best, while preparing ourselves for a possible "limited hangout" letdown at the same time.
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Pedo-Monster Joe Biden used the occasion of bi-annual Senate swearing-in
ceremonies to grope and kiss multiple young children and grandchildren of
various Senators.
*

Image 2. From Biden's Twitter: Creepy Joe gave Obongo a "friendship
bracelet" with a pizza slice on it! 3. Watch as then-Senator Jeff Sessions smacks
Biden's hand away from his adopted grand-daughter, and then gives Biden a
quick dirty look before storming out.
Regarding the exposure of high pedo-monsters, Q-Anon maintains that "nobody
escapes this, NOBODY." We shall see in due time -- but just the fact that the
previously untouchable Globalist Golden Boy in the Vatican is now squirming -exactly as Q-Anon had forecast -- is a good sign. Stay tuned.

1. Q-Anon: "Nobody escapes" 2. Symbolism (Satanic, pizza, red shoes etc) will
be their downfall" 3. Devil's horns.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Pope
Francis has finally condemned the Vatican cover-up of child-sex abuse.
Boobus Americanus 2: He's been really great on Global Warming and
human rights, but he has truly disappointed on this issue.

Sugar: That'ss cuss this communisst freak iss a frickin' ssodomite pedomonsster himsself, Boobuss!
Editor: God only knows how many children that Satanists like Poop
Frankie and Cardinal Pell have tortured.
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NY Times: Ex-Nazi Guard in U.S., Now 95, Is Deported to
Germany
NY Times: ‘This Man Deserves What He Gets’: In Queens,
a Nazi’s Long Flight From Justice Ends
REBUTTAL BY

The legal and psychological persecution of Jakiw Palij -- a so-called Polish "Nazi
war criminal" who had volunteered to serve Europe and humanity for the heroic
Waffen SS during World War II -- has been going on since 1993. In 2003, a
federal judge stripped Mr. Palij of his American citizenship after finding he had
concealed his SS past on his naturalization forms. In 2004, he was ordered to be
deported; but because neither Poland nor Germany would accept him, he remained
a New Yorker. That ended a few days ago as stunned neighbors watched the
friendly 95-year old get wheeled from his home by ICE agents -- never again to
see the country he had entered in 1949.
From the article:
"The 95-year-old man in the red brick house at 33-18 89th Street in Jackson
Heights, Queens, was known for keeping his yard spick-and-span, even tidying up
rubbish on his neighbors’ stoops. Most days, he was quick with a smile and a
“good morning,” in his thick Polish accent. He would sit on the steps behind his
home during block parties, watching the festivities from his perch.
Neighbors at first had little inkling that Jakiw Palij was anything other than
another immigrant living out his life in one of the most diverse neighborhoods in
the world. Except, every so often, someone would lob a brick through his
window." (emphasis added)
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Bloodthirsty Jewish mobs harrassed him by day. Jewish vandals smashed his
windows by night. The "Sons of Hell" (Christ's words) finally got the old man.
Apart from the false accusation that Mr. Palij played an “indispensable role” in the
death of 6,000 Jews (we say false because the Holocaust story itself is a dad-gum
fairy tale!); the most disturbing and disappointing element of this travesty lies in
the fact that President Trumpstein and Richard Grenell, his openly homosexual
ambassador to Germany, were the ones responsible for finally deporting the
previously un-deportable "war criminal." We had hoped that this was carried out
by lower levels of the bureaucracy without a busy Trumpstein's knowledge, but
sodomite Grenell's revelations, summarized below by excerpts which Sugar dug
up, make it impossible for any objective person to explain away or apologize for
Trumpstein's role in this evil act:
FOX:
"Richard Grenell, the U.S. ambassador... told "FOX & friends" in an exclusive
interview that President Trump — who is from New York — instructed him to make
the removal of Jakiw Palij a priority. Grenell said the new German government,
which took office in March, brought "new energy" to the matter.
"It's really a credit to President Trump, who was very clear about this case, made
clear he wanted this individual out of the United States," Grenell said, later
adding, "it's a great day for the United States to have this man out of our country."
Jew York Slimes:
"The deportation was the final result of a renewed push by the Trump
administration, which had spent months pressuring Germany to accept Mr. Palij,
according to a statement released by the White House. He flew out of New York on
Monday night and arrived in Düsseldorf, Germany, via a chartered air-ambulance
on Tuesday afternoon, according to a spokeswoman for ICE."
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Washington Compost:
U.S. ambassador to Germany Richard Grenell indicated in a briefing call on
Tuesday that Trump had taken a personal interest in Palij’s case, which likely
made the difference. “I don’t know how he learned of the case, but it was very
clear that he knew this individual as a Nazi guard and wanted him out of the
United States,” Grenell said.
The ambassador said he brought the issue up in a number of recent meetings with
German officials. “The president asked me to do this … they could tell we were
making it a priority.”
Republican Jewish Coalition:
"Today we thank President Trump for prioritizing and successfully deporting Nazi
war criminal, Jakiw Palij. Where other administrations had tried, President
Trump, through diplomacy with our European allies, was able to arrange for
the deportation of Palij. We also thank the US Ambassador to Germany, Richard
Grenell, and the hard-working people at the (ICE) for their roles in removing this
monster from our country"

1. Homo-Grenell is sworn in as ambassador to Germany by Mike Pence as his
longtime "partner," Matt Lashey, looks on. 3. Trumpstein stands proudly by his
openly queer ambassador.
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Jakiw Palij --- taken from his New York home as if he were yesterday's garbage.

Mr. Trumpstein -- Were the few remaining years of the life of one good man worth
throwing away just so you could get a pat-on-the-back from the bloodthirsty
chosenites of the Judenpresse who will only go back to attacking you in a day or
two, hour or two? Or, could it be that a man of your intelligence, New York street
smarts and military intelligence connections actually believes the fairy tale of
German extermination camps and out-of-camp mass firing squads for innocent
people? We truly hope that it is the latter case.
Regardless of whether Trumpstein is opportunistically virtue-signalling or
sincerely brainwashed about the Holohoax; the fact remains that another innocent
nonogenarian, with the complicity of Trumpstein and his openly queer ambassador
to Germany, has been kidnapped by Mamma Merkel's Marxist Germany. Speaking
as the devoted and empathetic son of a, coincidentally, 95-year old frail and
helpless father, this sad affair will, for me -- even if the Q-Anon "Storm" does turn
out to be what it purports to be -- forever leave a nasty stink on Donald
Trumpstein.
By contrast, as an unknown freshman Senator in 1949, the late great Joseph
McCarthy did not have to go out of his way to take a very unpopular stand for
wrongly accused "Nazi war criminals." But he did exactly that. His courage and
determination saved the lives of innocent German ex-soldiers while making him an
object of Jew hatred months before he even began his famous anti-Communist
crusade. (Youse guys can read about it when the new book comes out.)
Mr. Trumpstein, though you may have been close to McCarthy's faithful sidekick,
Roy Cohn; and though you have made the same hateful Globalist-Communist
enemies that McCarthy had; and though we thank you for saving us from Killary
and Co., -- you sir, are no Joe McCarthy!
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1. McCarthy would never have allowed this to happen to an innocent man!
(Ooops --- we just gave away the cover surprise!) 2. Waffen SS Officer Joachim
Peiper was saved by McCarthy. 3. McCarthy maintained that "confessions"
related to the "Malmedy Massacre" were obtained by torture at the hands of
Army interrogators. His unpopular fight against U.S. Army lawyers as well as
fellow Senators over this matter is what saved the lives of Peiper and other SS
men.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that a 95year-old Nazi war criminal was just deported to Germany from Queens.
Boobus Americanus 2: Good! There can be no statute of limitations for
the genocide of six million people.
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Sugar: $#(*&^%() @$*^$#* (*^% ^%$@*& !!!!!!
Editor: Sorry, boys and girls. Sugar really loses her mind whenever she
hears that "six million" crap.
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•
•
•
•
•

NY Times: Anatomy of a Crime: Sex, Hush Money and a
Trump Fixer’s Guilty Plea
NY Times: Trump Praises Manafort, Saying ‘Unlike Michael
Cohen’ He ‘Refused to Break’ Image
NY Times: When Is an Offense Impeachable? Look to the
Framers for the Answer
NY Times: Donald Trump's High Crimes and Misdemeanors
NY Times: David Pecker, Chief of National Enquirer’s
Publisher, Is Said to Get Immunity in Trump Inquiry
• REBUTTAL BY

•

Boy oh boy -- the breathless Bolsheviks at Sulzberger's Slimes and all the rest of
the newsrooms of the Piranha Press sure are salivating over the apparent storm
appearing to engulf the White House. The journalistic jackals of Fake News have
become so arrogant over the recent "bad news for Trump" that they are once again
dropping the I-word (impeachment) into the "national conversation" ™.
Do youse guys realize what this really means? The ancient Chinese military
philosopher explains:
"All warfare is based on deception. Hence, when able to attack, we must seem
unable; when using our forces, we must seem inactive; when we are near, we
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must make the enemy believe we are far away; when far away, we must make
him believe we are near. .... ... Appear weak when you are strong and strong
when you are weak. Pretend inferiority and encourage his arrogance ..... Hold
out baits to entice the enemy. Feign disorder, and crush him..."
– Sun Tzu, the Art of War

1 & 2. The greatest sting operation in human history would, by necessity, require
a grand illusion of chaos, incompetence, defeat and desperation in the Trump
administration. 3. We believe that NSA boss, Admiral Mike Rogers, is one of the
main grand architects of "The Storm" which Q-Anon been cryptically
explaining for the past 10 months.
The latest friend of Trump said to be preparing to "cooperate" with "Trump
nemesis" Robert Mueller is the publisher of the National Enquirer, David Pecker.
He will join the now familiar names of Flynn, Manafort, Page, Daniels, Cohen,
Omarosa, McGhan -- and others that we may not even know of -- who, under the
pretext of either "betraying" Trump or "cooperating" with Mueller, have been
funneling TONS of heretofore unusable evidence to Mueller so that he and the "do
nothing" Attorney General Jeff Sessions can "wash the fruit of the poisoned tree"
for legal use.
We further believe that the strange "trial" and "conviction" of Paul Manafort was
a crisis-actor stunt engineered by clandestine "white hats" who have already
proved themselves to be just as capable of pulling off such stunts as the "black
hats" who engineered hoaxes such as the shootings at Sandy Hook, Parkland etc,
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and the fake trials of various fake perps. The closer we get to the moment of the
grand "sting" --- the more weak, desperate and chaotic the players must act in order
to divert the enemy media away from what is really happening.

In the 1973 blockbuster film, The Sting, Robert Redford pretends to "betray" his
partner, Paul Newman, for the purpose of setting up a big-time gambler (Image
2) to be ripped off at a phony horse-betting parlor packed with crisis-actors. In
the closing scene, Newman "shoots" Redford as Redford bites down on a blood
capsule. The gambler, less his moneybag, is then rushed out by crisis actors in
order to protect him from the crisis-actor "police raid." Though the analogy is
imperfect, the phony adversarial dynamics of what is unfolding between TrumpMueller-Sessions is similar to how Newman & Redford pulled off "The Sting."

In addition to the mountains of NSA and other evidence being flooded into the
Mueller-Sessions sting operation, we have reason to believe that many low and
mid-level criminals have been offered immunity deals in exchange for fingering
bigger fish. Such enticement to "sing" is exactly how the Italian Mafia was finally
neutered in America during the 1980's.
Yes, something big is in the works and most stupid and arrogant libtards have no
idea what's coming. And those that do have an inkling of something afoot, have
nothing left to cling to but the false hope that Mueller really is on their side and
that Sessions is indeed a bumbling useless wimp that Trump can't stand. Neither
case is true.
The big "sting" is real, boys and girls. Sugar senses it and the hard data supports it.
Nonetheless, we still caution against excessive enthusiasm. We've said it before
and we'll repeat it again: Though the thought of seeing scum such as the Clintons,
the Obamas and perhaps even the Bushes receiving their long overdue
comeuppance (a $10 word for well-deserved punishment) is exciting; unless and
until monster crimes such as 9/11 Inside Job, the Sandy Hook hoax, mass voter
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fraud, Satanism and child-sacrifice among the elites and so much more are
exposed; there will be no long-term correction of our destructive civilizational
course.
Given Trump's tendency to revert to Trumpstein (as evidenced by this week's
heart-breaking kidnapping and deportation of a 95-year old SS man on Trump's
orders), we have a hunch that the "sting" will be limited to one rival faction (Israel
Firsters) of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) over another (Soros Globalists).
Let's just grab a bucket of popcorn and see how this suspense movie finally plays
out. At the very least, it will make for some great entertainment.

ALL MAKE-BELIEVE!
Trump vs Mueller /// Trump vs Sessions /// Newman vs Redford
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that more of
Trump's people are turning on him and singing before Mueller.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump is really on the ropes now, and just about
two months before the mid-term elections.
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Sugar: Boobuss, my idiot friend. I can't wait to ssee the look on your
sstupid face when that moussy-looking Jeff Sesssionss finally revealss his
elephant ballss.
Editor: Must you always be so vulgar?
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NY Times: John McCain, War Hero, Senator, Presidential
Contender, Dies at 81
REBUTTAL BY

Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times will not be
popping any champagne bottles to celebrate the death of McCain the Insane -- at
least, not yet. It is not out of any phony respect for this foul piece-of-dogexcrement, of course. To the contrary, we'd absolutely love to perform a daddydaughter "happy-dance" to commemorate such good news -- even pee and cat poop
on the nasty old corrupt, warmongering, open-borders Globalist bastard's grave.
No, the reason for our reserved reaction here has to do with a nagging question: Is
the evil Globalist son-of-a-bitch really dead -- or did the White Hats (or the Black
hats?) give him the "Frankie Pentagelli" treatment from the classic film,
Godfather II?
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Godfather II: It was thought that the mobster Frank Pentangelli had been
"whacked" by competing mobsters. We later learn that he had survived and was
placed in a secret FBI witness protection program so that he would testify
against his former Corleone Family colleagues. In the end, after learning that
Pentangelli is still alive, a representative of the Corleones (Robert Duvall)
promises to take care of Pentangelli's family if he will commit suicide instead of
tesifying. Could some variation of this type of scenario have been offered to
McCain?
Recall how thirteen months ago, the suddenly "cancer-stricken" McCain heroicly
appeared in the Senate to save ObongoCare and embarrass Trump. From a July,
2017 TomatoBubble / ANYT rebuttal titled: McCain's "Brain Cancer" Drama
Saves ObongoCare.
***Excerpt***
"Yes. It's true. Even as we were wishing slow death upon the "seriously ill"
McCain the Insane just 10 days ago, Sugar instinctively sensed that the
convenient hype over his sudden "brain cancer" was somehow going to be
parlayed into saving ObongoCare. ... And now, lo and behold, after having
returned from the almost-dead to a much publicized hero's welcome in the US
Senate, it was McCain who, just days after viciously denouncing pro-repeal radio
talk show hosts and Internet blogs during his triumphant "return," gave courage to
the two liberal Republican't bitches (Ms. Collins & Ms. Murkowski) who joined
him in killing the repeal in a very public way. But don't anyone dare to renounce
him for casting the deciding vote! After all, the "war hero" has "cancer" --doncha' know? Well played Crazy Man, well played.
"I am now convinced that the entire 10-day drama was a pre-meditated set-up to
gain sympathy for the "war hero" turned "cancer victim" so that he could have a
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protected moment in the sun to viciously rail against pro-repeal radio and Internet
conservatives before so publicly undermining and embarrassing Trump in
dramatic fashion -- so much so that his "no" vote " elicited gasps in the Senate
chamber."

WOW! Talk about "deja vu."
Image 1: 2008: Brain cancer victim Ted Kennedy returns to a standing ovation on
the Senate floor, and saves Medicare Expansion by 1 vote / Image 2: 2017:
ALLEGED brain cancer victim McCain returns to a standing ovation on the
Senate floor, and saves ObongoCare by 1 vote

***End of Excerpt***
We key-punched those words a full 3 months before "Q" started posting
"crumbs," and about 7 months before Q also claimed that McCain was faking the
"brain cancer" in order to escape "the storm" that is to come. At the same time that
Q began posting about some high-level "arrests" having already been made
(November, 2017), both McCain and Killary began wearing what we suspect were
GPS ankle monitors concealed by ankle boots which, in McCain's case,
mysteriously switched from his right foot to his left! So, logically speaking, if we
believed that the brain cancer was fake then; would it not be reasonable for us to at
least suspect that the death, from said brain cancer, is also fake? By the way,
McCain's buddy, Ted Kennedy, also died of brain cancer on the same month and
day as McCain "died" -- August 25, 2009. Hmmmm.
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Headline: The Hill.com: (November, 2017) McCain Explains Why His Boot Was
on a Different Foot
Headline: Daily Mail: (December 14, 2017): What Happened... to your foot?
Hillary Clinton spotted wearing surgical boot TWO MONTHS after breaking her
toe falling down some stairs
(*Hillary later switched to arm cast (here) and later to a back brace (here))
If McCain's brain cancer death scenario was indeed fake all along, then there are
three plausible scenarios:
1. McCain committed suicide in order to avoid whatever humiliating and
disgraceful disclosures that Sessions / Mueller / Huber are preparing to make
public.
2. The White Hats offered him a Pentangelli-type deal whereby songbird McCain
ratted out the whole gang in exchange for a new life in a witness protection
program.
3. The Black Hats came to his rescue by "killing" him off and then setting him up
someplace with a new identity.
Yes, we know -- it sounds like we're coming to you from "Crazy Town" today. But
this is where Sugar's instincts and my data collection are pointing towards.
Outlandish as it all may seem, ya gotta admit, it would make sense. And have
"youse guys" noticed how suddenly well-behaved and downright pro-Trump that
McCain's little faggy sidekick, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) has become
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lately? Something very weird is definitely going on here. Of that there can be no
doubt.
All this aside, let us say that if McStain really is dead, well... Yayyyy! --- though
we would have preferred to have seen him get humiliated first. Stay tuned.

An excerpt from "McCain the Insane," by Mike King

He encourages terrorists, from Qatar and Bahrain,
To murder Syrian children, with thugs we did train
*
In defiance of Putin he arrived in Ukraine,
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.
Preaching death and revolution, he's clearly insane

ADDENDUM: THIS JUST IN!
Q has posted on many occasions to "watch the time stamps." With that in
mind, it is very interesting to note that McCain's "time of death" was exactly
(as in, to the minute) 30 days after Q predicted:
"no name" (McCain's code name) would be "returning to headlines".
.

Q posted at 6:28PM EST Jul 25
McCain dead at 6:28PM EST Aug 25

* NY Times: According to a statement from his office, Mr. McCain died at
4:28 p.m. local (MST) time. (that's 6:28 EST)
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... Coincidence?

And Q's latest post (today!) reminds us of the :28 and the 30.

*****
Suicide weekend?
Hands up? (* as in under arrest)
[30]
[0:28]
Impossible?
Coincidence?
We are in control.
BIG week ahead.
Q
Wow. Just wow.

Boobus Americanus 1: The passing of John McCain is a sad day for
America.
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Boobus Americanus 2: Indeed. He was a war hero and an independent
maverick.

Sugar: Independent maverick my asss, Boobuss! That nassty deceiving
sociopath voted the NWO line every ssingle time!
Editor: McStain represented (or represents?) the worst of both rival
factions of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) in that he was (or still is?) a
Soros One Worlder and an Israel Firster too.
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NY Times: The Student Debt Problem Is Worse Than We
Imagined
REBUTTAL BY

It is so bloody damn ironic -- no, hypocritical to hear the MLACS (MarxistLibtard Axis of Criminal Stupidity) whine about yet another socio-economic
problem which it actually created in the first place. This time, the pious posturing
is about skyrocketing student loan debt -- the logical byproduct of skyrocketing
student tuition. You see, when it comes to the real world economy, even businesses
which struggle to barely operate "in the black" are routinely scolded by the
MLACS for "price gouging" ™ or being driven by "profit motive." ™
Oh but when it comes to sucking the blood out of the jugular veins of some poor or
middle-class kid or his parents, all those high-sounding platitudes about "the
people" ™ and "education is a human right" ™ go right out the window and right
quick too. Professor salaries average well over $100,000 for an easy part-time job,
with useless administrators earning just as much. As for college presidents, million
dollar salaries are not uncommon at the bigger schools, with mid-6-figures the
norm. Gouge baby, gouge!
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NOT BAD FOR A PART-TIME GIG!
Most college professors -- and there are way more of them
than is necessary -- are paid over $100,000 per year -plus receive great benefits and pensions AND many of
these Marxists have paid assistants too!

The problem of student loan debt is that the government guaranteed loans (no
escaping through non-payment or bankruptcy) exist in the first place. Debt dollars
create the illusion of more money, and thus enable the education mobsters to
charge more money. Also partnering in this tragic Government-Academia
exploitation of the young and the broke are the government-chartered corporations
and the government-allied monopolistic professional organizations. The
corporations won't hire applicants unless they go into debt to buy those coveted
piece of parchment; and the professional organizations (legal, medical, dental,
accounting, teaching etc) will not allow new blood to join their ranks unless the
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newbies complete many years of school at a "certified" college or university before
even being permitted to take an exam for professional "certification."
This means that if a motivated autodidact (a $10 word for a self-taught person)
were to conclusively prove himself the equal or the better of any college graduate,
some corporate clown would still have to toss his application in the garbage the
moment he realized that the applicant was not "college educated." ™ Consider the
madness of this artificial system -- Your investigative historian here, who could
easily teach Fake History every bit as well as the Real History youse guys learn at
this website, wouldn't even be able to land an initial interview at a Middle School!

These men never spent a day in college...

Under today's artificial government-academic-corporate-professional
system; Andrew Jackson (apprenticed by an attorney) would not be able
to practice law or command an army; Henry Ford could not interview for an
entry-level mechanical engineering job or a business position for the Ford
Company itself; and Thomas Edison could not interview for an entry-level
electrical engineering job.

The only way to bust up the monopolistic Education Mafia once and for all is to
open the floodgates of opportunity for provable autodidacts and students of
alternative forms of teaching (online schools, apprenticeships, tutors, small private
classes etc). Corporations, being publicly chartered and already subject to various
regulations, should be barred from discriminating against applicants on the basis of
meaningless $100,000 + pieces of paper. Let the marketplace come up with more
cost-effective and non-monopolistic methods of applicant knowledge-testing and
professional "certification."
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These bold moves would force colleges to become affordable. That's how the free
market is supposed to work. No more six-figure salaries for pointy-headed commie
professors working a 12 to 15 hour week for just 7 months a year! No more four
year degrees for basic knowledge and training that could easily be squeezed into a
more intensive three-year or even two-year program (no extended summer breaks)
--- with much of it completed online.
Of course, this is all just wishful thinking because the politicians and academics
are complementary parts of the same MLACS --- two wings of the same redbird of
prey. The Globo-Commie politicians funnel money to the Globo-Commie
academics; and the Globo-Commie academics funnel libtarded voters and future
business / political operatives back to the Globo-Commie politicians --- as the
sanctimonious scribblers at the Globo-Commie Jew York Slimes cry out for still
more government funding to "solve" the problem. Sickening, and sad.

WHAT A DAMNABLE DIRTY TRICK!
After they find out they were lied to about how an "education" will
automatically make you rich; the frustration, added to the brainwashing
they received in college, will drive many of these indebted and libtarded
students into the arms of the very same MLACS which screwed them in the
first place!
*
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Image 2: Libtard Senator Liz "Pocahontas" Warren was
a grossly overpaid academic; and Senator Bernie the
Bolshevik Sanders is married to an overpaid academic.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today
that student loan debt problem is worse than had been imagined.
Boobus Americanus 2: The government and the colleges
needs to put their heads together and help these kids.

Sugar: Boobuss!!! You $#(*&^%( @$*! It'ss the government and the greedy
commie academicss that are caussing the problem!
Editor: If only we would give true economic liberty a chance -- instead of
this hybrid system of cronie capitalism and political communism.
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NY Times: White House Flags Back at Full-Staff After
McCain Death
REBUTTAL BY

Oh the indignant butt-hurt reverberating throughout the bowels of the Piranha
Press after Trump's decision to resume flying the White House's U.S. flag back at
full mast less than two days after the death / suicide / planned disappearance of the
arch-villain and traitor John McCain! After spending Sunday "disrespectfully"
playing golf (laughing our asses off!) Don Trumpeone remains deaf to the pleas of
Senate leaders, the Fake News and the American Legion to lower the flag and keep
it there until McStain's funeral is over.
That ain't happening, boys and girls.

CNN (October, 2017)
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Trump warns McCain: 'Be careful because at some point I fight back.'

President Donald Trump, hours after Sen. John McCain
delivered a speech that repudiated the President, warned the
Arizona Republican to "be careful" because at some point he
will "fight back."

We now also learn that the "war hero" who sang like a bird for his Vietnamese
captors (here) will not be buried at Arlington National Cemetery, where his Navy
Admiral father and his Navy Admiral grandfather were both laid to rest. The
official story is that McStain wanted to be buried (or have his empty casket buried)
next to a friend from Annapolis Naval Academy (where he graduated in 1958
ranked 894th out of 899 cadets!) We ain't buyin' that story. A more plausible
explanation is that Trump / NSA "White Hats" blocked the burial of the full or
empty casket from taking place at the hallowed and coveted grounds of Arlington.

1. Grandpapa John McCain was a 4-star Admiral known for his foul mouth and
nasty temper. 2. Papa John McCain (a 33rd Degree Freemason) was also a 4star Admiral (who later helped to cover-up the truth about Israel's deliberate
attack on the USS Liberty in 1968). He graduated 18th from the bottom of his
cadet class, and 28th of 29 in submarine school. And yet, President Eisenhower
(also a bottom 1/3 dweller at West Point) promoted him to Rear Admiral in
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1958! 3. Navy Cadet John McCain also graduated close to the very bottom of his
class at Annapolis (894 out of 899). Moral defects, intellectual shortcomings and
deep insecurities over failing to even come close to living up to his father and
grandfather's military status led him to a life of legalized crime in politics -where psychopathic inferior men have a tendency to rise and rise and rise.

In addition to the displeasure of Congressional leaders, Denise Rohan the
commanderette of the American Legion, bitched the following:
"On the behalf of The American Legion's two million wartime veterans, I strongly
urge you to make an appropriate presidential proclamation noting Senator
McCain's death and legacy of service to our nation, and that our nation's flag be
half-staffed through his internment."
So, soldier girl wants " an appropriate proclamation" to honor McStain's "legacy
of service" eh? OK. Here's a pictorial proclamation for you, "Commander,"
reviewing just a tiny fraction of the wonderful "service" we have to thank McStain
for.

Dead American soldiers
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Dead and maimed Iraqi civilians

Of course, McStain did not single-handedly bring about that tragedy of the Iraq
War and the subsequent heart-breaking chaos in Syria and Libya. There were many
players responsible for having destroyed those once-stable nations. But few, if any,
in the U.S. Senate wielded the political clout which the sainted and protected
McStain did. Indeed, at a time when it appeared as though George Bush was
wavering during the intense and difficult 15 month high-pressure sales job needed
to involve America in a new war on Iraq, McStain continued to make TV
appearances and deliver deceitful speeches in favor of "regime change" in Iraq.
Get a whiff of this erroneous excrement which McStain pooped-out on the Senate
floor on October 10, 2002:
"Saddam Hussein is a megalomaniacal tyrant whose cruelty and offense to the
norms of civilization are infamous." Saddam's government is a clear and present
danger to the United States of America.....
"He has developed stocks of germs and toxins in sufficient quantities to kill the
entire population of the earth multiple times. He has placed weapons laden with
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these poisons on alert to fire at his neighbors within minutes, not hours, and has
devolved authority to fire them to subordinates. He develops nuclear weapons with
which he would hold his neighbors and us hostage.
No, this is not just another self-serving, oil-rich potentate. He is the worst kind of
modern-day tyrant — a conscienceless murderer who aspires to omnipotence who
has repeatedly committed irrational acts since seizing power. Given this reality,
containment and deterrence and international inspections will work no better than
the Maginot Line did 62 years ago."
What barf! So much death, destruction and suffering in Iraq, Afghanistan and so
many other different nations -- and this lunatic, at varying times, had also openly
called for still more interventions (direct, clandestine or by proxy) in Kosovo,
Bosnia, Sudan, Syria, Iran, Korea, Mali, Somalia, Nigeria, Venezuela, Myanmar,
Pakistan, Georgia, Chechyna, Ukraine and even within Russia itself. It's a damn
pity we couldn't hang this greasy, blood-soaked bastard's sorry-ass at half-mast -naked and upside down -- from the White House flagpole. In that case, we'd be
happy to "honor" his stinking, decomposing, fly-ridden carcass everyday for a
whole month.

1. Denise Rohan, the stupid hag who heads the American Legion (sigh, face to
palm) wants Trump to lower the flag and issue a statement honoring McStain.
Does she not understand that McStain got thousands of veterans killed and
crippled? 2. Putin on McStain: "Mr McCain fought in Vietnam. I think that he
has enough blood of peaceful citizens on his hands. It must be impossible for
him to live without these disgusting scenes anymore."
Yet another "coincidence" -- or a "Sicilian Message" from Melania Trump
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Melania Trump Instagram (August 27, 2018) --- "planting a sapling from the
Eisenhower Oak." (symbolically digging "war hero" McCain's grave.
McCain's unqualified father was promoted to Rear Admiral by Globalist
Eisenhower, making McCain a "sapling of Eisenhower," get it?)

Q Post, (August 27, 2018) --- "He (McCain) did not depart on his own terms"

*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Trump
refuses to fly the White House flag at half mast to honor John McCain.
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Boobus Americanus 2: Trump is being very petty. Shame on him. John
McCain was a war hero and an independent maverick.

Sugar: Hey Boobusss. I hear that McStain'ss home-wrecking whore of a
trophy wife wass an independent maverick too, back in the day.

Editor: (deep sigh, shaking head, palm to face)
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NY Times: Daniel Murphy Tries to Move Past Comments on
Gay Players
REBUTTAL BY

There was a time, and really not all that long ago, when homosexuality was
referred to as "the sin that dare not speak its name." If a man had the "orientation"
to bugger another, he typically stayed "in the closet" -- deep in the closet. Then
came the "gay rights movement" ™ with its simple request for a bit of "tolerance"
™ for the sodomites in our midst. We weren't asked to accept or condone
homosexuality, of course, but merely to leave the queers in peace and free to
cavort with each other in their bathhouses and night clubs. "Very well," thought
most Americans. "As long as youse guys don't get in our face and don't expose our
children with your 'lifestyle' --- then, to each his own."
And so it came to pass that the Devil got his hooked nose (cough cough) under the
tent of American culture. That brings us to today's story about the once unthinkable
and now total inversion of "tolerance" ™ that has, by design, taken place in this
land we used to refer to as God's country.
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Aw come on, man. All I'm asking for is a wee bit of 'tolerance" -- nothing more.
.... And so it began...
Daniel Murphy is a superstar baseball player who has just been traded from the
struggling Washington Nationals to the first-place Chicago Cubs, one month
before the start of the playoffs. You can be sure that 99.99% of Cubs fans are
elated to have a player of his caliber join the already powerful Cubs squad; but
leave it to Sodomite Slimes of New York to inject itself into Chicago sports in
order to make a socio-political drama. From the article:
"Murphy’s addition to the Cubs’ roster, however, has not been well received by
everyone. At issue, still, are comments Murphy made during spring training in
2015, when he said he did not agree with the “lifestyle” of former major leaguer
Billy Bean, who is gay and now serves as Major League Baseball’s ambassador
for inclusion.
On Sunday, a day the Cubs held an annual “Out At Wrigley” event, the Cubs coowner Laura Ricketts, who is gay, delivered a series a tweets in which she said she
was “on board” with the Murphy trade last week. She is the first openly gay owner
in professional sports.
Ricketts wrote on Twitter that before the Cubs traded for Murphy there were
“several thoughtful conversations” between Ricketts family members and Bean.
'After these considered and thoughtful conversations, which took place precisely
because of the Cubs’ sensitivities on the matter,' Ricketts wrote, “I was on board
with the trade.”
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1. "Ambassador for Inclusion" Billy Beane (on right) with his "partner" 2.
Cubs owner Laura Rickets (on left) with her new "bride" 3. Murphy was signed
only after Beane and Ricketts had a "thoughtful conversation" about his 2015
remark.
You see that? An organizational move which should have been an instantaneous
no-brainer, had to be delayed and "considered" until the Cubs dyke owner could
have "thoughtful conversations" with Major League Baseball's sodomite
"ambassador for inclusion" -- all because Murphy, 3 & 1/2 years ago, made a mild
and actually respectful comment about not agreeing with the homosexual
"lifestyle" but being able to accept Mr. Beane nonetheless. Here is Murphy's oh-sooffending comment about baseball executive Billy Beane, from 2014:
"I disagree with his lifestyle. I do disagree with the fact that Billy is a homosexual.
That doesn't mean I can't still invest in him and get to know him. I don't think the
fact that someone is a homosexual should completely shut the door on investing in
them in a relational aspect. Getting to know him. That, I would say, you can still
accept them but I do disagree with the lifestyle, 100 percent."
Is that all? It's not as if Murphy had called Beane a faggot or even a sodomite. In
the end, Murphy's amazing talent and Lesbian Laura's evident desire to win a
championship were enough to overlook the "sin" of soft homophobia and close the
deal. But you can be damn sure that a player of lesser ability would not have been
signed by the Cubs!
In upside down America (and Europe, Canada, Australia et al), the Marxist
revolution-by-evolution has slowly transformed "the sin that dare not speak its
name" into the virtue that never stops boasting about itself --- while we the normal
who clearly and sanely see this mental / moral illness for what it is are the ones
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now expected to "stay in the closet" with our views, or else risk losing employment
opportunities. Talk about an inversion of reality and basic decency! Ah, "tolerance
™."

1. Billy Beane was a mediocre pro-baseball player who -- because of his
homosexuality -- has since been glorified as a master baseball executive. 2. Brad
Pitt starred as Billy Beane in "Moneyball" --- a film which mythologized Beane
as a upper managerial genius. 3. "Next stop --- "tolerance" for childmolestation baby!"

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times that the Cubs
overlooked Daniel Murphy's past homophobic statements and signed him
anyway.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's a tough call. On the one hand, there can be
no tolernce for homophobia --- but then again, the acquisition of a star like
Murphy could help the Cubs win another championship.
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Sugar: Billy Beane takess it the rear! Not frickin' normal, Boobuss!
Editor: Ya know, Sugar --- It's a good thing we don't sell advertisements.
You'd have scared them all off by now!

AUGUST, 2018

NY Times: The Religion of Whiteness Becomes a Suicide
Cult
A wounded and swaggering identity geopolitics puts the world in grave danger.
By PANKAJ MISHR

REBUTTAL BY

In this latest installment of Sulzberger's never-ending Jewish war on whites, the
"paper of record" trots out Hindu hit-man Pankaj Mishr to spew forth homicidal
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hatred for the sons of Europa. The award-winning essayist is also a regular
contributor to the Slimes.
From the article:
"...politicians and pundits in Britain and its settler colonies of Australia, Canada
and the United States would jointly forge an identity geopolitics of the “higher
races.” Today has reached its final and most desperate phase, with existential
fears about endangered white power feverishly circulating once again between the
core and periphery of the greatest modern empire. 'The fundamental question of
our time is whether the West has the will to survive,' President Trump said last
year in a speech .... More recently, Mr. Trump tweeted (falsely) about “large-scale
killing” of white farmers in South Africa — a preoccupation of white supremacists
around the world"
You see that? Sulzberger's Hindu henchman is parroting Jewish lines by mocking
white concerns about "endangered white power" and also stating that the farm
murders in South Africa are essentially a hoax. Ah, show us the shekels, rupees,
Pankaj, show us the rupees.

1. Pankaj Mishr is a Farm Murder Denier 2. FACT! A white farmer is brutally
murdered (often tortured) every 5 days in South Africa.
*
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South African farm murders: -- "a preoccupation of white supremacists"
according to Sulzberger and his journalistic henchmen.
More of Mishr's Marxist manure:
Mishr: The exposure of Nazi crimes, followed by decolonization and civil rights
movements, generally discredited quasi-scientific racism and stigmatized overt
expressions of white supremacism.
Translation: The glorious world war led directly to the capitulation of the White
Man to the International Jewish Globalist.
Mishr: In our own time, global capitalism has promised to build a colorblind
world through economic integration.
Translation: "Global capitalism" = world government with Jewish elites at the
top, mixed masses on all levels below, and whites blended out / killed out of
existence.
Mishr: But as revolts erupt against globalization in its latest, more disruptive
phase, politicians and pundits in the Anglosphere ...
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Rebuttal: The "Anglosphere?" WTF? What would happen if a columnist used a
word like "Blackosphere" or "Jewosphere?" How does this Bolshevik bigot get
away with using such terminology? Oh, that's right, His paymasters are Jewish.
Mishr: ... are again scrambling to rebuild political communities around what W.
E.B. Du Bois in 1910 identified as “the new religion of whiteness.”
Rebuttal: It figures that this little shit-stain would quote W.E.B. Du Bois -- the
negro communist front-man for the Jewish-founded National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Indeed, behind every famous whitehating brown or black there is a filthy-rich Jewish Marxist-Globalist propping him
up.

1 &2. Communist Du Bois (left) was hired by the usual suspects for the longterm goal of luring blacks away from the positive influence of conservative
Booker T. Washington (right) -- and thus herding them into the commie camp. 3.
Mishr is right about one thing -- World War II and its aftermath mark the
beginning of White genocide worldwide. A healthy and natural love for one's
own European people is now the stuff of evil "Nazis" and a "white
supremacists."
In closing his hatefest, Mishr tips his murderous hand by quoting a black
homosexual Communist writer named James Baldwin (1924-1987). Mishr writes:
"James Baldwin once outlined: "that the rulers of the 'higher races,' struggling to
hold on to what they have stolen from their captives, and unable to look into their
mirror, will precipitate a chaos throughout the world which, if it does not bring life
on this planet to an end, will bring about a racial war such as the world has never
seen.” (emphasis added)
Make no mistake about it, my white brothers and sisters -- and our non-white
readers will surely appreciate our legitimate concerns here -- through mass mixing
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and ultimately mass murder, James Baldwin wanted you extinct. Pankaj Mishr
wants you extinct. Sulzberger wants you extinct. Are we painting a clear picture, or
do we exaggerate?

1. James Baldwin -- quoted by Mr. Mishr -- was a black Communist homosexual
who wanted a "racial war." 2. Paris: the base of the Eiffel Tower: Black figures
are superimposed over the White characters, as a Black male and White female
embrace passionately in the center. The linked arms of the Blacks form a 6pointed Star of David. 3. The Sulzbergers (papa & son) want a world in which
the only remaining "whites" are the Khazar Jew ruling class. That is why their
family has, for the past 122 years, promoted scum like Du Bois, MLK, Baldwin.
Obongo, Mishr et al to serve as battering-rams against white western civilization.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that racist
whites are feeling desperate over the loss of their power.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, we've had a very long run on top. It's time
to allow others to have a chance.
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Sugar: White Power!
Editor: I normally frown upon you using that term; but considering the
increasingly aggressive manner in which the anti-whites are coming at us
now, we're going to need a bit of that cattitude in fighting back against our
Jewish exterminators and their hateful murder mobs.
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Anti-New York Times Editorial: Labor Day is a Communist
Holiday
By Mike & Sugar the Cat, er, "The Editorial Board"

EDITORIAL BY

As we prepare to kick up our respective feet and paws for a bit of beach-bound
R&R with some gluttonous BBQing for the upcoming Labor Day weekend, Sugar
and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York Times thought it would be
interesting to review how this "holiday" came about. With all due respect to the
"blue collar" working folks who keep the country afloat, the fact is, Labor Day is
every bit as much of a communist creation as May Day (May 1st). As a matter of
fact, May Day (the date of the founding of the Illuminati in 1776) is also known as
International Workers' Day and/or Labor Day in many other countries.
But here in the turn-of-the-19th-century anti-communist United States, establishing
a Labor Day holiday on May 1st would never have been be possible -- much too
obvious. And so, the communists and their libtard dupes instead lobbied for the
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first Monday in September. Labor Day was heavily promoted by the Central
Labor Union (forerunner of the AFL-CIO) and the Knights of Labor / KoL
(some of whose members were involved in the infamous Haymarket Square riots of
1886). The masonic-linked unions organized the first parade in New York City. In
1887, Oregon became the first U.S. state to proclaim it as an official public
holiday. By the time it became an official federal holiday in 1894, thirty states had
already officially, and innocently, adopted the communist-inspired Labor Day.

1- The early labor movement was not shy about showing off communist
symbolism, like the clenched fist. Caption reads: "The Hand That Will Rule the
World -- One Big Union 2- The logo for the Knights of Labor -- an Illuminati
pyramid, inside of a pentagram, superimposed over a five point star 3- The
Marxist-influenced labor unions instigated the Haymarket Square riots of 1886,
in which 7 Chicago policemen were killed
Since the days of Karl Marx and his "workers of the world unite" shtick, the "anticapitalist" Reds have always manipulated the passions of "the working man" ™ as
a means to destabilize the system and redirect power and wealth towards a supercentralized state. That state, of course, is then financed and controlled by the very
same big banker "capitalists" that secretly control the "anti-capitalist" Reds! The
big joke on Joe Hardhat, who may very well have legitimate grievances and honest
concerns about his work conditions, is that neither the Red union bosses nor their
secret capitalist bosses give a rat's ass about him. Once the national economy is
consolidated into the hands of the New World Order big money boys, "the working
man" TM - who had so faithfully and often violently fought for "change" - gets
tossed aside like a used up lemon. Whatever good that his union may have done for
him and his family was only a necessary side-effect, never the main objective.
And that is why the phony labor bosses chose to only cosmetically fight the
Globalists' disastrous job-killing NAFTA trade deal of 1994; and it is also why
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they are strangely silent about Obongo's push to ratify the doubly disastrous TPP
trade deal. The banker "capitalists" hold a tight leash on their "labor leader"
puppets -- a hidden reality which The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies)
understood and warned about many years ago. Indeed, very soon after coming to
power in Germany in 1933, Hitler disbanded the Marxist trade unions. He replaced
them with the German Labor Front, an organization which imposed better
working conditions while respecting the interests of business and industry. In short
order, both management and labor came to respect each other and work as a team.

1- The flag of the German Labor Front which replaced the Red unions of
Germany -- Hitler cleverly appropriated communist labor symbols and colors to
draw workers away from the Reds and to his movement instead. 2- German
propaganda poster places factory worker, businessman, and doctor/scientist on
the same level -- to be respected equally. 3- Hitler receives a "rock star" welcome
upon visiting a German factory
In Mein Kampf, Hitler's famous autobiography, Hitler claimed that unions “created
the economic weapon which the international world Jew uses for the ruination of
the economic basis of free, independent states, for the annihilation of their national
industry and of their national commerce, and thereby for the enslavement of free
people in the service of the above-the-state-standing, world finance Jewry.” Boyoh-boy did he nail it! The game works the same today as it did back then,
notwithstanding the fact that unions aren't as powerful as they once were.
Hitler showed the world that the dignity and welfare of labor and the legitimate
interests of the business class need not be adversarial concerns. To the contrary,
when labor and management come to respect each other and work together, it
benefits all. Unfortunately, in today's America, too many propagandized union
members fail to appreciate what it really takes to keep a business up and running.
Likewise, too many CEO's do indeed (pardon the commie-sounding slogan here)
"place profits over people." We sure could use another Great One again.
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In spite of the holiday's Red origins, a very relaxing Labor Day extended weekend
and cookout to our readers. With a Congressional Election of historic significance
coming up in November, we predict that some serious drama will kick-off the day
after Monday.

Sugar's friend: "Ssome wienerschnitzel, bosss?"
The Great One: "Danke, but nein. I am a vegetarian."

Boobus Americanus 1: I'm going to the mountains. What are your plans
this Labor Day weekend?
Boobus Americanus 2: Just a cookout, drink a few beers, watch some
baseball. Can't wait for football season to start the week after!
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Sugar: Ahhh! Nuthin' like Labor Day weekend at the frickin' Jerssey
sshore -- far away from these ass clownss.
Editor: Just remember, it's a public beach -- not your litter box.

SEPTEMBER, 2018
Mayor Andrew Gillum of Tallahassee last year. He won the Democratic nomination
for governor of Florida on Tuesday.CreditCredit

NY Times: Racist Robocalls Target Andrew Gillum,
Democratic Nominee for Florida Governor
REBUTTAL BY

With the Sulzberger's Slimes flagship leading the flotilla of falsehood, all of
liberaldom is feigning indignation over the anonymous "racist robocalls" targeting
Demonrat Andrew Gillum -- the first ever black nominee for Florida governor.
The calls, (((they))) say, have been placed to Florida residents from out-of-state
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"white supremacists" ™. Oh those stupid, thoughtless, amateurish "racists" ™! Did
they not realize that that these incendiary anonymous calls would only serve to:
A: Generate millions of dollars in sympathetic free media publicity for Gillum
B: Raise many thousands of dollars in campaign contributions for Gillum
C. Cast a nasty stink upon his Republican opponent
D: Scare-up a higher black turnout for the November election
Wow. Talk about a stunt "backfiring?" How "conveeenient" as the old Church
Lady of Saturday Night Live fame used to say. Considering all that these
anonymous activists "unintentionally" accomplished without spending a dime,
Gillum ought to hire the "robo racists" to work for his campaign, eh?

A few anonymous calls from an invisible man was all that it took to generate
millions of dollars in free national publicity and voter sympathy for the
Communist Gillum.

Tell it, sista. Tell it!
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Slimes: In the audio of one robocall placed on Friday and obtained by The New
York Times...
Analysis: Ever notice how The Slimes (sometimes the Washington Compost) is
always first to "obtain" such special audios and documents?
Slimes: .. a man pretending to be Mr. Gillum can be heard talking in the
exaggerated accent of a minstrel performer. “Well hello there,” it begins, “I is
Andrew Gillum.” He then talks for a little over a minute about mud huts and unfair
policing practices, and asks repeatedly for the listener’s vote. In the background
are the sounds of drums and monkeys.
Analysis: "Drums and monkeys in the background" --- oh those naughty, naughty
Republican racists!
Slimes: The recording ends with a man saying that the message was paid for by the
Road to Power, an Idaho-based website and podcast with white supremacist and
anti-Semitic content.
Analysis: We found "The Road to Power" website, and it makes no such claim of
having made these calls. To the contrary, this insignificant one man podcast had
earlier claimed that Jews were accusing him of making robo calls.

THE EVIL LEFT UP TO ITS USUAL TRICKS

1 &2. Drums and monkeys heard in the background of the "racist" ™ robocall.
3. Marxist guru Saul Alinsky (cough cough) once boasted about how he
organized people to dress up in KKK outfits and wave signs in favor of
Republicans.
Slimes: It is unclear how many people received the robocalls....
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Analysis: There may not even have been any calls, not even the fake ones!
Slimes: A campaign spokesman for Mr. DeSantis, Stephen Lawson, called the
robocall “appalling and disgusting.”
“Hopefully, whoever is behind this has to answer for this despicable action,” he
said.
Analysis: Typical Republican't pussy! By contrast, when these type of tricks were
pulled against Trump in 2016, he would always suggest a false flag.
Slimes: The Southern Poverty Law Center has noted a recent rise in robocalls
across the country, calling them a “new, high-tech, computer-delivered brand of
hate.”
Analysis: The Communist SPLC is right about the "recent rise in robocalls across
the country" --- but when one learns the tactics which Marxist guru Saul Alinsky
of Chicago taught his devotees (Hillary, Obongo among others) it's very obvious
that Marxist activists (the Reds in the streets) are behind these tactical maneuvers -- and Sulzberger's Slimes (the Reds in the suites) damn well knows it.

1. Marxist anti-white Alinsky of Chicago -- who once had his people dress up as
KKK -- dedicated "Rules for Radicals" to the Devil -- the original rebel! 2.
Young hippie-Hillary, also of Chicago, admired Alinsky, and once wrote him a
letter. Alinsky died in 1972, but Obongo, of Chicago by way of Hawaii and
Harvard (allegedly), also became a devotee of the "community organizer"
Alinsky's work.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that some
group from Idaho made racist robocalls mocking the black candidate for
Governor of Florida. Monkey sounds and tribal drums were heard in the
background.
Boobus Americanus 2: Racist bastards! The FBI needs to find out where
those calls came from and prosecute to the fullest extent of hate-crime
laws!

Sugar: Amen, Boobuss! Find the frickin' communissts who did thiss and
machine-gun massacre every lasst one of them Alinsskyite m-effers
Editor: If Boobus couldn't see through this ploy, then there's really no hope
left for him.
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NY Times: In ‘Fear,’ Bob Woodward Pulls Back the
Curtain on President Trump’s ‘Crazytown’
*
NY Times: In Chastising Sessions Over Indictments of Two
Republicans, Trump Crosses a Line
REBUTTAL BY

The PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) has already thrown everything plus the
proverbial "kitchen sink" at Donald Trump, but to no effect. Now, in a move that
stinks of desperation, the Deep State Globalists, dreaming that they can recreate
the magic of the 1973-1974 impeachment process of President Richard Nixon -a shifty character that the elite Jews and Globalists never liked nor trusted -- have
resurrected Bob Woodward & Carl Bernstein of "Watergate" fame.
The Washington Compost's deceitful duo of "investigative journalists" damaged
Nixon so badly that it is no exaggeration to say that their reporting (duly hyped by
the rest of the Piranha Press) took down a sitting President (and a bunch of other
Republicans) in 1974. Do they actually believe, after the passing of 45 years, that
most people under 60 even remember, let alone revere, those two CIA ass-clowns?
Evidently so.
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1. As a young Congressman serving on the House Un-American Activities
Committee (HUAC) during the late 1940's, Richard Nixon (R-CA) made a name
for himself by helping to expose the infamous State Department traitor, Alger
Hiss, as a Communist and a Soviet agent. // 2. 1952: Solely for the purpose of
enhancing his deficient anti-Communist credentials, the Globalist-Marxist
Republican Dwight Eisenhower picked Nixon as his vice-presidential running
mate. // 3. 1973-1974 (l to r) Carl Bernstein (cough cough), Washington Post
owner Katherine Meyer Graham (cough cough), and Bob Woodward constituted
the key CIA hit team which ultimately took down the much-hated President
Nixon over a harmless "burglary" committed at the Watergate Hotel by
operatives working with neither Nixon's consent nor knowledge.
A tiny sampling of the recent headlines hyping-up the "has-beens" worshipped as
"Woodward & Bernstein" ™.
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNN: The Real Reason Bob Woodward's Book is so Damaging for Trump
Washington Post: Bob Woodward’s New Book Reveals a ‘Nervous
Breakdown’ of Trump’s Presidency
CNN: Carl Bernstein Calls Bob Woodward's Trump Book 'Indisputable'
Huffington Post: Carl Bernstein: 'Rage-A-Holic' Trump is Now a National
Emergency
CNN: Carl Bernstein Suggests John Kelly Should Resign, Testify Before
Congress in Wake of Woodward Book on Trump
CNN:
Bernstein: Trump Presidency a National Emergency

In one of its puff-pieces touting Woodward's fake book, "Fear," the Slimes makes
an admission which, albeit inadvertently, actually discredits the book. From the
article:
“Fear” is a typical Woodward book in that named sources for scenes, thoughts
and quotations appear only sometimes."
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See that? Un-named sources! Just like "deep throat" from Woodward &
Bernstein's" ™ reporting on the Watergate scandal. But be not troubled, boys and
girls. Unlike Nixon, Trump is not going to be impeached and forced to resign
because of Woodward's fake book and Bernstein's regular appearances on CNN.
To the contrary, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New York
Times strongly sense that Trump and his generals wanted this book published and,
through deliberate leaking, fed strategic disinformation to Woodward -information intended to strengthen the important "sting operation" illusions that
Trump is deeply disappointed with Attorney General Jeff Sessions, and that
Generals Mattis and Kelly are at odds with Trump. In reality, Sessions is quietly
preparing to drop the hammer on many evil-doers, while Mattis and Kelly are both
joined at the hip to Trump as part of an invisible military government.

In an effort to re-create the CIA's 1973-4 coup, senior citizen Woodward wrote
the Fake Book while senior citizen Bernstein works the Fake News circuit.
From the article:
"Mr. Woodward’s book, “Fear,” quotes Mr. Trump excoriating Mr. Sessions in
particularly personal terms. “This guy is mentally retarded. He’s this dumb
Southerner,” the president was said to tell advisers. 'How in the world was I ever
persuaded to pick him for my attorney general? He couldn’t even be a one-person
country lawyer down in Alabama.'
Over nearly 20 months in office, Mr. Trump has repeatedly castigated the Justice
Department and the F.B.I. for investigating his associates and not investigating his
enemies. He has threatened time and again to fire Mr. Sessions because his recusal
from the Russia investigation meant that he could not protect the president from
the inquiry."
Perfect! Now, when Sessions (who libtards are suddenly praising and
defending!) shows his cards, no one can say that Trump engineered a politically188

motivated prosecution of (fill in the blanks). Like so many asinine ants entering
and exiting a plastic poison trap; time and time again, Trump's political and
journalistic enemies continue to take his bait and return to their nests to spread it.
Oh the acute butt-hurt that's going to reverberate all across Libtardia when we all
finally get to see just what a "retarded ... dumb Southerner" that the "ineffective"
Jeff Sessions really is.

Concealed by the smoke of fake "chaos" and "disunity," President Trump,
General Mattis, General Kelly, Attorney General Sessions and others are
strongly united and preparing to strike --- on their timetable, not ours.
*

*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the new
book out by Bob Woodward portrays a White House that is in chaos and
disorder.
Boobus Americanus 2: Indeed. I understand that the generals can't
stand him and that Sessions is fed up with Trump's abusive tweets aimed
at him.

Sugar: You're abssolutely 100% right, my dear Mr. Boobuss! The
humiliation of Jeff Sesssionss by Trump'ss childissh tweetss is a frickin'
national dissgrace. We musst defend the sshining reputation of our heroic,
honesst, incorruptible, totally non-partissan Attorney General -- and protect
him from that bully Trump at all cossts!

Editor: Well played, baby girl. Well played.
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NY Times: Trump Administration Wants to Make It Easier
to Release Methane Into Air
REBUTTAL BY

More good news on the deregulation front to report. From the article:
"The Trump administration, taking its third major step this year to roll back
federal efforts to fight climate change, is preparing to make it significantly easier
for energy companies to release methane into the atmosphere. Methane, which is
among the most powerful greenhouse gases, routinely leaks from oil and gas wells,
and energy companies have long said that the rules requiring them to test for
emissions were costly and burdensome."
Be not alarmed, boys and girls -- for methane, like the other dreaded "greenhouse
gas" ™, carbon dioxide, is natural, harmless and constitutes only a negligible
portion of the atmosphere. Here is a breakdown of Earth's atmosphere, by the
percentages:
•
•
•

Nitrogen: 78%
Oxygen: 21%
Argon: .9%

That adds up to 99.9%. The remaining fractional gases -- the "greenhouse gases"
™ -- are actually "trace gases" because they are not really elemental parts of the
atmosphere. They include Carbon Dioxide, Water Vapor and Methane -- all of
which are 98% + natural. Termites, for example, emit more CO2 than human
activity. Animal farts also emit far more methane than humans. And yet, the
commie-warmists would have us believe that this tiny fraction of a fraction of a
fraction of atmospheric molecules can heat up so much as to raise the temperature
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of the remaining 99.999%. Cheese & Crackers! Such "science" makes the claim
that millions of self-chosenites were "gassed" to death in "gas chambers" ™ the
size of a three-car garage -- right under the collective noses of Red Cross camp
inspectors and without leaving any chemical trace -- almost seem plausible by
comparison!
But we digress.

Man-made methane molecules are to the total molecules of the atmosphere
what a single man is to a packed NFL football stadium.
Take notice of how the dishonest, discredited, demonic and demented Slimes
attempts to frame this event with false assumptions -- aka, Existential Fallacies
(explained in bold added parentheses):
"The new rules follow two regulatory rollbacks this year that, taken together,
represent the foundation of the United States’ effort to rein in global warming. (but
the Earth is not warming). In July, the E.P.A. proposed weakening a rule on
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carbon dioxide pollution (but carbon dioxide is plant-food, not "pollution") from
vehicle tailpipes. And in August, the agency proposed replacing the rule on carbon
dioxide pollution (but again, CO2 is not "pollution!") from coal-fired power
plants with a weaker one that would allow far more global-warming (but again,
the Earth is not warming!) emissions to flow unchecked from the nation’s
smokestacks.
The regulation of methane was a major component of Mr. Obama’s efforts to
combat climate change." (but there is no man-made "climate change" to
"combat!")
Amazing how cleverly they lie by assumption and omission. The whole article is
like that. Sulzberger's Slimes speaks as though opposing scientific viewpoints don't
even exist, with the only "debate" being about how best to "save the planet."

Basic Greek Logic / Philosophy: Existential Fallacies

The entire "debate" about whether or not unicorns are mammals is fallacious
because unicorns don't even exist!
Trump's E.P.A. is actually just loosening (not repealing) a 2016 Obongo rule that
required drillers to perform "leak inspections" on their equipment every six
months, and to repair any methane leaks within 30 days. The new amendment
lengthens that to once a year and to every two years for lower-producing wells. It
also doubles the amount of time a company can wait before repairing a methane
leak from 30 to 60 days.
Though the relaxed rule is estimated to save oil and gas producers close to $500
million dollars by 2025, we still regret the fact that the original rule remains in
place at all because it was based on a Globalist HOAX. Hopefully Trump can
repeal the rest of it at a later date, or simply relax the enforcement of what remains
of Obongo's stupid regulation.
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Actually, we mis-speak. The original regulation was not the product of "stupidity."
Far from it. You see, Homo-Obongo's burdensome "red tape," along with all of his
other economic / business policies, were cleverly calculated to slowly grind the
working masses of America down in preparation for what was to be the final death
blow, delivered by Killary Rotten Clinscum, in preparation for the U.S.A. being
swallowed up by The New World Order. The Election of 2016 granted us a "stay
of execution," --- but we still have a long way to go. The Evil Empire behind the
Global Warming ™ / Climate Change ™ scam may be suffering a temporary
setback, but it is still alive and well -- and very dangerous.

1. Climate Bogeyman, a must-read, by yours truly 2. Imagine the nightmare of
Killary as president, adding to Obongo's destructive environmental regulations
while plotting world war with McCain the Insane (who would still be alive!)

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
is making it easier for oil companies to pump methane into the atmosphere.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh that's just great! We have a hurricane set to
slam the Carolinas and this uneducated Climate Change Denier wants to
add fuel to the fire!
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"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
Editor: I know, baby girl. I know.
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SEPTEMBER, 2018
NY Times: Hurricane Florence Is a Formidable Test for FEMA and
Trump
NY Times: Trevor Noah Doesn’t Think Trump Is Prepared for
Hurricane Florence
NY Times: Trump Rejects Death Toll in Puerto Rico, Accusing
Democrats of Inflating Numbers
REBUTTAL BY

How bloody sick and damn evil can one get? Though they don't believe in God,
the demented devotees of the politically-obsessed Atheistic-Communist MLACS
(Marxist Libtard Axis of Criminal Stupidity) are down on their knees today -beseeching Satan for flooding of biblical proportions to drown the Carolinas and
Georgia. For them, Hurricane Florence offers a potential "twofer" to attack
Trump with.
In addition to blaming the storm on the hoax of Global Warming ™ / Climate
Change ™ which Trump does not believe in, MLACS is loading its crap-filled
cannons for the purpose of criticizing Trump's "handling" of the post-storm chaos.
Anything short of Trump himself plucking stranded residents off of their rooftops
while dangling from a helicopter wire will earn him a grade of "F."
The fact that an undetermined number of people are probably about to die and/or
lose their homes means nothing to these demon-possessed lunatics. Their barely
contained glee is as evident in the perverse prose of their print as it is in
their televised body language. And oh what butt-hurt there will be if Florence fails
to live up to its deadly and destructive expectations! Repeat, these people are evil
and sick.
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What may be a horrible tragedy-in-the-making serves as an opportunity for the
commie-comics to attack and mock Trump for what will surely be described as
his "poor handing" of the clean-up and rescue efforts.

The use of deadly hurricanes as an opportunity to either attack a sitting
president (Bush and Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Trump and Hurricanes Harvey
and Maria in 2017) or to heap praise on a sitting president (Obongo and Hurricane
Sandy in 2012) is now a permanent Fake News ritual for Sulzberger's Slimes and
the rest of the Piranha Press. Bush was a horrible and evil human being, of course,
but the devastation of post-Katrina New Orleans was caused by local neglect and
incompetence (if not actual sabotage of the levies) -- not Bush. The bad press
against Bush carried into the 2006 mid-term elections -- giving Demonrats the
majority and setting the stage for the anointing of Mr. & Mr. Obongo (not a typo)
in 2008.
Fast-forward to 2012 -- Hurricane Sandy badly flooded parts of New York City
and New Jersey just one week before the Election of 2012. The Fake News
showered Obongo with praise for his "handling" of Sandy as Republican't
nominee Romney felt compelled to cease attacking Obongo during the "crisis."
Without that storm, Obongo may have been unseated in a close election -- a fact
which even many of the talking-heads of Fake News observed. So timely was
Sandy's arrival, and so unprecedented was its direct hit on the media capital of the
western world, that many of us in the "conspiracy community" speculated that it
may have been geo-engineered.
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1 & 2. Local authorities failed to maintain the levies and failed activate the
school buses of New Orleans for the pre-storm evacuation effort. The Piranha
Press blamed Bush for the post-Katrina disaster. This erased much of Bush's
post-9/11 popularity and helped to make Nancy Pelosi the Speaker of the House
in 2007. 3. Communist Pelosi strangely commemorating the 10th anniversary of
Katrina -- the disaster which was so very, very good for the Demonrat Party!

1 & 2. Media hype over Obongo's "handling"of Hurricane Sandy, and a big fat
hug from big fat Crispy Creme Christie (Republican't Governor of New Jersey)
sealed the re-election. 3. November 6, 2012: MSNBC talking head Chris
Matthews, in a moment of post-election euphoria, slipped up and showed the
true agenda, before attempting to walk it back:
“I’m so glad we had that storm last week because I think the storm was one of
those things. ... No, politically I should say. Not in terms of hurting people. The
storm brought in possibilities for good politics.”
Based on such recent historical precedent, we know where this is going. But the
Fake News and their Demonrat co-conspirators had better be careful this time
around. Unlike the Establishmentarian GOP "fall-guys" Bush and Romney, Trump
fights back. If MLACS overplays their hand in politicizing a tragedy, Trump the
marketing man will be sure to call them out on it as the big elections of 2018
approach.
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To our many readers/friends in the path of Florence, best wishes and prayers to you
all --- and the same goes for any Carolina / Georgia libtards who occasionally
stumble across our pages.
It is truly pathetic that Idiot America has to come to this point; but Trump must,
can and will play both the pre and post-hurricane public relations game as well
as anyone.

*

Boobus Americanus 1: How do you think Trump is going to do on this
hurricane?
Boobus Americanus 2: We'll see. The Times is suggesting that he's not
up to it.
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Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' cretin!!! Pressientss control neither the
weather nor the local and sstate emergency systemss!
Editor: To Boobuss Americanus, the federal government is expected to
even change his soiled pink panties and then wipe his butthole for him.

SEPTEMBER, 2018

NY Times: Trump Administration to Send U.S. Cellphones a
Test Alert on Thursday
REBUTTAL BY

A few weeks after the Election of 2016, but a few months before Trump's actual
2017 swearing-in, the fanatically anti-Trump New York Magazine carried the
following headline on November 20, 2016:
*********
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Starting January 20, Donald Trump Can Send Unblockable Mass Text
Messages to the Entire Nation
"You’ve probably, at some point, gotten a text alert on your phone about some
nasty weather, an Amber Alert about a missing child. These 90-character
messages, known as Wireless Emergency Alerts (or WEAs), are part of a program
put in place after Congress passed the Warning, Alert, and Response Network
(WARN) Act, in 2006. WEAs allow for targeted messages to be sent to every cell
phone getting a signal from certain geographically relevant cell towers (or, in a
national emergency, all of them)."
*********
The writer lamented the fact that such presidential cell phone alerts are
"unblockable," and, half in jest and half serious, quoted a libtard Twitter user who
tweeted:
"You think Trump's tweets are bad? Wait until he has control over the completely
unblockable presidential alerts on your cell phone."
And now, almost two years after that story appeared, low and behold, Trump is set
to text every last specimen of Boobus I-Phonicus in America this coming Thurday.
Could it be that Trump is planning to incorporate these "unblockable alerts" into a
grand strategy to bypass the media in a time of a crisis which he will define
himself?

Trump is expected to commandeer all cell phones and TV on September 20th.
Why?
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From the Slimes article:
"The Trump administration will send a message to all U.S. cellphones on
Thursday to test a previously unused alert system that aims to warn the public
about national emergencies.
The messages will bear the headline "Presidential Alert", the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) said in a statement this week. Phones will make a
loud tone and have a special vibration, said FEMA, which will send the alert.
The administration will send a test alert via radio and television broadcasters two
minutes after the cell phone alert. It will interrupt programming for about one
minute, FEMA said.
Cell towers will broadcast the WEA test for approximately 30 minutes beginning at
2:18 p.m. The U.S. Federal Communications Commission has approved new rules
to ensure starting in 2019 that alerts are more precisely targeted, with links to
photos or other important information."
An "unblockable" Trump alert on every cell phone and every TV in America?
Whether this upcoming event will be used to announce something big, or simply
serve as a dry-run test for the future, the long term possibilties here are as endless
as they are exciting. We cannot resist taking the 'Q" shuttle bus to "Crazytown" on
this one because back on September 6, Q-Anon teased this event by posting an
image of a cell phone alert linked to the news of the September 20th test (below):

Q Post
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And that wasn't the first time that Q had hinted that there were plans in place,
when the time came, to bypass the media. Adding another layer of intrigue to this
move is the symbolic timing of the coming alert, at 2:18 EST on 09-20 of 2018.
The numeric sums of the time, date and also year compute to 11-11-11. On many
occasions, Q has foretold of "national unity" coming on 11-11-18, a date which
many had taken for Trump's Veteran's Day parade scheme set for November 11th
(which he cancelled last month).
Now this is all very intriguing and very exciting. We're sure "youse guys" are
awaiting Thursday's big text surprise as anxiously as we are. However, there is
something that Sugar sniffed out that may, repeat & emphasise, "may" be an
indication that Trump and the NSA White Hats are in collaboration with the ultranationalist Israel Firsters in fighting the Globalists. Remember, Bibi Satanyahoo
hates the George Soros crowd too. If indeed that is the case, then it is unlikely that
the truth about 9/11 -- a false-flag attack in which Satanyahoo's ultras played a
strong supporting role in -- will ever come out of Q's "Storm."
The Anti-New York Times has learned that as far back as 2014, a phony ZionistChristian "prophet" named Kim Clement (who died in 2017) was already
"prophesying" on stage before large audiences about a "Man of Gold" winning the
White House against all odds in 2016; appointing two Supreme Court justices;
undoing Obama's "Iran Deal;" overcoming calls for impeachment; and finally
(stating in 2015) exposing the enemies of Israel and Western Civilization by way
of cell phones.
Clement's "prophecy" from August 8, 2015:
"The nations, the nations are in uproar, as we all know. But the Spirit of God has
spoken clearly. These are His words: "The earth is the Lord's and the fullness
thereof. And yet you see the fear and the trembling from My people. What is this?
What fear would be instilled in you by the media that paints the pictures of doom,
gloom – the prognosticators of this time? And they say, 'How shall we rid
ourselves of ISIS and pacts made with Iran, our enemies?'"
(Kim holds up a cell phone) The Spirit of God says, "This will do it. This tiny
instrument that people use every second – I shall do something that shall expose
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what is taking place in Iran, Iraq, throughout the Middle East, but Iran
specifically.
"There shall be an exposure and they shall say, 'Such a tiny thing brought the
truth out and such a tiny thing brought down that which was supposed to be
upright,' and yet they are presently at this very moment pacting together with
Russia and laughing at this President and laughing at this nation." God says, "I
will have the last laugh. Why? Because, as I have said throughout the summer,
there shall be one exposure after the other."
Now, it's not that we dismiss the possibility of people having the gift of prophecy -but we have to treat the "prophecy" of any wealthy Iran-hating "Christian Zionist"
celebrity with extreme skepticism disbelief. It is clear that "Prophet" Clement, who
had a large musical following, must have been given inside knowledge about
Trump's cell phone revolution -- and perhaps his premature blabbing about "the
plan" is why Clement died so unexpectedly?

.
1 & 2. Kim Clement once staged an "Israel Forever" event. The fact that he was
able to predict, at a time when no one even expected that Trump would become
president, that a Trump revolution by cell phone alerts was coming suggests
Israeli / Mossad foreknowledge more so that it does any "gift" of "prophesy" on
Clement's part. Did Clement's loose lips about "The Plan" lead to his sudden
"illness" and death in 2016? // 3. Are the Q boys at the NSA cooperating with
Israel? Or, are they playing the Mossad along as well? --- Stay tuned.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Trump
will be sending out an emergency presidential alert to everyone's cellphone
and TV this Thursday?
Boobus Americanus 2: Why is he doing that?

Sugar: We shall ssee, Boobuss. Hopefully some of thesse Globalisst pedomonssters are gonna be rounded up ssoon.
Editor: I'm excited to see this play out, but given Zio-agent Kim Clement's
amazingly accurate "gift-of-prophecy," I can't help but thinking that any
coming purge will be more about making Israel Great Again than it is for
America.
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SEPTEMBER, 2018

NY Times: North Korea’s Trump-Era Strategy: Keep
Making A-Bombs, but Quietly
REBUTTAL BY

* Regarding yesterday’s story: Trump's FEMA cell phone alert has been moved
to October 3rd, ostensibly due to Hurricane Florence.
The dirty deceiving Globalists are flailing away as they hopelessly try to keep
Hiroshima Harry Truman's Korean War from being formally deactivated once and
for all. Having failed to derail the Trump-Lil' Kim Summit in Singapore this past
June, and evidently powerless to block Round 2 (which may take place in New
York as early as October), the "Pulitzer Prize winning" ™ propagandist David
Sanger (cough cough) has been tasked with selling the claim that Lil' Kim intends
to "cheat" Trump by continuing to make A-Bombs "quietly."
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Yes, we can trust Sanger. After all, he is not only the "National Security
Correspondent" at the Slimes, but he is also a member of the "prestigious" Council
on Foreign Relations, dontcha' know? Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys and
girls. Let's dive into David's duplicitous dung and clean it up a bit.

1. President Harry Truman's CFR handlers (inherited from CFR-member FDR)
created the partition in Korea, handed the North over to temporary Soviet
occupation, and then involved the USA in the deliberately mismanaged North vs
South Korean War. // 2. Truman's successor, CFR-member Dwight Eisenhower,
ended the unpopular Korean War with a ceasefire, but not a treaty. So,
technically, the US vs N. Korea War never ended and can be instantly
reactivated (with China backing N. Korea) at any time. // 3. Modern-day CFR
scum like Sanger want desperately to keep the 65-year-old tripwire alive for
potential future activation.
Sanger: For seven years, Kim Jong-un has pursued an in-your-face strategy for
building his nuclear arsenal: detonating blasts underground and firing missiles into
the sky.
Rebuttal: Kim is smart. Without such an "in your face" display of muscle, he
might have been "Qaddafied" by now.
Sanger: Now he appears to be changing his approach,...
Rebuttal: Weasel word alert! Weasel word alert! "Appears to be?" And how
exactly does Lil' Kim "appear to be changing his approach," David?
Sanger: ... current and former American intelligence officials say,...
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Rebuttal: You see that? CFR man Sanger is quoting other CFR-men (intelligence
officials) as the source for his Fake News story!
Sanger: North Korea is making nuclear fuel and building weapons as actively as
ever, ...
Rebuttal: But how do your anonymous "intelligence officials" know this?
Sanger: ... the publicly available evidence suggests.
Rebuttal: Weasel word alert! Weasel word alert! The "publicly available"
evidence from these sources only "suggests" -- not proves -- that Kim is still
building nukes. But do tell us about this "publicly available evidence."

Actually, Sanger's entire article presents no evidence that "publicly available"
evidence even exists. But merely by saying rhetorical tricks like "suggests" and
"appears to be" and "officials say" will be enough to impress the easily-impressed
brainless boobs who worship Sulzberger's slop every day.

LEARN HOW TO SPOT "WEASEL WORDS"

The great "skill" of a "Pulitzer Prize winner" ™ is his/her ability to use vague
weasel words and phrases to take the place of sound logic and deceive the
superficial reader. Examples: "critics say," "experts agree," "studies have
shown," "suggests," "appears to be," "Yeah, but," etc.
Sanger: Still, nuclear production continues unabated, ...
Rebuttal: You keep saying that, David. But on what grounds?
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Sanger: ... satellite photographs and other evidence suggest.
Rebuttal: There you go again with that word: "suggest." When do we get to see
these "satellite photos and other evidence?"
Sanger: Mr. Kim’s strategy now appears to be simple: Mimic Pakistan, which
conducted a major nuclear test in 1998 and deflected demands for years that it give
up its weapons.
Rebuttal: Again with the "appears to be," eh Sanger? That's sort of like "suggests"
--- the typical weasly-worded verbiage of "Pulitzer Prize winners" ™.
Sanger: “Kim understands what has protected the Pakistanis,” said R. Nicholas
Burns, the under secretary of state for political affairs during the George W. Bush
administration.
Rebuttal: Yikes! R. Nicholas Burns? -- a former Bush operative, Harvard
egghead and, of course, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations -- "Your
Honor! We motion to have Mr. Burns dismissed as an unreliable witness."

Sanger trots out the despicable Trump-hating one-worlder R. Nicholas Burns to
try and stop Trump & Kim from officially ending the CFR's Korean War.
Sanger (quoting Burns): “Trump had strong international sanctions leverage over
Kim but squandered it at Singapore.”

Rebuttal: Really, professor? North Korea has been under sanctions forever. And
the only thing that the bullying "leverage" of "strong international sanctions" ever
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managed to accomplish was to force North Korea to wisely build up its
conventional and nuclear capabilities.
Sanger: A senior intelligence official said recently ...
Translation: An imaginary little bird landed on Sanger's shoulder and whispered
sweet-nothings into his ear for him to publish.
Ya know, wethinks the time has come to grant ™ (trademark) status to that worn
out term -- "senior intelligence official" ™.
Sanger: ... that the North Koreans are listening selectively: They focus on Mr.
Trump’s enthusiastic reassurances to Mr. Kim, like his tweet on Aug. 2: “Thank
you for your for your nice letter — l look forward to seeing you soon!”
Rebuttal: Wow! The North Koreans read Trump's tweets? Those clever rascals!
What an intelligence scoop you've got there Davey boy. Your imaginary informant
must be really, really, really high-placed to have been able to deduce that the North
Koreans are reading the tweets of the most tweet-read man on the planet! Oh well,
we suppose that is why you are a "Pulitzer Prize winner" ™ and we are not.

SANGER'S SECRET SOURCES

"Pssst. Hey Sanger --- a Senior Intelligence Official ™, speaking on condition
of anonymity, suggested to an ex-colleague of my uncle that the North Koreans
appear to be reading Trump's tweets. Print it!"
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Senior
Intelligence Officials are suggesting that North Korea appears to still be
developing nuclear bombs.
Boobus Americanus 2: Does Kim actually think he can fool our
intelligence services?

Sugar: Boobuss, you frickin' dim-wit! Thesse Deep Sstate spookss,
working hand-in-hand with that Jew Ssanger at the Slimess, are fooling
YOU!
Editor: With the blessing of the big owners of the Piranha Press, the CIA
writes the script for the Pulitzer Prize weasels.
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SEPTEMBER, 2018

NY Times: Trump Has Put the U.S. and China on the Cusp
of a New Cold War
BY MARK LANDLER

REBUTTAL BY

Sometimes out of a self-loathing delusion, and sometimes out of sheer deliberate
dishonesty, psychopaths and sociopaths will often always invert reality by
projecting their own vices, flaws and follies onto innocent others. The "chutzpah"
(Jewspeak for shameless audacity) of Slimes scribbler Mark Landler (cough
cough) accusing Trump of pursuing a new "Cold War" with China -- when, in
reality, Trump is the one who peacefully ended Obongo's antagonistic provocation
and subversion of China -- renders one breathless in beholding it.
An excerpt of Landler's libelous lunacy (cue dramatic music):
"President Trump is confident that the United States is winning its trade war with
China. But on both sides of the Pacific, a bleaker recognition is taking hold: The
world’s two largest economies are in the opening stages of a new economic Cold
War, one that could persist well after Mr. Trump is out of office."
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1. Rodent-faced Mark Landler (cough cough) -- the Slimes' devious White
House Correspondent // 2. Psychos falsely accuse and project their flaws and
vices onto others: "It's not me! It's you!" // 3. Contrary to Landler's stupid and
dishonest claims of a new "Cold War," Xi and Trump have a very good
relationship.

Of course, it didn't trouble the Slimes at all when Obongo and Secretary of
Offense Ashton Carter authorized provocative U.S. Navy cruises around
"disputed islands" ™ rightfully claimed by China. And nor did seditious scum like
Landler sound any alarm about a new "Cold War" as the Obongo gang armed-up
puppet Vietnam and the puppet Philippines to serve as cannon-fodder proxies in a
potential conflict with China, of the West's own making.
And there was no soiling of anyone's pink panties at The Slimes when Japan was
being openly encouraged to drop the "Pacifist Clause" of its post-World War II
constitution and arm-up to confront China. Even Australia came under US pressure
to beef up its "defense" as part of the grand strategy dubbed by Council on
Foreign Relations master planners as "The Asian Pivot." These threatening
gestures and the constant western brow-beating of China over "human rights" ™ so
pissed-off Chinese officials and military leaders that a few of them actually spoke
openly about preparing for military conflict with the United States. Even the allmighty George Soros, in a veiled threat aimed at China, raised the possibility of
World War III against China and its close ally, Russia.
The anti-China insanity finally ended with the election of Donald Trump, which is
why Trump was given such an incredibly honorable and lavish reception upon his
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2017 visit to China. With China's cooperation, Trump has also begun the process
of deactivating the North vs South Korean War -- a tripwire which can bring the
US to war with China at anytime. Thanks to Trump's defiance of the War Party, the
powder-keg of Obongo's "Asian Pivot" is no more. But instead of honestly
reporting on this peaceful and welcome turn of world events, Sulzberger's Slimes
and the rest of the Piranha Press would rather fixate on Trump's "Trade War" ™
with China -- accusing Trump of starting a new "Cold War." Cheese and Crackers!
These people really are evil -- and sick.

1. The Asian Pivot build-up and associated US Navy cruises near "disputed
islands" amounted to the most militarily provocative act ever aimed at China by
the USA. // 2. Obongo's Secretary of Offense, Ashton Carter, draws Vietnamese
Defense Minister General Phung Quang Thanh into his wicked web of intrigue
against China. // 3. Candidate Trump, 2016: “Wouldn’t it be nice if we actually
got along with Russia and China and all these countries? Wouldn’t it be nice?" - As President, he has made good on his promises to repair relations with China
and Russia.
IMAGINE WHAT RELATIONS WITH CHINA WOULD BE LIKE NOW IF
THIS VILE BITCH WAS PRESIDENT
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"Russia and China will pay a price for standing up to the Assad regime!"

Now, about this "Trade War" ™ that's got the journalistic jackals of the NWO
kennel all barking and howling in unison. Assuming that the back-and-forth
between Trump and China is not being staged for geo-political purposes (which we
suspect that it is), these disagreements over trade practices are hardly the type of
thing that we should be losing any sleep over. Apart from the fact that the US,
being the largest market in the world, holds the upper hand in any trade dispute,
Trump's tariffs on "$200 Billion" ™ worth of Chinese imports are hardly enough
to affect consumer retail prices for most of the cheap stuff that we import
from them anyway.
In describing the amount of Chinese goods now subjected to higher tariffs, the
Fake News keeps repeating that scary number of "$200 Billion" ™ in order to trick
the superficial Boobuses of America into thinking that Trump is raising taxes
(tariffs) by "$200 Billion" ™. But the tariff is only a measly 10% on the wholesale
level, which amounts to a tariff increase (which is probably only temporary) of just
$20 Billion -- spread across a US economy that is valued at about 20 Trillion.
Tariffs on the remaining $305 Billion in Chinese imports remain unchanged. At
most, on a retail level, a cheap made-in-China product may increase in price from
$30 to $31, while more steel is manufactured in America. Oh horrors!
Nothing to see here regarding this new "Cold War," boys and girls. And don't be
surprised if Trump's buddy, Xi Jinping, suddenly makes a huge "concession" one
of these days -- one that will boost Trump's stature as a master negotiator and
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world "big dog" to new heights. Should that happen, know that it was planned that
way all along.
Headline: Wall Street Urinal (August 18, 2018):
U.S., China Plot Road Map to Resolve Trade Dispute by November
A Chinese "capitulation" to "The Donald" just before the November mid-term
elections? Hmmm. How conveeenient would that be? Thanks Chairman Xi (wink
wink). .... Oh, and "one more ting," as Detective Colombo used to say: From
whence this sudden concern about "tax increases" from the MLACS (Marxist
Libtard Axis of Criminal Stupidity) anyway? Hmm?

Ignore the Slimes' hyped-up "Trade War" and "Cold War" nonsense. Unlike
Obongo (who was despised by the Chinese) Trump is a "rock-star" in China.
And even if the disagreements over trade are legitimate, Chinese culture respects
a strongman who stands up for himself and his nation. This will all work out
fine -- which is what The Slimes is really worried about.
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump's trade
war with China may escalate into a new Cold War.
Boobus Americanus 2: I heard that it's like a $200 Billion tax increase. Trump
is ignorant of basic High School history. Doesn't he realize that such high tariffs
made the Great Depression much worse.

Sugar: Wrong again, Boobuss! The Great Depresssion had nothin' to do with
tariffss. Rothsschild'ss Federal Reserve choked-off the frickin' money ssupply
while FDR raised taxess and pisssed away preciouss resourcess on sstupid makework schemess. That'ss why we couldn't get out of it.
Editor: Spot on, but waaay over their empty heads, baby girl.
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SEPTEMBER, 2018

NY Times: Trump’s Next Target: Legal Immigrants
Op-Ed by: Dr. Tung Nguyen, & Sherry Hirota

REBUTTAL BY

Overlooked in the loud debate over curbing / stopping the plague of out-of-control
illegal immigration from the Turd World is the fact that legal immigration -notwithstanding the hard-working, self-sufficient and law abiding foreigners
currently living here -- has also created enormous problems for the country. Sugar
and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti New York Times are therefore
pleased to hear that the Trump administration is moving to crack down on the
parasitic element of the immigrant population.
But Dr. Tung Nguyen, a professor of medicine at the University of California, San
Fagsicko; and Sherry Hirota, chief executive of Asian Health Services in
Oakland, Calif. are not so happy about it. For that reason, the two "children of
immigrants" ™ (both known libtards) have penned this platitude-filled, logicdeficient whine-fest for Sulzberger's Slimes. Hazmat suits and goggles on, boys
and girls. Let us dive into Sulzberger's cesspool and clean up some of this
fallacious filth.
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Why is it socially acceptable for Asian professionals to form organizations which
only help other Asian professionals; but when Europeans do it, it's considered
"racist?" ™

.
Hirota & Nguyen: When Kam Tam came to the United States at age 16 from
China 50 years ago, he spoke little English, had a mouthful of rotten teeth and
active tuberculosis, and weighed just 96 pounds. Through perseverance and a little
help, he got his health back in order. The providers at his publicly funded
community health center in San Francisco pulled four molars and cured his
tuberculosis.
Analysis: See that? Right away with the emotional appeal to the heart strings. Pure
Marxism.
Hirota & Nguyen: Today, he is a successful businessman and pharmacist who has
repaid society for the support he and his family received. He continues to
generously give back by donating his professional services and financial resources
to vulnerable families in Oakland.
Analysis: The fact that this Chinese-American pharmacist was the beneficiary of
"publicly funded" health-care does not justify his immigrant parents' theft of
taxpayer money. Imagine a burglar paying for his son's health-care with the
proceeds of his thefts. The little boy then grows up to become a doctor and even an
exemplary citizen. What type of crackpot would then argue for loosening up the
laws against robbery?
Hirota & Nguyen: Yet under a rule proposed last week by the Department of
Homeland Security, legal immigrants could lose their chance to become a success
story like Dr. Tam because they used government benefits they were entitled to.
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Analysis: Wow --- "government benefits they were entitled to." Try showing up
in China or Vietnam -- where foreigners are only permitted to hold certain jobs
(like English teachers) -- and talking bullshit about collecting money from their
native taxpayers on the basis that you are "entitled" to it.
Hirota & Nguyen: The Trump administration wants lawful permanent residence,
also known as green-card status, to be denied to greater numbers of legal
immigrants for having received public assistance.
Analysis: If we are to have immigration, is it too much to ask that the new arrivals
bring with them enough savings that they won't need to get on the government
dole? Do we not have enough homegrown poverty and dependency cases?
Hirota & Nguyen: A more narrow version of this rule has been in place for years.
Currently, immigrants can be refused green cards if they are deemed to rely on
government cash assistance for more than half their income. But the Trump
administration has proposed expanding the scope of the rule to potentially deny
green cards to immigrants who have used any of a much wider range of non-cash
public benefits.
Analysis: One is either a net asset or a net liability. We don't need to be importing
parasites.
Hirota & Nguyen: The new rule would potentially withhold permanent residency
from someone who has used social services like Medicaid; Medicare Part D, which
helps the elderly afford prescription medicines; food stamps; and Section 8 housing
vouchers.
Analysis: Good! These "services" are a financial burden to American taxpayers.
And this practice of affluent and even filthy rich Asians bringing grandma over
from the old country and then dumping her on MediCare needs to STOP!
Hirota & Nguyen: A huge number of immigrant families could be affected by this
change. An estimated 3.8 million Asian-Americans and Pacific Islanders and 10.3
million Hispanics live in families in which at least one member has used one of
these services. And there are 10.5 million children in the United States in families
receiving public benefits who have at least one non-citizen parent. Nine out of 10
of these children are natural-born citizens, and their families could be torn apart if
a parent is considered a public charge and no longer able to stay in the country.
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Analysis: Wow! That adds up to 24 millions Turd Worlders getting freebies --while millions of stressed out, taxed-out, lower middle class Americans are forced
to live out a hand-to-mouth existence. No tears for them from Hirota & Nguyen!

Turd World riff-raff are "entitled" to free health-care, food stamps and free
housing in nice suburban neighborhoods -- while a growing numbers of
Americans with jobs (especially in California) are forced to live out of their cars.

Hirota & Nguyen: Fear of the proposed regulation, which had been rumored for
months, may have already dampened the demand for services. Community urgentcare clinics have had patients asking to have their records removed, and some
immigrants have refused to sign up for food assistance programs, citing worries
about deportation and family separation.
Analysis: Nice! Hopefully we can scare these human leeches out of their illegal,
pro-Demonrat voting behaviors too. The penniless Turd World hordes -- through
block-voting -- are gradually turning the once-conservative, opportunity-filled land
of milk & honey known as California into a giant Cuba.
Hirota & Nguyen: A robust body of research shows that legal immigrants
strengthen our society.
Analysis: A "body of research," eh? Of course, no libtarded argument is complete
without the good old "studies have shown" Appeal to Authority Fallacy.
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Hirota & Nguyen: Health care providers and immigrant activists are building
coalitions to voice their opposition. But Americans must insist that Congress
intervene to block this proposal.
Analysis: Keep dreaming. Even many Demonrat voters (working Blacks in
particular) have had enough of the Turd World invasion.
Hirota & Nguyen: We must defend our identity as one nation that shares a
common vision and values that was built on hard work, strong families, respect
and kindness. These values dictate that we care for one another, that we know
that we are only as strong as the most vulnerable among us.
Analysis: Platitude alert! (in red) Platitude alert! -- A grand finale of unintelligible,
vague and meaningless high school level gibberish.
Platitude: a remark or statement, especially one with a moral content, that has
been used too often to be interesting or thoughtful.
***END OF REBUTTAL***

In closing -- and this is where The Anti-New York Times separates itself from
most other "alternative news" sites -- let us always remember and reiterate
constantly: This madness is all by design! The objective of the New World
Order is to create a world in which the Marxist-Globalist self-chosenites are
placed at the tippy-top positions of political, financial and cultural power; with the
elite Asians mainly at the professonal and technical levels; the "people of color" ™
doing the civil service and manual labor; and last and least, the degraded White
Man blended out / killed out altogether. That's the truth, and we'll never tip-toe
around it for the sake of gaining a wider audience and/or boosting revenue by
selling advertising.
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'Diversity is OUR greatest strength."

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Trump
wants to deny green cards to immigrants who are using welfare programs.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well...I don't know .. I guess ...

Sugar: Go ahead, Boobuss! Don't be a pusssy! Ssay it! You're ssick of
carrying thesse ungrateful frickin' moochers on your back too!
Editor: Privately, I think many Boobuses might actually support Trump on
this.
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NY Times: 'America First' Has Won
BY ROBERT KAGAN

REBUTTAL BY

Ever since the ruinous reign of Woodrow Wilson Warmonger, we "America
Firsters" (aka anti-Globalists), have been getting our patriotic butts kicked up and
down the football field by Team NWO. And whenever our "good guy" forebearers
managed to mount an impressive counter-offensive (the Republican 1920's, the Joe
McCarthy years of 1950-1954), the Globalists always managed to sustain the
backlash before unleashing the next assault upon our economy, our culture and our
way of life. In time, opposition to the One World Conspiracy became so weak that
it would only take a few months, not years, to easily crush patriotic, nationalist
upstarts of all stripes (John Birch Society 1961, JFK 1963, Barry Goldwater 1964,
RFK 1968, George Wallace 1972, Pat Buchanan & Ross Perot 1992, Ron Paul
2008 & 2012).
After suffering enough defeats at the hands of the NWO and its controlled media,
it's only natural to lose hope and dismiss Trump's mounting victories over the
Globalists as just a temporary stay of America's final execution -- delaying actions
at best. Indeed, unless and until every last one of the top level Globalist sons-ofbitches is rounded up and executed or at least incarcerated, the "America First"
achievements of Donald Trump will be no different that those of President
Warren Harding or Senator Joseph McCarthy -- meaning, short-lived and soon
forgotten.
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Harding (poisoned, 1922) -- McCarthy (poisoned, 1957) -- JFK (gunned down,
1963) --- The "Deep State" has sustained setbacks from time to time, yet always
manages to crush the rebellion and its leaders in the end.
What does seems different this time around is the unusual pessimism now being
openly expressed by tippy-top Globalists -- perhaps because Trump is under the
protection of the U.S. Military "top brass?" Quotes from recent months:
•

George Soros (cough cough): "He (Trump) is willing to destroy the
world....Everything that could go wrong, has gone wrong."

•

"Baron" Jacob Rothschild (cough cough): “In 9/11 and in the 2008
financial crisis, the powers of the world worked together with a common
approach. Co-operation today is proving much more difficult. This puts at
risk the post-war economic and security order.”

•

"Sir" Evelyn de Rothschild (cough cough): "You now have this lunatic in
America (Trump) who doesn’t understand trade. When you have trade
rumblings around the world, it affects everyone."

It is really, really, really good to hear such "concern" coming from such high kings
of the NWO. Now comes this frantic op-ed to The Slimes penned from another
high level operative (though not quite as high as Soros & Rothschild) of the
Globalist Crime Syndicate. Robert Kagan (cough cough) is a 9/11 PNAC ("New
Pearl Harbor") plotter, a super aggressive Neo-Con, and the husband of Victoria
Nuland (Nudelman, cough cough) of Ukrainian coup fame infamy.
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Sub-capo Kagan expresses the same fears as Soros and the
Rothschilds
Following are some very telling excerpts from Kagan's rambling rant in which his
concern about the growing "America Firstism" of the country is very evident.
“We have a U.S. president who doesn’t value the rules-based international order
.... But is the American public any different?"
"There has been no popular outcry against Mr. Trump’s trade battles .... Experts
suggest we are in for a long international trade war, no matter who the next
president may be."
"The old free-trade consensus is gone. And just as in the 1920s, isolationism joins
anti-immigration sentiment and protectionism as a pillar of America Firstism."
"The old consensus about America’s role as upholder of global security has
collapsed."
"Republican voters follow Mr. Trump in seeking better ties, accepting Moscow’s
forcible annexation of Crimea and expanding influence in the Middle East."
"They applaud Mr. Trump for seeking a dubious deal with North Korea."
"Most Americans in both parties also agree with Mr. Trump that America’s old
allies need to look out for themselves."
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"Britons in the 1930s did not want to “die for Danzig,” and Americans today don’t
want to die for Taipei or Riga, never mind Kiev or Tbilisi."
"Mr. Trump’s narrower, more unilateralist and nationalist approach to the world
is probably closer to where the general public is than Mr. Obama’s more
cosmopolitan sensibility."
"It would be comforting to blame America’s current posture on Mr. Trump. But
while he may be a special kind of president, even he can’t create a public mood
out of nothing. Now as always, presidents reflect public opinion at least as much
as they shape it. Between the two world wars, an American public disillusioned by
World War I was averse to further overseas involvement."
"It took Hitler’s conquest of Europe, near-conquest of Britain and, finally, Pearl
Harbor to convince a majority of Americans that America First was a mistake."
"Now we have Mr. Trump. Is he an aberration or a culmination? Many foreign
policy experts place their hopes on the 2020 elections to get America back on its
old path. But they may have to start facing the fact that what we’re seeing today
is not a spasm but a new direction in American foreign policy, or rather a return
to older traditions — the kind that kept us on the sidelines while fascism almost
conquered the world."

In Harding's day as it is now, no term is more reviled and mocked by the
Globalists than "America First."
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In short, Kagan is upset that war with Russia and/or North Korea is no longer on
the table; and that unlimited Turd World immigration and rigged trade are also
being challenged -- all thanks to the "mistake" of ascendant "America Firstism."
His poison pen calls to mind an observation made by Admiral Chester Ward in
describing the Globalist Council on Foreign Relations (which he had naively
accepted membership in before figuring out what the game is all about.) Ward
wrote in Our Republic: "In the entire CFR lexicon, there is no term of revulsion
carrying a meaning so deep as "America First.”
Sub-human scum like Kagan really do hate America and all nations. God help us
all if the NWO crowd ever "closes the deal!" In our weakened state, all that wethe-good can do at this point in our history is to keep "red-pilling" as many
normies as we can, while hoping and praying that the final destruction of The New
World Order Mafia, at the hands of Q-Anon / Military Intelligence group and its
political front-men, will indeed come to pass as promised. Anything less that a
total purging of these Sons of Hell will amount to running those annoying
dandelions over with a lawn mower, while leaving the roots intact. They'll only
grow back.

1. The Kagan-Nuland Crime Family is extensive. // 2. 2014: Nuland-Kagan
handing out snacks to the CIA-sponsored terrorists who would soon overthrow
the government of Ukraine and attempt to start a war with Russia // 3. Nuland's
hand-picked stooges have misruled Ukraine ever since.

*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed piece in the New York Times
today saying that Trump's America Firstism is a reflection of the desires of
the American people.
Boobus Americanus 2: Those who forget history are doomed to repeat it.
Isolationism is what allowed Hitler to take over all of Europe.

Sugar: Great One! Can you sset these frickin' asss-clownss straight for me?
Hitler (4-29,1945): It is untrue that I or anyone else in Germany wanted the war
in 1939. It was desired and instigated exclusively by those international
statesmen who were either of Jewish descent or worked for Jewish interests.
Editor: Tell it, Great One. Tell it!
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. Prime Minister Giueseppe Conte

NY Times: Italy Loosens Vaccine Law Just as Children Return to School
NY Times: Inside Italy’s Shadow Economy
NY Times: Trump and Italy's Conte: Brothers in Nativism

REBUTTAL BY

Mamma mia! What's with all the Italy-bashing lately? The land of yours truly's
maternal and semi-paternal lines hasn't gotten it this bad since Benito Mussolini
put the Reds & One Worlders of Italy out of business, colonized North Africa, and
cozied up to The Great One (that's Hitler for you newbies and normies). In more
contemporary times, 1978 to be precise, Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro also
paid with his life after he defied the Globalists by attempting to craft an
independent foreign policy that was more neutral towards the then-Soviet Union.
Still more recently, in 2011, Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, saw the end of his
political life after pushing back against the Global Warming ™ / Climate Change
™ hoax and getting too chummy with his personal friend, the big bad Vladimir
Putin of Russia.
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Understand these historical precedents and you'll understand why, all of a sudden,
Sulzberger's Slimes is spewing its seditious sewage at populist / nationalist Italian
political party leaders Mateo Salvini (The League), Luigi Di Maio (Five Star
Movement) and the Independent Prime Minister, Giueseppe Conte. These
coalition partners are not only working towards better relations with Russia; but
all, especially Salvini, have had enough of the Turd World invasion of the Italian
peninsula coming from nearby Northern Libya.

Past Italian leaders who have bucked the Globalists have paid a heavy
price for it.

1. 1945: Mussolini was killed, mutilated and hung upside down by Communist
partisans working with the OSS (CIA's forerunner) 2. 1978: Aldo Moro -- after
having been threatened by Henry Kissinger -- was kidnapped and then murdered
by "Communist Terrorists" just before he could improve relations with the
Soviet Union. 3. Putin's buddy, the billionaire Berlusconi, was smeared
relentlessly in the CIA Fake News media of both the USA and Italy.
Given the apparent, though perhaps not permanent, worldwide weakening of the
Deep State, we do not foresee the outspoken leaders of Italy's new populist
"coalition" being assassinated or forced out anytime soon. But that won't stop The
Slimes from screaming "racism" ™ and "nativism" ™ and "xenophobia" ™ over
Salvini's well-known and well-received one-liners. Here are a few of our favorite
Salvini salvos about immigration:

•
•

"The fewer people set sail, the fewer die."
"I want to save lives but I’m paid by Italians to defend the safety of Italian
citizens"
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•
•
•
•

"Saving lives at sea is a duty, but transforming Italy into an enormous
refugee camp is not.
"Italy is done bowing its head and obeying. This time there's someone saying
no."
"A country which does not create children is destined to die. We have
created a ministry of the family to work on fertility."
"In Italy we need to help people have more children, rather than bring in
modern-day slaves to replace the children we're not having."

Bravo Mateo, bravo.

1. The centerpiece of Salvini's agenda for Italy is to stop the immigration
invasion and to expel many existing invaders. 2. Salvini holds up T-shirt
mocking the Globalist Pope Francis 3. Salvini in Moscow, promoting Putin!

Italy, like all other western European nations, has been under the CIA's Globalist
boot since the end of World War II. Such control is what the CFR's "Marshall
Plan," with all its strings, was really all about. Given Italy's aging population,
embedded socialist agencies and deeply corrupted institutions, it is hard for us to
imagine a true, lasting revolution. But there are two things that the Italians do have
going for them.
First and foremost, an American foreign policy under Donald Trump will, for the
first time ever, encourage and even abet an Italian rebellion against the European
Union. Secondly, the Italian psyche and spirit, though badly damaged, are still not
as libtarded and guilt-stricken as the mind and soul of European neighbors to the
North (Germany, Holland, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, Denmark etc). Piss a
"paisan" off too much (like these African and Gypsie invaders are most certainly
doing!) and we're much quicker to fly into a justified rage than the average,
excessively civil Northern European is.
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Whatever happens or doesn't happen in the long run, just the fact that Sulzberger's
Slimes is trashing Italy's new regime is an indication that Messrs Salvini, Conte
and Di Maio are at least doing something right.

1. Boys night out: Mr. & Mr. Obongo with Mr. & Mr. Renzi. Italy's previous
Prime Minister, Mateo Renzi (since displaced) was a Globalist Golden Boy who,
like Obongo, "married" something which by all appearances is a man. // 2.
Gruesome Agnese Renzi sports a killer "Adam's Apple" and a strong Kirk
Douglassesque cleft chin). // 3. Party leader of "The League," Mateo Salvini is
on "The Trump Train."

Boobus Americanus 1: I read some articles in the New York Times
today. It seems that Italy's new government is against vaccines and
immigration.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow. What a change. The previous Italian
government was very progressive on immigration.
\
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Sugar: Hey Boobuss sstroonzo! Vaf fanculo a mammata!!!
Editor: Damn it, Sugar! Don't you know that we have an international
audience?!

SEPTEMBER, 2018

NY Times: Furious Lindsey Graham Calls Kavanaugh
Hearing 'the Most Unethical Sham'
REBUTTAL BY

Wow!
Did "youse guys" (New Jerseyese for the plural of "you all") happen to see the
bold, loud, in-your-face, passionate smack-down that sodomite Lindsey Graham
put on Senate Demonrats in defense of Trump's Supreme Court nominee, Brett
Kavanaugh? What's going on here?
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From the moment that McCain the Insane -- Lindsey's bosom buddy and coconspirator in all things treasonous -- was, as Ohio Governor John Kasich
inadvertently stated on CNN, "put to death," the South Carolina sissy has
fundamentally transformed from a fanatical, back-stabbing anti-Trump Globalist to
the best thing to happen to the US Senate since the great Joseph McCarthy! (We
exaggerate, of course -- but youse guys get the point). In case you missed Graham's
epic anti-Demonrat hissy-fit, have a look at the entertaining video clip below of
Trump's Bulldog in action, and then return for the rest of our analysis.

Four weeks ago, in an article titled, "Trump's Generals Make Lindsey Graham
Pee in His Pink Panties," Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The AntiNew York Times reviewed a very strange incident which took place at the funeral
of McStain -- and made an observation which is now all the more accurate. An
excerpt:
****** EXCERPT ******
The stone-face death looks of Trump's Generals (Defense Secretary Mattis & Chief
of Staff Kelly) are the stuff of straight-up "gangsta." After the encounter with
Huma, a very nervous Graham seems like he is about to piss his pants in the
presence of General Kelly. He pretends to look away but Kelly won't stop eyeing
him. Finally, when Graham can no longer avoid eye-contact, Kelly points to his
own eye, as if to signal to Graham, "I'm watching you, punk. You better fly straight
or you'll end up like your buddy No Name, understood?"

After 2 years of viciously bashing Trump, a frightened Graham is now Trump's
wholly-owned little poodle. Believe it!
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****** END OF EXCERPT ******
After yesterday's finger-pointing rant, can there be any doubt that Graham and
other Republican't anti-Trumpers have been forced into submission -- exactly as QAnon had indicated 10 months ago? In the parlance of the Godfather movies, you
could say that Senator Graham is now playing the role of "Senator Pat Geary" to
the "Don" Trumpeone. For the benefit of those not well-versed in the classic 1970's
Mafia films, Pat Geary (played by G. D. Spradlin) was a corrupt Nevada Senator
who had insulted and tried to extort the "The Godfather," Michael Corleone
(played by Al Pacino).
After setting up the Senator's bed with the dead body of a prostitute, in a brothel
owned by the Corleone Family, the bitter adversary who had mocked the
Corleones' fake Americanism and "oily hair" was suddenly converted. In one of the
funniest scenes in Godfather II, the "new" Geary (just like the "new" Graham in
real life) then delivers a stirring speech before a Senate committee -- going out of
his way to praise Italian-Americans as one of "the backbones of this country."
That is what we are witnessing here. And it is also very possible that Trump and
the "White Hats" set the whole Kavanaugh circus up -- including the ridiculous
accusers -- as a strategic trap. If that's the case, the Demonrats took the bait and
came off looking really, really bad. With about 5 weeks remaining until the crucial
mid-term election of 2018, Trump is kicking ass and taking names -- and the fun is
just getting started.
***LATEST Q POSTS****

Did you see Sen. Graham's speech today? Coincidence? Enjoy the show!
Q
***
RED OCTOBER>>> MIDTERM ELECTIONS
RED WAVE OR RED TSUNAMI?
FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!
Q
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*

Boobus Americanus 1: Lindsey Graham really went off at those
hearings.
Boobus Americanus 2: I know. He's totally pro-Trump all of a sudden. I
wonder why he changed like that?
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Sugar: The generalss made him an offer he couldn't refusse! --- Obey or
you'll ssleep with the frickin' fisshes.
Editor: And with McStain.
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NY Times: A Tumultuous 24 Hours: How Jeff Flake
Delayed a Vote on Kavanaugh
NY Times: Trump Agrees to Open ‘Limited’ F.B.I.
Investigation Into Accusations Against Kavanaugh
REBUTTAL BY

As "big picture" thinkers, Sugar and I, er, "The Editorial Board" of The Anti-New
York Times generally don't like to waste any time and cyber-ink on silly circuses
and spectacles --- unless we can somehow tie it in to a broader subject or issue. In
accordance with our policy, let us say that we suspect--- not "know" and not even
"believe" -- we only suspect that something explosive may emerge from this "7day FBI investigation" of attempted-rape allegations (from High School!) falsely
leveled against Trump's Supreme Court nominee Brett Cavanaugh.
We are told that a "reluctant" Trump has "given in" to and authorized the
investigation which was being demanded by hysterical Senate Demonrats and
finally proposed by Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ). We are told that the strangely
retiring Flake -- a known anti-Trumper and close ally of the recently deceased
(executed) John McStain, also of Arizona -- made this proposal in order to stick it
to Trump on his way out the door. It sounds like a plausible explanation -- but what
if Flake's FBI investigation is really about something else? And what if Trump's
initial opposition to this mini-investigation was all part a "Brer Rabbit" reversepsychology routine?
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1. Mentally unhinged Demonrats like the despicable Corey Booker (NJ)
repeatedly demanded a quick FBI investigation. Trump refused repeatedly, but
now they've got one. Careful what you wish for, Demonrats! // 2 & 3. Did chessmaster Trump just pull a Brer Rabbit on these idiots? -- "Oh please don't make
me authorize an FBI investigation! Please!"
This development is really intriguing. Let's look at this logically and deductively
based on the two possible explanations for Flake's unexpected retirement:
Scenario 1: Flake: Forced Retirement
If indeed Flake is being forced into early retirement (as Q Anon has stated), it
means that Trump & his generals have some serious leverage -- something
criminal -- on this sleazy rascal. Such leverage would not be consistent with Flake
openly defying Trump in such a public manner. Men under fearful submission
behave like Trump's very loud new puppy, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) -who would not dare to defy Trump ever again. Under the submission scenario,
Flake's proposal would have to be interpreted as a baited trap devised by Team
Trump.
Scenario 2: Flake: Voluntary Retirement
Now, let us suppose that Flake's coming retirement is purely of his own volition
(very rare for young Senators to suddenly retire from politics) and that he wanted
to spit in Trump's face, a la John Mc Stain, on his way out the door. Then why not
simply announce that you cannot vote the Kavanaugh nomination out of
committee? That would have made the vote 11-10 against Kavanaugh instead of
11-10 in favor. Flake would have been given a hyped-up hero's farewell by the
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Piranha Press, and guaranteeed everything from book deals to speaking
engagements. What a blow that would have been to Trump!
But no. Flake, by calling for this FBI investigation, has not only guaranteed
Kavanaugh's nomination (because Trump's FBI is not going to come back with any
dirt of Kavnaugh) -- but may have set up the evil Demonrats who concocted these
false charges for some serious pre-election embarrassment (the proverbial October
Surprise?) and perhaps something much worse.
We have been saying for all of 2018 that Trump wanted the Russia investigation
and that Robert Mueller is working for him, not against him. We may now be
seeing a replay of this scenario. What if the NSA has all of the e-mails detailing
this crooked smear operation to derail Kavanaugh? What if this all comes out in
October? What if Killary had a hand in it? And Feinstein? Just food-for-thought
here. But at the very least, a clean FBI report on Kavanaugh will, in and of itself,
constitute a perfectly-timed big victory for Trump, and an embarrassing defeat for
the Demonrats.
Adding fuel to this speculative fire was a Q-Anon post, dated September 29, in
which the terms "bait" and "stupid" were used, probably in relation to upcoming
FBI investigation and the Demonrats who demanded it. Also, "Red October" (red
being the map color associated with Republican victories / Demonrats are blue) is
referenced. Here are the relative posts, all caps, bold and brackets are Q's own:
September 29
D's Playbook (Midterm E):
We will impeach Justice K (ZERO corroborating evidence and ALL factual
witnesses provided by accuser ALL DENIED ALLEGATIONS) should we take
control in NOV.
LIBERAL LEFT LUNACY [BAIT].
These people are EVIL, SICK, & STUPID.
You are watching/witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD.
OLD GUARD >>> POWER TO THE PEOPLE
RED OCTOBER.
Q
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And ...

September 29

TWITTER has been given the green light to blanket censor all content deemed to
threaten their SURVIVAL [election].
GOOG - FB will follow.
EXPECT COMMS BLACKOUT ATTEMPT (POTUS TWITTER)
[ROGUE_EMPLOYEE_EXCUSE]
Welcome to the POLICE STATE.
THEY KNOW IF THEY LOSE IT'S OVER.
THE TIME TO FIGHT!!!!!!!! IS NOW.
GOOD V EVIL
HUMANITY IS AT STAKE
DROP THE MEMES
SILENT MAJORITY NO MORE
BE LOUD - YOU HAVE A VOICE
ARE YOU REGISTERED?
VOTE THEM ALL OUT
PREPARE
RED OCTOBER
WE STAND TOGETHER.
Q

There is one final variable to add to this potentially explosive mix. This coming
Wednesday, October 3rd, at 2:18 PM EST, Trump will send a loud emergency
test alert to every phone in America. Might this "test" go real? It should be a very
interesting week. Stay tuned.
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Could the October 3rd timing of Trump's "Presidential Test Alert" have
something to do with "The Storm" and the coming "Red Tsunami?"
*
Another Clever Little Q Proof From Team Trump
@POTUS_Schedule
Saturday, 29 September 2018 (pre-scheduled send 17:45) 17:07:44 #POTUS
#MarineOne Departure - #WhiteHouse en route Joint Base Andrews 17:17:17
Arrival
*Q is the 17th letter of the alphabet ... no one times a flight arrival to the
exact second.

Welcoming championship sports teams to the White House. 17 = Q?
*
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Senator
Flake is catching a lot of heat on social media for proposing an FBI
investigation into the allegations against Kavanaugh.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump must be seething, but it is the sensible
thing to do.

Sugar: Lock the bitch up! Lock the bitch up! Lock the bitch up!
Editor: (Palm to face, shaking head, deep breath)...
The various holistic cancer treatments that some of youse guys suggested
seem to actually be energizing her lately (the prayers too!)
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